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1. Abstract 

 This study is designed to analyze the sociolinguistic situation in China 
with regard to the extent to which the English language has become audible 
and visible within modern, and present-day, Chinese society. This critical 
examination is from a sociolinguistic and culturally analytical standpoint, 
and employs theories and concepts from the field of sociolinguistics to 
assess the phenomenon of the spread of, specifically, the English language 
in different facets of Chinese culture. Although sociolinguistic methodology, 
meaning the implementation of theories from this field and a questionnaire 
relating to language attitudes, plays an important role in this investigation, 
much of the evidence used in the research is extracted from Chinese media 
and entertainment. Other integral parts of the study are the linguistic, and to 
a lesser extent economic, backgrounds of modern China, which both serve 
as subjects from which a foundation to understand the reasons behind the 
prestigious position enjoyed by English in Chinese society can be built. This 
study is focused primarily on popular Chinese culture and the linguistic 
trends that have blossomed from it as well as the social norms that have 
allowed and continue to permit the presence of foreign languages, 
specifically the English language, in China. The primary goals of this study 
are to determine: the extent of the scope of the English language and its use 
within contemporary Chinese society, the reasons for and logic behind this 
and how this has affected the Mandarin Chinese language, and finally 
whether or not the scope of this phenomenon will expand in Chinese culture 
and society in the future. A final objective of this investigation is to outline 
potential key indicators to be employed in speculation regarding the future 
of this phenomenon. 
 
 
Keywords: English Language in China, Sociolinguistics, Chinese Sociolinguistics, 
Chinese Culture, Chinese Media and Entertainment, Popular Chinese Culture.  
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2. Introduction 
         
 The main goal of this thesis is to assess the scope of the presence of 
the English language in China and its culture. After all of the investigations 
and research were completed, it was apparent, and shall be shown, that the 
English language enjoys a prestige and a solidified, visible status in many 
facets of modern Chinese culture. It must be clarified that this is mostly 
meant in terms of a scale of the range of its presence across many 
entertainment, media, and social mediums, as the language, save for some 
mediums, was not determined to be extremely visible within a particular 
medium of the research. The term “modern” above shall, in the majority of 
the instances in which it is used, unless otherwise specified, relate to post-
1949 China. Although the vitality of Mandarin Chinese is ostensibly strong, 
English has most certainly diffused into China and become a part of its 
society. The language is used in speech, song, and in many forms of writing. 
Even though the observer's paradox (the desire to know how people behave 
while they are not being observed, yet one of the only ways to understand 
how people behave is through observation) was a constant concern, certain 
English words were and are sometimes interjected into Chinese sentences in 
normal and entertainment related life, constructing a code-mixed world. 
Many of these words possess the attributes of brevity, simplicity, positivity, 
visibility, a high frequency of use as an English word, and sometimes an 
association with the elite, which can be related to prestige. The examples 
presented throughout this study made use of the two languages of particular 
interest to this research in regard to linguistic mixing within discourses as 
opposed to simple direct translations, which created a very intriguing 
research situation worthy of investigation.  
 It shall be seen that English has obtained a permanent foothold in 
some aspects of Chinese culture, and that the probability of it burrowing 
deeper into Chinese culture is quite large. The English language certainly 
has an influence in China, and this influence is set to grow in the near future.  
 It must be stated that most of the research pertaining to this thesis was 
conducted in Fújiàn province, located in Southeast China. In order to avoid 
over-generalizing, and unless otherwise noted, the term "China" should be 
thought of as a microcosm, meaning that if the word "China" is mentioned 
with regard to a witnessed relevant linguistic phenomenon, the phenomenon 
was most likely observed in Fújiàn province.  
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3. Background  

 

 As a prologue to the background section, it is wise to first undertake an analysis 

of the current leading and global nature of the English language. Understanding one of, 

yet argued to be the, world’s leading language(s) itself builds a necessary bridge for a 

discussion of English's presence in China and the reasons as to why it has become so 

visible there. This understanding provides insight into the social needs and reasons that 

paved the way for the English language’s entrance and continued influence in China.1 

 The global status of English cannot be disputed. It is probably the most important 

language in international business, has deep roots within media and especially the 

Internet, among masses of students around the world, and is a native language in several 

countries large and small. The language is also present and used in numerous countries 

throughout the world, as is reflected throughout this and other research.2 Another 

important reason behind English’s status is that it is a great source for word borrowing.3 

English has become a means of communication between cultures with differing 

languages, so it can be called a lingua franca. A lingua franca is an important concept to 

understand, especially because it is a perpetual theme throughout this research, so the 

following explanation is necessary. “lingua franca, (Italian: “Frankish 

language”) language used as a means of communication between populations speaking 

vernaculars that are not mutually intelligible.”4 (“Lingua Franca”, Encyclopaedia 

                                                        
1 Many of these reasons are expressed by Meyerhoff (2006), Rosenhouse & Kowner 
(2008), Spence (1999), Gunn (2006), Chao (1976), Baker (1991), Zhou (2007), and Yang 
(2000), among many others, and shall be discussed extensively later in the work.  
2 Lau et al. (2011), Katsos (2011), van der Sijs (2009), Tadmor (2009), Litteral-Johansson 
(2004), Escure (2006), and Crystal (1997), among others, all discuss the use and presence 
of the English language in various nations.  
3 The research of Chao (1976), Rosenhouse & Kowner (2008), Wiebusch & Tadmor 
(2009), Tadmor (2009), and Lau et al. (2011) express this sentiment through their 
analyses of case studies pertaining to borrowed English words seen in the Chinese 
language. Yet Lau et al. (2011) should be related more to code-mixing and not borrowing 
(the English words used are kept in English in otherwise Chinese sentences).  
4 Gooskens (2007: 445) relates linguistic mutual intelligibility to: “some genetically 
related languages are so similar to each other in terms of grammar, vocabulary and 
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Britannica Online) It can be assumed, to put it simply, that English as a lingua franca, 

although other languages certainly fit this criterion, means that it serves as a method of 

communication between groups that use different languages and thus need a common 

ground. However, there are more factors at work when expressing what a lingua franca 

is; it has also become synonymous with a dominant language. In modern society, English 

most certainly fits in with this group. 

 Besides serving as a communicative bridge between cultures,5 the presence of 

English in China and many other non-native English-speaking countries is due to many 

other factors, which have propelled it to its current status of a leading global language. 

“Since the second half of the 20th century, English has become a global lingua 

franca…English has emerged as the world’s first choice as a second language; more 

importantly, it is by now the principal means for international communication…English 

has come to serve many languages as a source for intensive lexical borrowing, reflecting 

the importance and status it holds as a leading language…Certain societies have offered 

resistance to the spread of English…Others have embraced English...” (Rosenhouse & 

Kowner, 4) It is important to note the point on lexical borrowing, which relates heavily 

to, but is not the same thing as, the case-specific code-mixing6 of English in Chinese 

sentences and the English language as a whole being more than tangible in Chinese 

culture. The extent of this would not have been possible if English was not a leading 

global language. Before going further, it must now be noted that the reverse exchange 

(Chinese words into English and other languages’ sentences, although to a lesser extent)7 

occurs, that the nature of word borrowing between languages of the world has been 
                                                        
pronunciation that speakers of one language can understand the other language without 
prior instructions. Speakers of such languages are able to communicate with each other 
without a lingua franca or without one speaker using the language of the other.” 
Scandinavian languages serve as a good example of this because of their similarities.  
5 Throughout this text, with more of a focus on a social interpretation, we shall take 
“culture” to mean: “the ideas, customs, and social behaviour of a particular people or 
society.” (Oxford Dictionary Online, retrieved 2 March 2012) 
6 Meyerhoff (2006: 120) defines code-mixing as: “{Code mixing} generally refers to 
alternations between varieties, or codes, within a clause or phrase.” Lau et al. (2011: 4-5) 
also describes code-mixing: “code-mixing refers to “the use of one or more languages for 
consistent transfer of linguistic units from one language into another, and by such a 
language mixture developing a new…code of linguistic interaction.”” 
7 As discussed by Yun & Jia (2003: 42). 
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described as “universal”,8 that other societies have displayed resistance to foreign 

languages and English, and that the above phenomena of code-mixing and word 

borrowing are certainly not case-specific to the two languages (Chinese and English) 

being discussed. A point of great interest appears in the thought on resistance to and 

embracing of the English language in particular; China has certainly mostly changed its 

stance on this issue regarding the worldwide spread of English because it simply had to, 

given that China's goal of continued economic expansion, and the influence of the 

English-speaking world on China, necessitated a more internationally embracing society, 

as we shall see.  

 The English language also enjoys an extensive amount of linguistic support from 

its global spread through channels of mass media. Nowadays, especially with the 

powerful status of the United States, there are large amounts of cultural English-speaking 

hubs that some of the world takes cues from. Although this shall be examined critically at 

a later juncture, it must be mentioned here as a large contributor to the language’s status 

as both leading and global. “In addition, the mass media ensures that, even though most 

Americans don’t hold a passport, US English ‘travels’ in a virtual sense across space and 

time to other parts of the world. Accents and vocabulary are carried to new locales in 

television shows and music.” (Meyerhoff, 245) While one of the main goals of this 

research is to ascertain how deeply English itself has sunk into Chinese culture, it is 

helpful to know first-hand that English is extremely exportable, which has led to many 

adoptions of loan words, exposure, and its palpable presence in China, in this case.  

 If there is still doubt regarding English and its dominance as a leading global 

language, some statistics regarding this will be presented here. “More than 70% of 

scientific publications and the vast majority of the leading scientific publishers are at 

present in English…Similarly, about 80% of Internet sites are in English…it is possible 

that in sum nearly two billion of the approximately six billion people who inhabit the 

globe are able to communicate in English in varying levels of competence9…In this 

sense, English can be viewed…as the sole representative of ‘a universalizing complex’- a 

                                                        
8 As discussed by Tadmor (2008: 55).  
9 A more comprehensive source on this claim can be found in the References section as 
the Katsos (2011) article, which investigates the respective English language 
proficiencies of 44 countries.  
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new and extreme category on a continuity where the world’s languages are arranged.” 

(Rosenhouse & Kowner, 6-7) A fascinating and relevant point here is that approximately 

eighty percent of websites are in English. This alone shows the dominance of the 

language, seeing as the Internet was designed as a method to connect the globe and is 

now a huge part of nearly all aspects of personal and professional life. Although the final 

portion of this excerpt cannot be taken as a solid fact, its inherent conjecture is more well 

grounded than not, and the universal nature of English nowadays is something that should 

be already established. Further support for this argument, albeit in sole relation to our 

specific case, can be seen soon in the passages pertaining to English Language Teaching 

(ELT) in China. 

 Now that the status of English as a dominant global language has been discussed, 

the investigation can continue with its aim of analyzing the language and the degree of its 

use in Chinese culture. The most vital question to be assessed here is: how and why did 

this language appear in China initially? To answer this question, a brief glance first into 

the linguistically-minded "factors motivating variation" serve as an excellent foundation, 

then some historical reasons shall be discussed below as further support. These factors 

leading to linguistic variation are mentioned here, but shall be reiterated and analyzed 

later in the research with specific cases of each in regard to the research question, which 

shall help serve as some of the reasons behind the current extent of the English language's 

presence in China. "Variation in how people use language is often attributed to the 

following four motivations: (i) a desire to show you fit in with some people and are 

different from others; (ii) a desire to do things that have value in the community (and 

associate yourself with that value); (iii) a desire not to do things that are looked down on 

in the community (and have others look down on you); (iv) a desire to work out how 

others are orienting themselves to the concerns in (i)-(iii)." (Meyerhoff, 23-24) Linguistic 

reasons aside, there are a plethora of other historical, educational, political, and economic 

factors contributing to the current presence English has, and the ease of entry and 

expansion it was granted, in China (the latter in terms of its initial introduction in the 

realm of English language education in the early 19th century). Let us begin this more 

historical analysis with Chinese education and its relation to the English language in 

China.  
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 English education in China is currently an expanding and lucrative industry. The 

language today ranks as the most desired and studied foreign language in the country. 

“English is by far the most widely taught foreign language in the People’s 

Republic…Moreover, in Shanghai, where again English is the predominant foreign 

language, English instruction begins in the third grade of primary schools, continuing 

through middle school.” (Lehmann, 70) We see here that English dominated in foreign 

language studies in these particular schools in Shanghai, with English being learned from 

an early age as a compulsory subject and a vast majority of the classes in this school 

studying the language. The above is simply one example, and not an especially 

contemporary one (being from 1975), yet it is used here for its contextualizing nature as it 

falls before events that lead to an incredible boom in English language learning statistics 

in China. From personal conversations between friends and colleagues it has come to this 

researcher’s attention that most students of the younger generation, meaning around the 

age of thirty or younger, studied English because it was compulsory and possess, at least, 

a rudimentary vocabulary, level of comprehension, and communication ability in the 

language. It is for this reason that much of the information throughout this research 

relates to this specific generation.  

 The statistics concerning the entire English Language Teaching industry in China, 

or ELT, are quite staggering. "China has embraced English with unparallel(ed) fervor, 

educational institutions at all levels…have placed an increasing emphasis on English 

language teaching (ELT)…Reports show that ELT has become a 10-billion RMB Yuan 

(about 1.3 billion U.S. dollars) business...Over 200 million children, about 20% of the 

total in the world, are learning English in schools, and about 13 million young people at 

university level. The Chinese government has decided to offer English as a compulsory 

course nationwide from the third year at primary school." (Zhou, 85)10 Another piece of 

revealing information relates to the level at which ELT has expanded in China since the 

reforms generated by the Open Door Policy in the late 1970s. The number of students 

taking the College English Test (CET) in the year 2002 increased sixty-fold since the 

test’s creation in 1980, from 100,000 to 6,000,000. (Zhou, 2007) These statistics combine 

                                                        
10 This is also supported by Niu and Wolff’s (2003) article “The Chinglish Syndrome: Do 
Recent Developments Endanger the Language Policy of China?” 
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to not only display the extensive and sweeping nature of the ELT industry in modern 

China, but also show the incredible nature of its expansion in recent years, as well as the 

desire of the Chinese people to learn English.  

 In keeping with the subject of education, the question to pose now becomes: How 

and why did this phenomenon historically originate? When did one language come to be 

viewed as such necessary knowledge by a rapidly developing country? In order to answer 

these questions, we must investigate the social situation in China in the late Qing dynasty 

(from 1644-1912),11 and how this led to the foundation of formal English as a Foreign 

Language, or EFL, educational institutions. Two groups in the late Qing dynasty, 

Western missionaries and Chinese reformers, initiated and developed the first formal EFL 

institutions, although for entirely different objectives. (Yang, 2000) "The English-

speaking missionaries regarded English as the essential path through which they could 

bring the souls of Chinese to God. The first Anglo-Chinese school, the Gutslaff school, 

was founded in 1835 in Macao by a British missionary named Robert Morrison (Ford, 

1988). Mission schools were well protected by the unequal treaties12 signed during and 

after the Opium Wars (1840-1842)." (Yang, 1) In this excerpt, besides the mention of one 

side of the origins of formal EFL institutions, the statement expressing that these schools 

were, from the beginning, "well protected" through treaties, shows an initial shield over 

EFL, which gave the seeds of EFL appropriate protection to flourish. Without this shield, 

these mission schools, while still in their infant stage, could have quite possibly failed to 

realize their goal of spreading English and "saving" souls.  

 EFL, in its early stages, had the benefit of being supported by two different 

groups, which allowed for a relatively faster speed of development. Besides the Western 

missionaries, the officials of the late Qing government also supported the establishment 

of EFL institutions. (Yang, 2000) "Before the Opium Wars, the Chinese attitude toward 

foreign languages and foreign cultures was one of disdain and rejection. However, the 

                                                        
11 According to Spence (1999), among others.  
12 Most likely meaning the Nanjing Treaty of 1842, signed with Britain, which itself does 
not explicitly mention these schools yet declares protection of British persons and their 
property in China, as well as the reverse, the Treaty of Wanghia (1844), signed with 
American congressman Caleb Cushing (acting on behalf of President John Tyler), and an 
untitled treaty signed with the French in 1844, as well as a “host of other nations.” 
(Spence, 162-163)  
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humiliating defeat in the Opium Wars forced the Chinese reformers to see the importance 

of learning from the West, which began with the learning of the language. In 1862, the 

Foreign Affairs Office set up the first Chinese-run English language school in Beijing--

Ting Wen Guan. (Dzau, 1990) This was the beginning of English teaching in government 

schools. In 1903, English entered the national secondary school curriculum as a required 

course (Cleverley, 1985) and has stayed ever since." (Yang, 2) The motivations here for 

establishing EFL in China, as a learning tool and means to appease foreign, mainly 

British, influence, are quite different from those of the Western missionaries. The 

combination of a dual-pronged implementation method, meaning the Western 

missionaries and Chinese reformers advocating and establishing EFL, along with the 

post-war protection granted to EFL by the treaties and the humiliation felt in China after 

the loss in the war, causing a loss of pride and perceived "need" for knowledge from 

foreign lands, all united to create a ripe environment in which EFL could begin to thrive. 

It must be mentioned that article eighteen of the Treaty of Wanghia (1844) ended a 

“long-standing attempt by Chinese rulers to prevent foreigners from learning the Chinese 

language fluently”13 which should be taken as an intriguing comparative element, as this 

reflects interest in the opposite of EFL.   

 We shall now shift our focus slightly to analyze the more contemporary side of 

the overall state of the English language in China. Although English language education 

maintains a significant role in this analysis, one of the main components of this portion is 

the development and expansion of the language dubbed “Chinglish.”14 It is referred to as 

an interlanguage by Yun & Jia (2003), which is defined in the following excerpt. “The 

linguistic system that any given learner or community of learners or users has at any 

particular moment…quantitatively and conceptually somewhere between the first 

language and the target…Chinglish is a common phenomenon.” (Yun & Jia, 42) 

According to the same article, there have been many stages of the evolution of the 

English language in China since its introduction in the 18th century, although this 

research argues for the importance of, and focuses on, its introduction via education, 

                                                        
13 According to Spence (163). 
14 This term has been used by Niu & Wolff (2003a) (2003b), Yun & Jia (2003), and 
Eaves (2011), among many others. 
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beginning in the 19th century. The presence of English in China aside, it should be noted 

that there is a current trend of these two languages mixing together, much like code-

mixing, where individual words or phrases of one language are sprinkled into a sentence 

of a different language, as described in more detail below, or in terms of an 

interlanguage. “…the bottom line is that the average Chinese student learns to 

communicate orally in ‘Chinglish’: that is, in Mandarin sprinkled with English words and 

phrases or in English with a Mandarin-induced syntax.” (Niu & Wolff, 2003b: 30) 

Perhaps the arguable status this mixed language has in China as a second “national 

language” (although this seems quite exaggerated), as stated by Niu & Wolff in their 

above article, has both reinforced and served as a method to expand on the foundation 

many visible words and the education of English in China has today. Furthermore, it has 

been argued that perhaps the ideology behind the reasons for learning English, and its 

continued acceptance as a part of life for many people in China, especially young adults 

and students, has changed.15 “Chinese students studying ESL believe that they will 

eventually reap increased economic benefits as a direct result of ESL study. A survey of 

1,000 Chinese ESL students, conducted by the authors, revealed that their motivation was 

predicated upon either their parents’ desire or their own desire for an improved economic 

future.” (Niu & Wolff, 2003a: 9) This can been seen as a kind of fulfillment of 

Meyerhoff’s third reason for variation. The students polled here feel that in order to 

increase their potential economic opportunities, they should make the effort to learn 

English. So as to not be left behind in terms of the economic opportunities the learning of 

the language offers, and thus perhaps being looked down on by some, students seem to 

hunger for English learning to help brighten their future.  

 The Niu & Wolff quotation above reflects the desire of Chinese youth, many of 

which are students, to learn English for individual economic benefit, reiterating the 

notion of English’s current status in China as one of the means to further develop the 

country’s citizens in international and economic terms, in order to communicate with the 

rest of the English-speaking world. The continued teaching and expansion of English in 

                                                        
15 From a desire to “serve the Revolution” in a more collective sense, as noted by 
Lehmann and discussed below, to doing so with a greater emphasis on individual efforts 
to better the self and by extension, the nation.  
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China would seemingly assist its people in realizing their goals in terms of economic 

success, which would ostensibly benefit the whole nation. “If we apply Western 

cost/benefit analysis to ESL in China, it could hardly be disputed that this national 

educational and linguistic revolution will provide substantial economic benefits to both 

China and the Chinese people.” (Niu & Wolff, 2003a: 9) However, this quote does not 

mention if this holds true if Western (or any other region, for that matter) cost/benefit 

analyses (or other methods of economic analysis) are not applied to ESL in China, yet 

since the focus of this research does not concern the viability of industries in economic 

systems, this will not be investigated further.   

 A significant reason for the increased influx of the English language into China in 

recent years, the economic desires of the nation’s people, will now be investigated 

further. Although certainly not the main focus of this research, it must be stated here 

because as China began to open up more economically in the late 1970s, this created a 

less inhibited channel for the entrance of foreign languages,16 with stress here on the 

English language, into China. The status of English as a leading global language in recent 

years meant that it would be the most likely linguistic candidate to diffuse into Chinese 

culture, and it has. One reason China began to raise its economic aspirations had to do 

with competition and desire. In the late 1980s, China was still lagging behind Hong Kong 

and Taiwan in terms of economic exports, and foreign investment in the country was 

considered much less than what its leaders had hoped for. (Spence, 695) The regions of 

Hong Kong and Taiwan, already more open to international investment because of their 

respective historical backgrounds and relationships to other countries,17 were eclipsing 

China in terms of exportation of goods at this point. Perhaps this sparked a kind of 

                                                        
16 The Japanese language must be mentioned here as well, as it is “also spoken as a 
second language by the Chinese and Korean people who lived under Japanese occupation 
earlier this century.” (Miyagawa, 1999) However, it seems doubtful that all of these 
Chinese people speak Japanese as a second language. Japanese’s presence in China will 
also be discussed later on in the research.  
17 Ho (2007: 464) mentions that: “Throughout 400 years of history, Taiwan was occupied 
by the Dutch, Spanish, Chinese and Japanese, whose cultures have exerted a considerable 
influence on Taiwanese traditions.”, while Spence (1999: 716) recalls that Hong Kong’s 
road to democracy was slower than Taiwan’s, as it was “under the shadow of the Sino-
British joint declaration of ‘one country, two systems’”, yet the British finally “loosened 
their colonial grip” on Hong Kong in the summer of 1991.  
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competitive fire amongst economic reformers in China, as the mainland was falling 

behind smaller regions of the nation, leading to a desire to follow their more 

internationally welcoming designs.  

 This desire to economically match Hong Kong and Taiwan may have also led to 

receiving a surge of economic assistance from Hong Kong, as the leaders of China were 

hoping for their country to become more of an economic global powerhouse, with help 

from the Special Administrative Region of China. The “continuing international status” 

of Hong Kong,18 which implies an influence from foreign nations (mainly England) and 

languages (mainly English), has helped the region’s economy, and that of mainland 

China. “[Hong Kong] contributed to mainland China’s development by providing 

employment opportunities, market stimuli to local enterprises, and vital information and 

contracts for re-entering the world-market…” (Pang, 57) This assistance is not merely 

unidirectional, as more of a symbiotic economic relationship has seemingly been forged 

in recent years. “So, as Hong Kong and China merge into a more coherent economic 

system, it appears that their different positions on the path to modernization and 

capitalization serve as mutual reinforcements of the progression of each towards global 

market significance.” (Pang, 57) It is argued here that the “international status” of 

China’s Hong Kong region has and will continue to affect mainland China in a way that 

makes it more receptive to foreign influences, and perhaps languages, through contact 

and economic co-operation.        

 To relate this brief economic tangent to the linguistically-minded research, if the 

leaders of a country feel an urge to match another area economically, there are many 

aspects to consider. Perhaps when China began to open its doors wider to welcome more 

international contact after the Reform and Opening policy of 1978, its leaders also saw 

some of the reasons Hong Kong and Taiwan had become comparatively successful in 

terms of their economies. One of these reasons could have been the broader and everyday 

use of English, and other foreign languages to a lesser degree, mainly in Hong Kong. 

“…Chinese people in Hong Kong have acquired a great familiarity with English…quite a 

number of English words (as well as some from other non-Chinese languages) have 

passed into everyday use…Nearly 400 such loan-words are recorded in one 

                                                        
18 As noted by Pang (2002: 56).   
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source…Some social groups…speak English so much that they find it convenient to 

converse in a mixture of the two…usually fitting English vocabulary into Cantonese 

speech patterns.” (Baker, 50) An association could have been made between English’s 

widespread use in Hong Kong and the region’s economic prosperity, which may have 

influenced mainland China to become more linguistically accommodating towards 

English. However, as this is difficult to qualify, it can at least be said that English is 

regarded as an important language in Hong Kong, especially with regard to maintaining 

its status as an international business hub. “Despite the return of sovereignty to China in 

1997, the Hong Kong government acknowledges that a high level of English language 

ability is still required among the workforce in order to maintain Hong Kong’s position as 

an international commercial centre.” (Berry & McNeill, 371) Perhaps economic 

observers in mainland China saw the importance of English to this area and began to link 

the presence and learning of English with potentially lucrative economic opportunities.  

 It also must be noted that there existed an argued cultural admiration towards Hong 

Kong, which may have heightened this proposed economic competition. “As one acerbic 

party member noted in an anonymous special report, ‘the mentality of imitating Hong 

Kong and Taiwan culture, worshipping everything foreign, and yearning for the capitalist 

world has been passed from ignorant young people to some intellectuals and party and 

government cadres.’” (Spence, 727) Although cultural, the imitation of these cultures, 

especially linked above and in this research to young people, may have led to a more 

accepting attitude towards things foreign, and specifically the English language, in 

mainland China.  

 Before beginning the next section, the first two of the three factors motivating 

linguistic variation, as proposed by Meyerhoff (2006) and mentioned previously, must be 

related to China to establish a connection to one of the important reasons behind why the 

English language in particular has become so visible and used in the country. “The 

question ‘why are you studying English?’ was put to a number of students. The most 

common response was: ‘to serve the Revolution.’” (Lehmann, 76) The mindset of these 

Chinese students, around 1975, reflected a desire to assist the government in its policies, 

which in this case happened to be learning English to benefit China. However, much has 

changed regarding this, from the attempts to appease foreign, mainly British, influence in 
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EFL’s early stages to current times. The connecting argument here is that the motivations 

behind learning English have switched from students’ desires to help the nation through a 

collective effort to doing so with a greater emphasis on the individual’s benefit.19 This 

serves as a means to an end for the first and second factors motivating variation as 

described above by Meyerhoff. The “desire to fit in” with a community can also be 

related to the massive and expanding amount of students currently participating in EFL 

classes with the hopes of finding better individual economic opportunities, and as people 

are indubitably influenced by their peers, in relation to this case, some Chinese students 

may have joined these classes for the possibility of greater social acceptance. However, it 

must be noted that this only relates to the first portion of the first factor motivating 

variation being satisfied, as the “desire to fit in” with the global trend of English through 

learning is answered, albeit in a way that would benefit China, hence “serving the 

Revolution” in a more individualistic way than before. Yet of course not all young 

Chinese continue studying English past a compulsory level, which expresses a motivation 

for the over 6 million students (and now more) to be “different from others.” EFL study 

can be broadly related to, as the latter’s nature is broad, the fourth factor motivating 

variation which is to “work out how others are orienting themselves to the concerns in 

(i)-(iii).” (Meyerhoff, 2006) These case-specific examples behind these factors 

motivating variation highlight some of the reasons underlying the English language’s 

current extent of use and presence in China. It is now time to assess its place in outlets of 

modern Chinese entertainment and media.  

 

4. Analysis of the Presence of English in Modern China From a 

Sociolinguistic Perspective 
 

 This section pertaining to answering the research question from a sociolinguistic 

standpoint is imperative to this work because of its investigation into actual linguistic 

tendencies and opinions of Chinese people in China. This section focuses upon both 

relating relevant sociolinguistic concepts to answering the research question and some of 

                                                        
19 As reflected by Niu & Wolff’s (2003) survey, mentioned on page 12 of this text.  
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the sociolinguistic data gathered from this study’s fieldwork, mainly phenomena noticed 

through participant observation of conversations among Chinese youth and the 

questionnaire regarding language attitudes towards English in China. It was deemed more 

appropriate to include here as a means of introducing many of the sociolinguistic theories 

and terminology that are pertinent throughout the fieldwork relating to contemporary 

Chinese entertainment and media mediums.  

 To begin this section, some sociolinguistic concepts must be explained first, 

before the fieldwork data can be discussed. One important concept, which shall also be 

discussed later, is the vitality linguists associate with a language. The vitality of a 

language is quite important in assessing its possibility of survival, the likelihood of its 

continued use by a group of speakers, and its overall strength. “We will use the term 

vitality to describe the likelihood that a language will continue being used for a range of 

social functions by a community of speakers, and we will see that vitality is influenced by 

institutional, social and demographic factors.” (Meyerhoff, 103) Landweer (2000) also 

poses a list of indicators of the vitality a particular language possesses. She mentions the 

“relative position on the urban-rural continuum”, the “domains in which the language is 

used”, the “frequency and type of code switching”, the “population and group dynamics”, 

the “distribution of speakers within their own social network”, the “social outlook 

regarding and within the speech community”, the language’s prestige, to be discussed 

beginning on page 23 and later in this text, and the “access to a stable and acceptable 

economic base.” (Landweer, 2000) If we analyze all of these factors individually, we find 

that, according to this comprehensive model, the vitality of Mandarin Chinese is actually 

quite strong, even with the widespread range of the presence of English, in our case, in 

Chinese society. Mandarin Chinese is used more often in an urban setting, mainly 

because dialects are used more often in a rural atmosphere, which can also be related to 

the concept of dialect leveling {the loss of differences between dialects or language 

varieties, possibly because of increased contact between speakers of different varieties 

(Meyerhoff, 2006)}, which happens often in China. Secondly, Mandarin is used 

exclusively in some domains, most notably the more formal ones such as law and 

education, the latter to be addressed shortly, and extensively in many other cultural 

domains. Mandarin can be associated with having a “stable and accessible economic 
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base”, as China is currently ranked as the world’s second largest economy.20 Although it 

can be argued that there is much code-mixing with English, as this research shall support, 

Mandarin is spoken as a native language by an incredible 900 million people21 (making it 

the most widely spoken native language in the world), as it is the language of the world’s 

most populous nation.22 It still seems as though the actual linguistic vitality of Mandarin 

is strong, according to the definition and framework of indicators mentioned above. 

Mandarin is spoken quite extensively throughout mainland China, it has an official status 

as the national language, and it retains a high status as well through strong institutional 

support in such realms as education.23 However, the vast demographics, number, and use 

of local dialects spoken in China, and the rise of the use of foreign languages, most 

notably English, in recent years, have all contributed to the growing concern of certain 

Chinese government-run press agencies and some translators,24 in regard to the question 

of Mandarin’s vitality. “…English or other international languages were increasingly 

disseminated in each community as central to key fields of academic and economic 

endeavor. Thus, standard Mandarin as the national language and as an increasingly 

international language was also repositioned as only one of a set of necessary or desirable 

languages. In the media, standard Mandarin became increasingly identified with state and 

educated-elite institutions that were themselves undergoing reforms or in need of 

reforms, rather than the centers of stability and opportunity.” (Gunn, 205) As we shall 

see, this dissemination of English, and other foreign languages, into China has weakened 

Mandarin’s vitality, yet Mandarin is used exclusively in official capacities, not to 

mention its strength as a language being used in daily life. The concept of vitality and its 

importance shall be discussed further in the discussion and conclusions sections.  

 It is now time to introduce another vital sociolinguistic topic: word borrowing. 
                                                        
20 According to the CIA World Factbook, retrieved 2 Feb 2012.  
21 According to Wiebusch & Tadmor (2008: 575). 
22 Also according to the CIA World Factbook, from a July 2011 estimate.  
23 This is supported by Lehmann (1975: 11), The Independent (London, England) Feb. 
21, 1997, Wiebusch & Tadmor (2009: 575), and Gunn (2006: 2).  
24 China’s General Administration of Press and Publication has claimed foreign 
languages have “seriously damaged” the purity of the Chinese language (BBC Mobile 
News Online, 21 December 2010). Huang Youyi, the chairman of the International 
Federation of Translators, has said that some English words that have diffused into daily 
Chinese are “causing problems.”  
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English has been described as a great language to borrow from (see footnote 3), and 

much exchange has occurred between English and Chinese, yet much more so from the 

former language into the latter one.25 However, before exclusively discussing this case-

specific example of (originally) English words used in Chinese, it is important to note 

that word borrowing occurs between an incredible number and variety of languages. To 

expand this case-specific example, English and Chinese have borrowed from many 

languages, and many languages have conversely borrowed from these two languages, 

throughout history. Thailand, Vietnam, Japan, and other nations have borrowed words 

from Chinese throughout history through language and cultural contact of their peoples.26 

Many words borrowed from non-English languages are present in Chinese as well, 

especially Japanese ones.27  The same mutually exchanging relationship holds true when 

discussing English {whose lexicon now includes words from: French (touché, petite, vis 

à vis), Spanish (macho, aficionado, salsa), Italian (confetti, a cappella), and Swedish 

(smorgasbord), amongst many others} and probably all languages.28 Suffice it to say, 

word borrowing can be described as a “universal”29 phenomenon.  

 Perhaps a prevailing reason for the extent of foreign words present in some 

manifestations of specifically Chinese conversations stems from the idea that the exact 

meaning of the word and all its subtleties could be lost if attempts to express it in the non-

foreign language are still made, as relates to the excerpt below. Reasons for English 

words present in Chinese most likely relates to the former’s status as a leading global 

language, English language education in China, and the dispersement of the language via 

media and entertainment in China (most apparent in Chinese youth culture). “In fact, this 

is such common practice that I once heard the late Professor George A. Kennedy of Yale 

University ask, ‘haven’t you got a word for ‘office’ in Chinese?’…thinking over the 
                                                        
25 As discussed by Yun & Jia (2003: 42). 
26 According to Suthiwan & Tadmor (2009: 601), Alves (2009: 617), and Schmidt (2009: 
549), respectively. More examples of this contact can be seen in footnote 42.  
27 Chinese words borrowed from Sanskrit, Prakrit, Altaic, and European languages are 
highlighted by Wiebusch & Tadmor (2009: 579), who also describe the “extraordinary 
position of Japan as a donor language” and that “they (Chinese students sent to Japan at 
the end of the 19th century) took over many terms from Japanese when writing in 
Chinese…” (Wiebusch & Tadmor, 581).  
28 As said by Tadmor (2009: 55-56), full quote on page 23 of this research.  
29 See Tadmor (2009: 55), as well as footnote 42.  
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question afterwards it did seem to me that there was really no word which corresponded 

in function to the word office. An office of a professor is not exactly a shufarng 书房, nor 

quite a banngong-shyh 办公室, since most of the time he is not really bann-ing and gong 

there. So I decided to keep saying office in my Chinese sentences.” (Chao, 186) In this 

excerpt, Chao explains why he felt the need to use the English word for “office”; he felt 

the Chinese words “书房” ‘study’ and “办公室” (‘office’, as in a working office, i.e. with 

a receptionist, sales team, etc.) did not adequately express the level of descriptive detail 

he was seeking in his statement.30 This kind of untranslatability is most certainly not 

marginalized to the specific case of the interactions between these two languages. “…for 

the fact remains that certain aspects of an original text cannot be translated into certain 

other languages.” (Lewis, 289)31 This researcher has also heard, numerous times, English 

words and phrases being uttered by Swedish people in Sweden. Some examples that are 

heard more commonly, especially amongst youth, are the words “nice” and “yes.”32 

These words most certainly can be said in Swedish, differing from the above example of 

“office” being said in English in this way, which is just one instance of an English word 

being uttered in a Chinese sentence, as many more will be shown later.  

 These examples of saying a single word in a foreign language within an otherwise 

native language sentence can be surmised as being either a way to express a sentiment 

with an attached sense of modernity,33 which shall be discussed more during the 

                                                        
30 Here follows another example of this, from Chao (186): “…he was suddenly startled 
by the mentioning of the English word ski pants in the midst of a Chinese sentence. They 
used the word skipants because the Chinese do not ski and therefore do not have skipants. 
After that we began to use the term skipants for any admixture of a foreign word into a 
language you are using…”  
31 The example Lewis discusses in his paper is the proposed untranslatability of Russian 
second-person pronouns into English, with specific reference to Anton Chekhov’s Lady 
with Lapdog.  
32 The Swedish television programs Solsidan {Sunny Side, the name of the residential 
area in which the show takes place} and Karatefylla {assumed to mean some variation of 
“Insanely Drunk”} (featuring a younger cast), are good sources in which to witness 
English words/phrases being (mostly) code-switched, as opposed to code-mixed, in 
Swedish entertainment, which is argued to reflect a higher English language proficiency.  
33 By saying a word from a more dominant global language, such as English in this case, 
the examples being Swedish people saying “nice” and “yes”, as well as code-mixing and 
code-switching many other English words and phrases. 
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investigation into Kia et al.’s (2011) research, or as a linguistic alternative used in order 

to add more descriptive power to a sentence,34 and it is thus deemed more appropriate to 

use a foreign word to express this meaning. However, it must be clarified here that by 

keeping a word in its foreign capacity, meaning no attempts have been made to adjust it 

into the borrowing language’s speech patterns or orthography have been made, relate 

more to code-mixing than word borrowing (although the two are similar), some examples 

of the latter in regard to the two languages of particular interest in this research are 

presented below. There is undoubtedly an abundance of word borrowing examples 

between many other languages, however the focus of this research involves the English 

and Chinese languages, so the spotlight must remain there for now.  

 In the beginning of the next excerpt, it is important to highlight the mention of the 

comparative element that there are not very many examples of Chinese words, direct 

borrowings, or examples that form English phrases or idioms from a direct translation.35 

“…While this kind of semanticized borrowing is the exception from Chinese into 

English, the reverse, from English into Chinese, is extremely common. For example, 

there is leidar 雷达 ‘radar,’ with characters meaning ‘thunder’ and ‘reach, communicate,’ 

i.e. something that communicates as fast as thunder and lightning.” (Chao, 190) He goes 

on to mention the examples of ‘luóji’ 逻辑 ‘logic’, ‘sānmíngzhì’ 三明治 ‘sandwich’, 

‘bīngqílín’ 冰淇淋 ‘ice cream’, and many others, although the last two are categorized as 

being half-translated and half-transliterated. (Chao, 1976) There are, of course, many 

examples of word borrowing between Chinese and English, and although not a large 

focus of this report, they serve as good empirical evidence of how the English language is 

diffusing into China. Some other directly phonetic examples of word borrowings include: 

“kǎtōng” 卡通 ‘cartoon’, “níhóng” 霓虹 ‘neon’, “jípǔchē” 吉普车 ‘jeep’, “xuějiā” 雪茄 

‘cigar’, “bēngdài” 绷带 ‘band aid’, the more recently appearing and colloquial “Ōmàigā” 

喔麦嘎 ‘Oh My God!’,36 “bù’ěrqiáoyà” 布尔乔亚  ‘bourgeois’, and “tǔsī” 吐司, another 

                                                        
34 Because a word is labeled as “not existing” in one language, perhaps due to cultural 
differences. 
35 Yun & Jia (2003: 42), have also discussed this.  
36 Also discussed by Hays (2008): 
http://factsanddetails.com/china.php?itemid=123&catid=4&subcatid=16 
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word for ‘toast’, and there are certainly more of these kinds of words.37  

 A loan word could also be translated literally, with little attempt to maintain the 

same phonetic composition. A couple of examples of these kinds of loans include: 

“mìyuè” 蜜月 ‘honeymoon’, with the first character meaning ‘honey’ and the second 

resembling ‘moon’, and “húbùwǔ” 狐步舞 ‘foxtrot’, with the first word meaning ‘fox’, 

the next ‘step’, and the final character meaning ‘dance.’ The most intriguing cases of 

word borrowing to this study occur on a complete level of transfer, in which an attempt to 

make the word Chinese is not even made, such as words that have become so universal 

that their meaning is already understood, for example: “ok”, a case which is present in 

many other languages. This, however, relates more to English words that are commonly 

code-mixed as opposed to borrowed words.  

 Yet now it is time to discuss why this phenomenon occurs and how it relates more 

to the research question and specific case at hand. “Borrowing between Chinese and 

foreign languages is of course as old as history, or older. As usual, the need of borrowing 

a foreign word is felt when something in a foreign culture has no near equivalent in the 

native culture.” (Chao, 185) It seems that a small conclusion can be reached here: one of 

the main reasons for a people’s need to borrow or code-mix words becomes apparent 

when an equivalent expression or idea is not present in their lexicon and translation 

simply does not carry the same semantic notion, although there are certainly more 

reasons for the occurrence of this phenomenon. 

To continue with this analysis of the underlying reasons why a particular people 

borrow certain words and splice them into their own language, and in turn, social 

infrastructure, we shall use a guide to assess the reasons behind adoption of specifically 

English words. A framework, although somewhat simplistic, showcasing why certain 

peoples are more inclined to borrow words, although this is related more specifically to 

the English language, is mentioned in Rosenhouse and Kowner’s (2008) work. The 

reasons their theories are included below are because they a) relate more to English-

specific cases of borrowing and b) word borrowing has been classified as “universal”, as 

discussed previously, with a great obstacle argued as surfacing in terms of explaining 

                                                        
37 Some other examples, strictly of Chinese words borrowed from English, are expressed 
by Wiebusch & Tadmor (2009: 583). 
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why a single specific language borrows words. This obstacle exists because of the many 

differences between the world’s languages, yet the existence of the “universal” nature of 

word borrowing makes explaining the reasons behind word borrowing, in a way 

applicable to all languages, quite difficult. “…lexical borrowing is universal. No 

language in the sample (41 languages)- and probably no language in the world- is entirely 

devoid of loanwords…What makes a language particularly amenable to lexical 

borrowing? Looking at the ten languages with the highest borrowing rate, it is clear that 

there is no one answer, as these languages exhibit very different typological and 

sociolinguistic types.” (Tadmor, 55-56) Thus it seems as though the concept of word 

borrowing in this discussion should be limited to the case-specific example of the 

Chinese language borrowing English words, as this relates most directly to the research 

question at hand.  

 The hypotheses of Rosenhouse and Kowner include logical conjecture and relate 

heavily to China’s current sociolinguistic situation, strictly in terms of the country’s 

apparent tendency to borrow foreign, with an emphasis again here on English, words. 

Under the sections entitled {Section A} “Predictions related to the fundamental motives 

for borrowing” and {Section B} “Predictions related to means of dissemination”, are the 

following hypotheses: A. “…the greater the tendency in a given society to emulate other 

groups, the greater the tendency to borrow…loan words…{Section B.} The more 

contacts a society has with Anglo-American culture and the English language...the 

greater the tendency to borrow English loan words…The more exposed a society is at 

present to English via the mass media…, the greater the tendency to borrow English loan 

words…” (Rosenhouse & Kowner, 16) Furthermore, prestige, recent modernization, and 

heterogeneity are discussed, which have a strong connection to China, in the next section 

(C). “The more recent the stage of modernization in a given society, the greater its need 

for an updated and fresh vocabulary…The higher the prestige of English in a given 

society, the higher the chances of its linguistic adoption…The greater the ethnic 

heterogeneity and linguistic diversity in a given society, the greater the tendency to resort 

to English and to adopt English loan words.” (Rosenhouse & Kowner, 16-17) The 

concept of linguistic prestige that was mentioned in part C of the article must be 

elaborated on here, as the term plays a crucial role later in this research. Prestige is most 
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commonly related to a feeling of admiration towards another language, in part because of 

the access it provides towards a feeling of modernity and integration of novelty. “In each 

case, the prestige language functions as the mediator of modernism- or, as has been said, 

as the 'window on the world'. Kachru 1983 pursues the process of absorption still further, 

from its foreignness to that degree of nativization in which the window on the world turns 

into a window on the target culture itself. In its new context the prestige language 

acquires a new identity and serves, at least for a minority, as a creative instrument for the 

integration of tradition and literature.” (Kahane, 497)38 The notion of prestige towards a 

language is also seen as a potential indicator of its vitality, or strength in regard to its use 

in the future, although these should not be misconstrued as the same thing. “A descending 

scale of relative prestige could be as follows with a nationally recognized language 

having the greatest prestige and thus a greater potential for use in the foreseeable future, 

and locally disparaged varieties having the least potential for continued use in the future 

(assuming other supports are also absent).” (Landweer, 2000) It cannot be said that 

English has reached the point of being nationally recognized in China, despite the extent 

of its visibility, yet it is certainly not a “disparaged variety”, so it should not be thought of 

as a language likely to diminish in terms of its use in China. This text discusses both 

overt prestige, “…norms that people are consciously orienting to…” and covert prestige 

“…those that they seem to be less consciously orienting to.” (Meyerhoff, 115) Overt 

prestige can be related to this research’s discussion of Chinese students learning English 

for better economic opportunities and covert prestige can be seen later in the 

entertainment and cultural sections as code-mixed variants that participants are likely less 

aware of. This research argues that China does view foreign languages, especially 

English, with linguistic prestige.  

 All of the aforementioned hypotheses beg the all-important question: exactly how 

do all these linguistic requirements for English word borrowing relate to China? We have 

seen examples of emulating English, mainly in regard to ELT and the lucrative and vast 

business it has become in China, and the recent modernization of China (arguably after 

the reforms to open the country more economically in the late 1970s), and shall see this 

                                                        
38 Kahane also describes the “SYMBOLIC FUNCTION of language as a mark of class 
and status-a potent factor in the rise of prestige language…” in the same article, 499.  
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country’s exposure to English via Chinese and English-speaking mass media (the latter 

including an emphasis on Hollywood films and television programs), as well as the 

prestige granted to English by China (through its use in important sections of certain 

entertainment mediums and use by youth). The vast variety of dialects in China is another 

large reason for adopting loan words, which shall be discussed soon. Therefore, China 

seems to fit into the above characteristics outlining a country that would adopt English 

(loan words). The adoption of English words means more than a simple linguistic 

borrowing (or use, as is apparent in the examples of code-mixing seen later); it can show 

an acceptance of a culture through modification of the language of the culture that 

changes. The borrowing of English words and their use in Chinese society reflect a desire 

on China’s part to embrace English and is also a key indication of the level to which 

English has diffused into Chinese society. “People are now comparing Chinese and 

Western culture- including politics, economics, science, technology, education, the whole 

gamut-and there is much debate over the subject…I personally agree with the ‘complete 

Westernizers…’ We need to acknowledge that when looked at in its entirety, our culture 

lags far behind that of the world’s most advanced societies, not in any one specific aspect 

but across the board.” (Fāng, 156) Although Fāng Lìzhī’s opinions were most certainly 

not popular with the Chinese government, they could be argued to have had a great 

impact and effect on youth culture, leading to the student demonstrations in the late 

1980s. (Yam, 1994) Although this is the tip of the iceberg, it is apparent, and shall be 

shown, especially among youth culture, through telling signs such as the way young 

adults dress, speak, and code-mix English words, and are entertained by slews of English 

language music and films, that there is a kind of reverence, or at the very least an interest, 

in English. In a conversation this researcher had long ago with a Chinese colleague in 

Xiàmén, a most telling sentence was uttered by him after being posed the question: why 

do so many young people wear shirts with English text?39 His response was a simple: 

“because English is cool.” He decided to say the word “cool” in English to stress his 

point. An emulation of the English language is apparent in modern China.  
                                                        
39 Throughout the research, it was observed that some of these shirts with English text 
included foreign brand names, as it seemed that most Chinese of the younger generation 
prefer these brands. Zhang (2007: 14) also supports this: “Like most of her generation 
Sun (24 years old)…favors non-Chinese brands…over local labels…”  
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 The above example of a quotation from a conversation with a colleague in 2007 

reflects an attitude, almost to the extent of being a commonality, amongst Chinese youth. 

This is of course a relatively difficult factor to measure, but the abundance of English text 

visible on personalized websites, advertising slogans, clothing, accessories et cetera, help 

to show how much English has come to be used, and revered in a sense, in China (more 

specifically amongst youth). Even as far back as 1900, when Zhāng Bǐnglín, a student of 

classical literature who spoke no English, wrote his first published edition of the Book of 

Urgency, we can see trepidation about English becoming a dominant language. (Kaske, 

2008) “Zhang’s discussion of linguistic problems was based on the assumption that the 

Chinese language was in a state of crisis as a result of its contact with a superior Western 

language, namely English.” (Kaske, 129) This assumption that the Chinese language was 

in crisis had yet to be realized, but the sentiment of precaution towards letting English 

seep too far into China, and the Chinese language, because of its potential power shows 

that English, even one hundred years ago, was held in high esteem. A connection to 

linguistic vitality should be made here, as prestige in this manner is also related to 

worries about the vitality of Chinese after extended contacts with foreign languages.  

 Another branch of this argument holds that, since China opened its doors more 

thoroughly to the world after the Reform and Open Door policy initiated the process, its 

contacts with Anglo-American culture, in particular, inevitably grew. Foreign Direct 

Investment in China has, after Dèng Xiǎopíng’s initial reforms to open his country up to 

foreign trade and investment in 1978, grown from 2.7 billion US$ in 198440 to 105.7 

billion US$ in 2010.41 As China’s status as a world power solidifies, and as it continues 

to be accepting, embracing even among youths, of the English language, its contact with 

the English-speaking world will grow exponentially. As one culture continues to 

influence the other and the two cultures have more contact and exchange, it follows that 

both cultures will inevitably acquire some words from each other through the 

communication involved in these exchanges.42 In this manner, English’s presence in 

                                                        
40 According to: http://www.chinability.com/FDI.htm, retrieved 8 Feb 2012. 
41 According to: http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2011-01-18/foreign-direct-investment-
in-china-in-2010-rises-to-record-105-7-billion.html, retrieved 8 Feb 2012.  
42 Fox (1983) and Escure (2006) have discussed many examples of language exchange 
between different peoples (Russian/Norwegian, Chinese/English, Hawaiian/English, etc.) 
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China will most likely continue to grow, due to its status as a leading foreign language in 

terms of education and use in China, as well as its status as a leading global language. 

The same can be said about China’s exposure to the English-speaking world, although 

one could argue it is the reverse process (the English-speaking world has become more 

interested in China as it has become more globally significant and thus China has become 

more exposed to the English-speaking world through contact), and, although argued to be 

to a lesser extent, other foreign languages via cultural, business, and linguistic contact.  

 It is no secret that China has been quite successful following its period of intense 

modernization beginning in 1978. In gross national product alone, it has remained in 

positive figures for over three decades and now stands as the world’s second largest 

economy. “The restructuring of the economy and resulting efficiency gains have 

contributed to a more than tenfold increase in GDP since 1978. Measured on a 

purchasing power parity (PPP) basis that adjusts for price differences, China in 2010 

stood as the second-largest economy in the world after the US, having surpassed Japan in 

2001.” (CIA World Factbook, 2011) According to Rosenhouse & Kowner (2008), China, 

with its fairly recent immersion in modernization and its continued growth, would be a 

prime candidate for borrowing because of its greater need to update its vocabulary. This 

is another possible reason for the trend of English interjections in a code-mixing manner, 

and the continued borrowing and introduction of new words. The status of English as a 

leading global language, and leading foreign language in terms of education and use in 

China, is a proposed reason for the probability of English being used to update Chinese 

vocabulary more so than another foreign language would be.  

 The final factor for our discussion on reasons why languages borrow words (via 

the interaction of peoples) is ethnic heterogeneity and linguistic diversity. These aspects 

are quite applicable to China’s sociolinguistic situation because of the country’s massive 

                                                        
and the tendency of those involved to mix languages, using words in the speaker and 
addressee’s languages, due to extended contact. These contacts form a pidgin/creole 
mixed language, which is used in exchange situations. “They (pidgin and creole 
languages) have arisen and evolved rapidly in emergency situations — short term 
contacts such as trade or migration, or long-term social conflicts such as slavery, war and 
indenture. In such traumatic situations when no lingua franca is readily available to a 
group of people, the human language capacity can nevertheless function effectively even 
in the absence of adequate input.” (Escure, 2006)  
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variety of ethnicities and dialects. An astounding fifty-six ethnicities are recognized by 

the P.R.C. government,43 many with their own language, creating quite a diverse 

language map. “One often hears it said that the Chinese dialects are really different 

languages…There are literally scores of mutually non-intelligible varieties of Chinese.” 

(Norman, 187) With such a vast palette of diversity, China, Rosenhouse & Kowner 

(2008) argue, is disposed to adopt English loan words more than a nation with a more 

homogenous ethnic composition. Despite this prediction, in the case of China, ethnic and 

linguistic dialect diversity have actually led to many borrowings from Mandarin, as some 

words from the official language have been mixed into local Mǐnnán dialects, as was 

observed during the time of the research.44    

 The conclusion of all of Rosenhouse & Kowner’s hypotheses, and where China 

ranked on the list of countries most prone to English word borrowing, was extremely 

enlightening. In a case study of twelve languages, Chinese finished tied for first in terms 

of countries most embracing of English loan words. The criteria for such an analysis 

assessed some salient sociolinguistic factors such as language attitudes and perceptual 

dialectology, or “the study of people’s subjectively held beliefs about different dialects or 

linguistic varieties.” (Meyerhoff, 85) The analysis was conducted according to the four 

factors of: "need", "tendency", "institutional control", and "attitude to borrowing." 

“‘Need’ describes the need for new terms from English due to the sociopolitical, 

economic, and cultural state of the language community…‘Tendency’ is related to the 

individual and/or communal inclination towards or aversion to another language (here: 

English) due to the human tendency to emulate prestigious elements of a dominant group. 

‘Institutional Control’ means the presence or absence of a general language policy 

practised by some kind of an official language institution, one role of which is to control 

borrowing. Finally, ‘Attitude to Borrowing’ refers to the recipient language speakers’ 

official and non-official attitudes to borrowing lexical items as a result of sociopolitical, 

economic and cultural conditions…” (Rosenhouse & Kowner, 283-285)  

 The Chinese language(s), although Taiwanese Chinese and Min Chinese were 
                                                        
43 According to: http://www.paulnoll.com/China/Minorities/China-Nationalities.html, 
retrieved on 31 Jan 2012. 
44 Chao (1967: 92) also discusses, while not specifically the Mǐnnán dialect, how Wú 
dialects have borrowed from Mandarin.  
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discussed, ranked tied for first with Japanese, with a total score of eleven out of a 

possible twelve points. Although the focus has been and will continue to be on Mandarin 

Chinese in this research, this information is relevant because it directly discusses China 

and its people’s propensity to borrow English words as well as their attitudes towards 

English. The results argue that some parts of China express an overwhelmingly positive 

attitude towards English and are havens for borrowing English words. “Japanese and 

Chinese in Taiwan, with the highest score of eleven points, seem to be the most receptive 

to such borrowing…both languages share fundamental and deep propensity from 

modernisation and Westernisation.” (Rosenhouse & Kowner, 285)  

 The case study above conveys some extremely important information that helps 

answer part of the research question at hand. A large reason for the current status English 

enjoys in China as a growingly noticeable language in most facets of life is that China has 

a, although a key word to mention here is proposed, need to borrow words (from its 

recent modernization and increased exposure and contact to the English-speaking world) 

and a receptive attitude towards English as a beneficial language to know (in terms of 

prestige and an emulative desire). This “need” to borrow words often supports and leads 

to code-mixing actual English words. These are two significant factors which have 

invited the English language into China, and are constant reminders of why English is 

becoming more visible and influential there. However, despite this conjecture by 

Rosenhouse and Kowner regarding the likelihood of a society borrowing English words, 

some statistics on the actual number of borrowed foreign words in the Chinese language 

raise doubts about their hypotheses. It has been reported that only 1.2% of the words (25 

total) in Chinese are borrowed from a foreign language. (Tadmor, 57) Yet these statistics 

seem like an underestimation based on some of the loanwords already discussed in this 

research, the fact that only 2,042 total words from Chinese45 were included in Tadmor’s 

report, and the history behind foreign languages and their loanwords in China, especially 

with regard to English ones. It must be mentioned that it does not seem as though the 

Chinese language necessarily “needs” to borrow foreign words (more so than any other 

language) in many cases, as this sentiment may be misconstrued as a failure of the 

                                                        
45 Although Suen (1986) lists 6,321 words in her corpus of the most frequently used 
Chinese words.  
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Chinese language to express a certain idea with its own words as opposed to a sense of 

acceptance of the borrowed foreign words already used in Chinese (although this is not 

applicable to all borrowed foreign words, or languages for that matter).46  

 It is now time to discuss another extremely relevant linguistic phenomenon 

pertinent to this research: code-mixing. There are differing opinions and variations 

regarding the most precise definition, however it seems established that code-mixing, as 

opposed to code-switching, is the usage of different languages within the same sentence. 

Definitions of code-mixing can be seen in footnote 6. Code-mixing became a large part 

of the research after extensive participant observation revealed it to be quite salient 

among the younger generation of Chinese (meaning those around the age of thirty or 

younger), and the younger generation of speakers of other languages as well, most 

notably (in this text) Swedish. It is not simply enough to be aware of this phenomenon; 

the social and psychological reasoning behind why code-mixing in Chinese sentences 

occurs has shed valuable light upon the research question at hand. It is important to 

mention here that although many researchers view English as an ample source to borrow 

from (see footnote 3), an abundance of differences exist between the two languages in 

discussion. Aside from the four distinct tones attached to nearly all spoken Mandarin 

words, and the great differences in syntax, among many other factors, between the two 

languages, our focus should turn to the discrepancies between the written languages. 

After all, much of the data gathered during the research involved words that were visible, 

yet there were many audible examples as well. “Chinese provides a case of high contrast 

for alphabetic systems, because its graphic units, characters, do not represent phonemes, 

but rather morphemic (meaning-bearing) syllables.” (Liu & Perfetti, 167) “As far as 

writing system is concerned, the one that is most different from English is Chinese.” 

(Rayner, 2009: 1460) With a great many differences between the two languages, it can 

logically be assumed that the phenomenon of code-mixing English words into Chinese 

written and spoken language is a more difficult task than code-mixing between languages 

                                                        
46 Lewis’ (2004) example of the untranslatability of “you” from Russian to English, and 
difficulty, to the point of lacking sufficient translation, of the Swedish word “lagom” 
serve as good examples of this. A case for the latter can be found at: 
http://www.logolalia.com/untranslatable/archives/cat_lagom.html, retrieved 30 March 
2012.  
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with similar orthographies and speech. This contributes heavily to the argument the 

research makes; if the languages were considered similar, the phenomenon of code-

mixing English words into Chinese would not be considered such a drastic departure 

from the norm, and thus the extent to which English has become visible and audible in 

China becomes more noteworthy.  

 Before discussing the main case of code-mixing below, it is important to elaborate 

briefly on why code-mixing is so important the research. To begin, this sociolinguistic 

concept can be seen nearly everywhere in this research, whether it be in any of the 

entertainment or media realms, the social dialogues observed, or the case study presented 

below. The extent of code-mixing in China has become more apparent in recent years, 

summarized here by one Hong Kong critic commenting on the changes regarding the use 

of English on Chinese radio chat channels. “The younger generation today seems 

incapable of speaking in one language at a time; they will always sandwich Chinese with 

English vocabulary or expressions in a way which is unnecessary and unappealing. Until 

about ten years ago, the Chinese language channels on radio chat sessions would all be 

conducted in Cantonese; nowadays it produces the most ungainly kind of macaroni 

Cantonese and English.” (Gunn, 41/43) The previous quotation epitomizes, in many 

ways, the impact that the (specifically) English language has had on Hong Kong media 

and culture. Although Hong Kong is a special case in our discussion because of its 

historical background and linguistic situation (meaning use of Cantonese), the former 

lending it more susceptible to the initial presence of English (especially in terms of the 

origins of ELT in China), it still plays quite an important role in Chinese media and 

maintains a very strong influence on the mainland in that respect.  

 The main point of this section of the research is simple: the more examples of code-

mixing of English words into Chinese sentences that are found, the stronger the argument 

becomes that the English language’s presence in China is widespread (meaning in many 

different cultural/entertainment/media facets) and deep (meaning quite present in a 

specific facet). It must be reiterated that words from other foreign languages, especially 

given China’s unique linguistic situation, are certainly code-mixed in Chinese sentences 

as well. Code-mixing is integral not simply because of its omnipresence in this research, 

but also because it can be seen as a method of learning new words. “This study has 
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shown that careful and judicious use of code-mixing can lead to appropriate successful 

teaching and learning of new vocabulary in speaking classes.” (Celik, 368) From this 

finding, we can surmise that many of the examples that shall be seen in terms of the 

(mostly code-mixed) use of English in the entertainment and media channels of China 

could potentially lead to a more widespread comprehension of the English words used in 

these channels via their repetition amidst otherwise Chinese sentences. It has also been 

argued that code-mixing is greatly influenced by both social and psychological elements, 

as well as being a conduit in terms of helping to develop a new kind of linguistic palette 

for interaction. “…code-mixing is inter-sentential and may be subject to some discourse 

principles. It is motivated by social and psychological factors…code-mixing refers to 

“the use of one or more languages for consistent transfer of linguistic units from one 

language into another, and by such a language mixture developing a new…code of 

linguistic interaction.”” (Lau et al., 4-5) The relevance of code-mixing to this research 

should not be underestimated as it also seemingly reflects cultural trends and the 

development of a fresh linguistic code. Let us now discuss Lau et al.’s investigation into 

code-mixing in Chinese entertainment news.   
 In a case study done by Lau et al. (2011), regarding the case-specific code-mixing 

of English in Chinese entertainment news in Malaysia, some very intriguing and relevant 

points pertaining to English’s status in Chinese culture are revealed. In the study, some 

one thousand sentences involving English code-mixing were extracted from Chinese 

entertainment news channels (China Press, Mun Sang Poh, and Guang Ming Daily) from 

January to May of 2007, and afterwards two hundred participants were given 

questionnaires to determine their sentiments towards the use of the embedded English 

interjections. (Lau et al., 2011)  

 Some of the most interesting findings from their research were related to the types 

of English words that were used most frequently and the emotions the participants from 

the questionnaire reported. One main conclusion of the research was that many of the 

English words used in Chinese entertainment news are concise, easy to remember, and 

express a sense of contemporary awareness. “It was identified that English abbreviations 

such as ‘CD’, ‘DVD’, ‘MV’, ‘SMS’, ‘KTV’, ‘VIP’, and ‘DJ’ were inserted into Chinese 

entertainment news, making the sentences simpler and easier to understand. In addition, 
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English adjectives such as ‘high’, ‘cool’, ‘in’, and ‘hot’ were inserted to generate a sense 

of stylishness and to put forth some sense of modernity.” (Lau et al., 3) The abbreviations 

above are rather ubiquitous in China, and the numbers reflecting that 191, or 95.5%, of 

the 200 participants understood and recognized them, show that the simplest of English 

phrasing has now almost utterly embedded itself in the psyche and culture of mainstream 

Chinese entertainment and its audience. Seeing as the Chinese manifestations of these 

words are by comparison extremely long, the pervasiveness of English in this sense 

seems perfectly logical. “…the Chinese lexical items ‘shuzihua shipin guangdie’ (the 

same meaning as DVD), ‘yinyue luyingdai’ (MV), ‘shipin gaomi guangdie’ (VCD), and 

‘kala ok baojian’ (KTV) have long morphemes, and they are difficult to remember.” (Lau 

et al., 8-9)  

 Although abbreviations were deemed an important starting point in this research, 

the most interesting and concrete findings related to actual English words in Chinese 

entertainment news and the reception they received. Lau et al.’s (2011) research 

uncovered many words, the most commonly used ones being nouns, but also adjectives 

and verbs. Among these words, the ideal of keeping a word concise is mostly adhered to, 

however, in some cases, longer words are code-mixed, ostensibly for the sake of 

‘modernity’, as previously mentioned. Some of the most interesting examples of these 

English words include: “fans”, “party”, “creative”, “cheap”, “sexy”, “shopping”, and 

“keep.” The reaction these words received, more than their simple use in media, when put 

forth in the questionnaire, showed evidence supporting the vast influence the English 

language has in Chinese entertainment. “As such, it was generally found that English 

words that were inserted in examples (i) to (vii) such as ‘fans’, ‘party’, ‘creative’, ‘sexy’, 

‘shopping’, ‘keep’…were often added in conversations conducted in both Chinese and 

Cantonese. A total of 86.5% out of the Malaysian Chinese respondents admitted they 

frequently mixed those English words into their conversations in Chinese and 

Cantonese.” (Lau et al., 8)  

 Furthermore, this case study emphasized the point that the main audience 

demographic interested in Chinese entertainment news was Chinese youth. It follows 

logically that most people interested in young, popular music idols and rock stars would 

be their peer age group. In articles from the China Press, the words “hit” and “in” were 
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of particular interest because of their relation to all things seemingly cool in youth 

culture. Although these words most certainly have Chinese equivalents, they were code-

mixed and inserted in English within these articles. “Moreover, it was found that the 

adjectives ‘in’ and ‘hit’, which were concise with some sense of stylishness and 

modernity, were inserted into examples (ii) and (iii)…A total of 79.5% of the respondents 

felt that ‘in’ and ‘hit’ sounded more modern compared to their respective equivalent 

meanings in Chinese. Since many readers of entertainment news are young, the insertion 

of trendy and modern English adjectives caters to the younger generation. 

Simultaneously, the discourse of entertainment news is not so formal as the ones used in 

academic, administration, medical and religious sectors.” (Lau et al., 9) They go on to say 

that the code-mixing of English adjectives is then possible, according to the discourse. 

(Lau et al., 2011) The percentage above was a very important indicator of sentiments 

towards English and its growing influence on Chinese culture in the study. It can be 

safely said that in this specific instance, the majority of the respondents believed that 

these English words carried a notion of the contemporary, and that the equivalents in 

Chinese would not accomplish this to the same extent. This finding shows us that in some 

cases, especially in popular culture entranced with entertainment, the English language 

already has a tangible influence and status within entertainment circles broadcast in 

Chinese.  

 Another important section of the case study focused on artists from Hong Kong 

and Taiwan, and their tendency to code-mix English words in interviews. “…it was noted 

that the artists from Hong Kong and Taiwan had code-mixed the English words like 

‘close’, ‘test’, ‘pub’, ‘ok’, ‘original’, and ‘surprise’ in their statements in Chinese or the 

Cantonese dialect. This indicates how the language users in Hong Kong and Taiwan are 

also prone to insert English words into their conversations in Chinese or the Cantonese 

dialect…and the English words used were maintained in the sentences in the Chinese 

entertainment news…it can be said that code-mixing in this manner is inevitable.” (Lau et 

al., 11) Although these artists are from special regions outside of mainland China, they 

are intertwined with Chinese culture through the influence their art has there. Given the 

indubitable influence celebrities have on today’s society, and that these stars and actually 

many from China code-mix with English into Chinese sentences, it follows suit that some 
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emphatic English words such as those above have become relevant in Chinese popular 

culture. They also most likely will continue to gain strength and vitality through the 

continued use they appear to enjoy at this point via influential members of Chinese 

society and within everyday public conversation.  

 A final example the study uncovered which is relevant to the research question 

had to do with selected English words that have been code-mixed and catered to 

grammatical uses that are correct in Chinese yet not so in English. These have to do with 

nouns that are actually used as adjectives in Chinese. The phrase “很男人” (hěn nánrén) 

‘very man(ly)’ and other phrases of this kind have been engrained in Chinese culture for 

years. However, a recent trend has become replacing the word “男人” (nánrén), with its 

English counterpart “man.” Although this would need to be changed into an adjective to 

maintain a cogent idea in English, such as: “you are very manly”, the study by Lau et al. 

(2011) showed that some English words have even been used incorrectly to try and 

emphasize a point in a contemporary way. “In other terms, ‘man’, ‘lady’, and ‘friend’ 

which function as nouns originally have changed to adjectives when code-mixed into the 

sentences of Chinese entertainment news. For instance, “lady” is an English noun, but it 

has changed into an adjective which describes the feminine characteristics of the artist…” 

(Lau et al, 11) This phenomenon is extremely intriguing because there was a phrase to 

convey “very manly”, among others of similar meaning, in an “in” fashion in Chinese. 

The phrase in Chinese has been seen on numerous advertisements and promotions, and 

has been heard being used among friends numerous times as a kind of slang statement. 

The growing influence of English is seen in a different light here, because English words 

are now being used within Chinese phrases that are already part of contemporary culture 

and have a strong, modern feel to them. The fact that the English in these examples is not 

even used properly seems to relay a sense of urgency but willingness to incorporate as 

much English as possible, even into phrases in Chinese that are already viewed as 

modern and hip.  

 This case study of English code-mixing in various Chinese media channels in 

Malaysia has proven to be quite important and applicable to this study. Many direct 

conclusions regarding the social psychology behind these choices in regard to language 

use and what they reflect about the effect the English language has had and continues to 
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have on popular Chinese culture can be drawn. The first of these conclusions is that many 

of the code-mixed English words are, especially the ubiquitous abbreviations, simple, 

easily pronounced, and convey a sense of exoticism laced with a contemporary and 

modern connotation. The words are easily identified by the target demographic of youth 

that Chinese entertainment reaches out towards, and thus have a higher tendency to be 

recycled and used more by audience members with a desire to keep up with the times. 

Secondly, it is apparent from the percentages listed about the frequency of people who 

understood and admitted to using certain English interjections that the language currently 

enjoys a solid vitality in Chinese media culture. That is not to say that the language is 

used often or even freely, but there are numerous occasions where code-mixing in 

English, in this specific case, has become a viable language option because of the 

“cooler” implications these foreign words convey.47 The report shows that the majority of 

the audience understands and even feels more comfortable using the English word to 

express a feeling, and this gives credence to the theory in our study that English enjoys a 

kind of prestige and has and will, as this research argues, continue to have a strong 

foothold in Chinese entertainment culture.  

Furthermore, the finding that these code-mixed words, even those easily 

translated into Chinese, were not switched, relays an acceptance of English and perhaps a 

subconscious acknowledgement of its powerful status by the simple choice to keep 

English words spoken by the artists and broadcasters identical to how they were 

originally spoken. Finally, an interesting point to note is the incorrect use of English 

nouns as replacements for Chinese nouns and the way in which they are used. As noted 

above, there are perfectly youthful and vibrant ways to say, for example, “you’re very 

manly” (你很男人；nǐ hěn nánrén) in Chinese, yet English nouns have been spliced into 

the phrase and wind up making a linguistic mutant hybrid, and not a logical one at that. It 

appears as though sacrifices were made here to interject English words to sound more 
                                                        
47 An interesting investigation into code-mixing in a Swedish high school was carried out 
recently which found that 31% of the students (88/283) code-mixed because it “was 
cool”, 48% (136/283) code-mixed words because “it’s the right word”, and 50% 
(143/283) of the students said that the code-mixed word “sounds better.” (Litteral-
Johansson, 2004: 9) It should be stated that students could select multiple answers. This 
study is also relevant because of the young participants, as this research focuses on this 
generation as well.  
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“in.” This shows a growth in code-mixing to the extent that English is now being used to 

express something already perfectly acceptable and full of meaning among Chinese 

youth, reflecting that English’s influence on current Chinese entertainment culture is 

solidifying. Thus, for the reasons above, it seems quite plausible to say that English has 

carved a niche for itself in Chinese entertainment culture, and shall continue to deepen its 

impression in that field.  

 In this portion of our section regarding code-mixing, we shall shift focus to cite 

some personal examples observed during the fieldwork part of this research. The main 

sociolinguistic method at work here was the concept of participant observation. 

"Participant observation...The practice of spending longer periods of time with speakers 

observing how they use language, react to others' use of it, and how language interacts 

with and is embedded in other social practices and ideologies. A means of gathering 

qualitative rather than quantitative data." (Meyerhoff, 39) The concept of social 

dialectology is also a vital concept to consider in regard to the nature of this participant 

observation-based research. “Social dialectology- The study of linguistic variation in 

relation to speakers’ participation or membership in social groups, or in relation to other 

non-linguistic factors.” (Meyerhoff, 15) Social dialectology is important because it helps 

us to understand the reasons behind the code-mixing examples noticed in this group, 

mainly presumed to be because of their comparatively younger age and tendency to use 

visible English words to represent ideas, feelings, and attitudes.48 The interlocutors shall 

remain anonymous, as most of them are friends, but before we go further, the concept of 

the observer's paradox must be mentioned again.  

 Although it is firmly believed that the following interjections of English would 

have taken place even if a foreign researcher was not present, we must remind ourselves 

of the inherent contradiction the observer's paradox explains. "Observer's Paradox...the 

double-bind researchers find themselves in when what they are interested in knowing is 

how people behave when they are not being observed; but the only way to find out how 

they behave is to observe them." (Meyerhoff, 38) The defense in presenting these 

                                                        
48 A connection to Litteral-Johansson (2004: 9) should be made here as a comparative 
element, as her study found that 179/283 Swedish high school students code-mixed 
words because they “sounded better” or were “the right word.”  
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findings and examples is a request to our Swedish readers to imagine Swedish youth 

discussing any myriad of topics in Swedish, and ask yourself if you have ever heard an 

English word or phrase surface during these conversations. This researcher has heard that 

phenomenon occur in Sweden countless times, and the speakers that were overheard had 

no idea that there was someone around them who was not completely Swedish. To 

explain a sensitive subject succinctly, my appearance made it quite easy to determine that 

I was not Chinese while undertaking this research in China, and thus, while not the case 

in Sweden (where code-mixing was and is still observed), my presence still, despite my 

best efforts to remain a fly on the wall, must have been noticed. Code-mixing is most 

certainly not limited to these nations and languages, however.49 This being said, the 

specific instances of English interjections that were observed during the research were 

quite enlightening, despite the fact that most cases involved offensive language. 

 “I have noticed time and again that strong emotions call forth the use of English, 

that, where people have access to English, Chinese seems to be found wanting…English 

apparently offers releases that Chinese is incapable of providing.” (Baker, 55) This 

excerpt from Baker's work is a perfect summation of the sociolinguistic trends that were 

witnessed as well while researching. As is astutely observed, where English is more 

noticeable, it is used more frequently. There are, of course, places in China that are not 

sprawling cities, and are in fact charmingly local, but do not have such access to English 

except possibly through the internet. With that being said, please excuse the strong 

language in the following quotes.  

 The first example occurred when a friend from Northern China was practicing for 

an upcoming performance. We were discussing why the lower E string on a guitar should 

be the first string, and my friend completely disagreed. "摩根，我告诉你，它当然是第

一线，为什么呢？因为它。。。(my friend breaks his highest string while tuning 

it)...aaah fuck! 那个。。。我操。。。fuck." {"Morgan, I'm telling you, of course it's 

the first string, why? Because it....(my friend breaks his highest string while tuning 
                                                        
49 Although referring to word borrowing, Gu Yuego, a researcher at the Chinese 
Academy of Social Sciences’ Institute of Linguistics, in a 2010 The Telegraph article 
(listed in the References section), states that: “borrowing words from other languages is a 
global phenomenon.” Word borrowing can be related to code-mixing because the former 
can lead to the latter, and this shows the vast spread of its occurrence.  
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it)...aaah fuck! That...fuck...fuck."} My friend was slightly disappointed by his string 

breaking, but he laughed and said the final phrases in a manner suggesting that it was not 

the worst of things that could have potentially happened. This interjection of English was 

also observed when other relatively minuscule problems surfaced, such as a friend 

spilling his drink, sighing, and saying: "oh shit." 

 The next example occurred while some friends were discussing an acquaintance 

of theirs. The conversation was overheard, as this group of friends was walking ahead of 

the others by a few meters, yet they were not aware of the observation of their 

conversation. "他真的是他妈的gay，我受不了了..." {"He really is fucking gay, I can't 

stand it!"} While in a restaurant, the following exchange between a friend from Xīnjiāng 

and a stranger from Xiàmén was observed. These are two very different places: Xīnjiāng 

being in the far Northwest of China, and Xiàmén being in the far Southeast. They were 

discussing something very political, as was heard later on, and the conversation became 

audible following the friend's drastic increase in volume, about five meters away. "我的

意思就是...fuck中国! Fuck 中国!" {What I mean is…fuck China! Fuck China!} This 

was the first sentence that was heard of their discussion, and it was apparent that the 

English word here, seeing as the observation was conducted outside of the conversation 

and the two speakers were arguing face-to-face, was not used to cater to any audience 

member’s presence. 

 Also serving as examples of note, the words "Open" and "High" were interjected 

into many Chinese sentences, as was heard many other times, and in these instances were 

used to describe a person and place, respectively. This was interesting to witness because 

these words had also sprung up in advertisements around Xiàmén as well, as shall be 

shown, and were becoming increasingly visible during the time of the research. This 

process is quite akin to advertising, meaning that if an English word is becoming more 

visible through the medium of its inclusion in an advertisement, people who see the word 

will be more disposed to using it in speech. The advertisements including the word serve 

as a subconscious reminder to the reader of their presence, and in this way the English 

word is assumed to be more activated in a reader's lexicon. "她是那种比较open的人，

这个我看得出来." {"She really is one of those more open people, I see that."}  
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 As a final note, an English word, which will be shown to have appeared in 

advertisements, literature, song lyrics, and speech, is "High." This word is quite valuable 

to the research because of its presence in many different entertainment mediums and the 

fact that it can be both seen and heard. The word, as it is used in contemporary China, can 

most commonly be related to a feeling a speaker has or something exciting or boisterous. 

The word is also seemingly ubiquitous in Fújiàn Province geographically, as it can be 

seen and heard in many cities, with the first example that was heard coming from a 

discussion between acquaintances in Quánzhōu. "我们应该去个更high的地方。" {"We 

should go to a more high place."} This word is used exactly in the same manner in 

Xiàmén, suggesting that its use as an interjection to describe a person, place, or thing is 

becoming more omnipresent in Fújiàn Province, and perhaps even China as a whole, 

although more research is needed to make this claim. "摩根，我们走吧。。。因为这里

没有上次的地方那么high。" In this example, a friend suggests that we leave our 

current location, and after asked what the reason was, he responds that this place is not as 

high as the last place. The word "high" could also be used to classify music; this mostly 

pertains to loud, popular dance, rock, or rap music one would hear in a nightclub.50  

 Another extremely popular English word that was observed numerous times in 

conversations throughout the research was “Yeah!” This word was mostly used to 

excitedly agree with something or to show that a person liked a subject of a conversation 

or something that was seen on the street. It was also heard most often as a positive 

response to a suggestion, such as: “我们先喝点汤.” “Oh yeah!” {“Let’s first drink 

some soup.” “Oh yeah!”} It is quite difficult to add further quotations including the word, 

mainly because it is almost always used as the lone word in a sentence. However, it is 

vital to mention because it was heard in numerous situations across many different cities. 

It should be noted that this was exclusively observed in the younger generation, and is 

also a key word to the research because of its presence in other mediums.  

 Another instance in which heavy code-mixing tendencies were observed occurred 

in the very early stages of the fieldwork portion of this research, on September 21st, 2011. 

This instance was a ceremony honoring the best teachers in Xiàmén, in which a total of 
                                                        
50 “High” was also used by Gě (2011) in Seven Voices, to be discussed in the literature 
section of this research, to express the narrator’s feelings when hearing exciting music.   
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two people were not Chinese; nonetheless, much code-mixing was heard. Of the 

approximately fifteen Chinese teachers who gave speeches after receiving their respective 

awards, nearly half of them interjected at least an English phrase or word somewhere in 

their speech, while the most salient code-mixer held up bilingual sheets of words in 

English, followed by their equivalent in Chinese. This presenter was the most 

linguistically intriguing because these signs were premeditated; the foreign presence there 

was not catered to. One of her main points was that all teachers have a responsibility, at 

which point she held up her English sign and said in English: "responsibility is response 

and ability...are you ready? I can't hear you! Come on!" She ended her speech on this 

point.  

              The next teacher being honored was a linguistic enlightenment as well. He 

decided to code-mix the words "love", "patience", and "confidence" into his speech. "作

为教师，我觉得三个字是蛮重要的...第一个是: 'love’, 第二个是：'patience', 第三个

是: ' confidence'...最重要的就是: 'love'...well, that's all for today, thanks for listening!" 

{"As a teacher, I think that three words are very important: the first is 'love', the second is 

'patience', the third is 'confidence'...the most important one is 'love'..."} An interesting 

point to be made here is that although he had mentioned the Chinese words for the three 

important words he thought were vital to the teaching profession earlier, during this 

excerpt, he decided to say the words in English. The first presenter also did some code-

mixing of her own. Although she only said one sentence in English, it was quite 

intriguing to witness. "我上大学的时候，我第一个作业就是...'describe the person in 

your life who has given you the deepest impression...'" {"When I was in university, my 

first assignment was: describe the person in your life who has given you the deepest 

impression..."} She continued with a translation of this assignment into Chinese. The 

aforementioned examples are simply a few of the most outstanding examples, there were 

others of course. However, it should be noted that the majority of the Chinese presenters 

spoke Chinese exclusively.   

 There were many other examples from the research that could have been included 

here, and many other examples of English curse words that were used in times of heated 

discussions, but a general conclusion can now be extracted from these examples. The first 

is that English curse words, and offensive ones as well, are seemingly used fairly often in 
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friendly social circles in China. It should be stressed here that those mentioned above are 

just a set of outstanding examples of these kinds of English interjections that were 

observed as being used in this manner. In times of heated discussion, or when expletives 

that have been heavily included within the American film and television industry, such as 

"fuck", "shit", etc., came to a speaker's mind, these words were used to a significant 

extent. To conclude this portion, a summarizing anecdote a Chinese friend said four years 

ago, when we had first met in Xiàmén, comes to mind. "要记得啊，在这里不要随便说

那个"fuck"的英文词...我们都知道它的意思." {"Remember this, don't freely say that 

English word "fuck"....we all know what it means."} This friend was asked why and he 

replied that everyone has seen American movies. The witnessed examples of the words 

"Open" and "High" being used on various occasions also enlighten us somewhat as to 

what kinds of English words are used in speech by Chinese youth. As can be related to 

the words most visible in advertisements in Southeast China according to this research, 

and the case study by Lau et al. (2011) mentioned previously, in which "High" was 

recognized by over ninety-five percent of the two hundred participants polled, the words 

"Open" and "High" are quite important because of their visible and audible presence in 

China. These words are also crucial because of their conciseness, both being two 

syllables or less, which can once again be related not only to Lau et al.'s (2011) 

observations pertaining to English words commonly interjected into Chinese news media, 

but also to words observed in this research in mediums of entertainment such as 

literature, popular music, and advertisements, to be discussed later.  

 A very important piece of this research, and one which employs a method from 

the field of sociolinguistics, is the questionnaire. This document was created with the 

intention of discovering more about language attitudes Chinese youth possess towards 

English, their opinions about the extent of the scope of the language in Chinese 

entertainment mediums, and what their opinions are about whether English has and will 

become more visible in China, among others. The questionnaire used a modified method 

of Osgood’s semantic differential scale to determine language attitudes to specific 

questions with the added impossibility of a participant selecting a neutral option.51 

                                                        
51 Osgood’s semantic differential scale is defined by the Oxford Dictionary of Sports 
Science and Medicine as: “Measures of attitude that require that individuals rate the 
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Twenty-one participants were questioned, ranging from the age of twenty-seven to thirty-

five. Eighteen of the twenty-one participants were natives of Fújiàn Province, which is 

the main region of focus in the research. The questionnaire, in both Chinese and English, 

can be found as Appendices F and G in the Appendices section.  

 The chart below represents the results gathered from the questions using the 

semantic differential scale method. The question numbers are seen on the far left, and the 

scale of 1-6, to determine the degree of a participant’s opinion, moves from left to right 

across the top. The numbers of participants who selected each scale for each question are 

listed in each appropriate cell. When the horizontal question number is aligned with the 

vertical semantic scale number, one can see how many participants selected that 

particular option. Please consult the questionnaire in the appendix (as Appendix G), to 

fully ascertain the meaning behind each individual question.  

? # SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALE. LEFTMOST COLUMN=1, RIGHTMOST =6 
  SCALE=1 SCALE=2 SCALE=3 SCALE=4 SCALE=5 SCALE=6 

4 1 8 3 6 3 0 
5 2 5 4 3 3 2 
6 1 0 7 5 2 6 
7 10 6 1 0 2 2 
8 2 4 1 5 4 5 
9 3 1 5 4 4 4 

10 0 6 3 4 3 5 
11 2 6 3 7 2 1 
12 5 6 3 3 1 3 
13 0 6 4 4 4 3 
16 0 1 1 2 3 14 
17 1 2 2 4 3 8 

 

 From the data provided by this questionnaire, some very interesting patterns 

involving language attitude can be seen. In regard to the fourth question, we can see that 

the slight majority of the twenty-one participants viewed their English language skills in 

a more negative manner, as twelve selected the three scalar options corresponding to a 

negative self-assessment, and zero participants selected the scale of six, which 

corresponded to a completely fluent level of English. The fifth question, regarding the 

                                                        
attitude object on a set of semantic scales, which are bipolar adjectives generally seven 
steps apart. For example, a scale for rating how a person feels about doing aerobics may 
include the following: FOOLISH: −3 −2 −1 0 +1 +2 +3 WISE; PLEASANT: −3 −2 −1 0 
+1 +2 +3 UNPLEASANT, etc. 
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frequency at which participants use English, was more varied. Eight participants selected 

the three scalar options denoting a more frequent use of English, with two selecting the 

most extreme option of using English everyday. Eleven participants chose the three scalar 

options corresponding to a less frequent use of English, as two selected the most extreme 

option of an extremely rare English usage. It should be noted that two participants did not 

answer this particular question. For question six, which asked one’s opinion about the 

extent of the use of English in present-day China, the majority of the participants opted to 

select the three scalar options denoting a greater extent of usage, and six participants 

selected the option of an especially extensive use of English in contemporary China. Of 

the eight participants that chose the opposing side of the scale, seven selected the third 

scalar option, meaning that there was only one participant, of twenty-one, who believed 

that the extent of the use of English in China was very small. In regard to the seventh 

question, one of the most lop-sided ones on the questionnaire, seventeen of twenty-one 

participants selected the three scalar options on the side of the extent of English in the 

China of ten years ago being smaller than today, with ten persons choosing the most 

extreme choice of this side of the scale. Only four participants viewed the extent of 

English in present-day China as being smaller than ten years ago.  

 The eighth question of this questionnaire related to the influence English has on 

Chinese contemporary media. Two-thirds (14 of 21) of the participants marked that they 

believed the language’s influence is on the stronger side, with five of these fourteen 

selecting that it had the largest possible influence. Only seven participants thought 

otherwise, meaning English’s influence was weaker rather than stronger, with just two 

selecting the option corresponding to English having absolutely no influence on Chinese 

media. This particular question was quite enlightening because it reflected an attitude that 

the majority of the participants felt: that English does have a significant effect on Chinese 

media. With reference to the ninth question, twelve participants expressed that they 

believed that English had an influence on Chinese music, with four people each selecting 

scalar options four, five, and six, respectively. Nine participants thought otherwise, with 

five selecting the least negative scalar option (option three of six), yet three selected the 

option that English has no influence within the medium of Chinese music. Similar results 

were found for question ten, as the same numbers of participants were on both positive 
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and negative sides (twelve believed English had a comparatively significant impact on 

Chinese films and nine disagreed). However, it was interesting to discover that no 

participants selected the option reflecting the belief that English had no discernible 

influence within Chinese films. An extremely mixed result was found for question 

eleven, as eleven participants stood on the negative side of the scale, meaning they 

believed English’s influence in Chinese television was weaker as opposed to stronger, yet 

ten believed otherwise. Question twelve had quite dissimilar results, as two-thirds of the 

participants thought English’s influence on Chinese literature to be on the negative side 

of the scale, and only seven participants thought otherwise. This question was quite 

interesting because the undeniable majority of the participants were of the belief that the 

influence of English on Chinese literature is weaker rather than stronger.  

 Comparatively mixed results were observed for question thirteen, as eleven 

participants felt that the influence of English in Chinese news is stronger as opposed to 

weaker, while ten people felt the opposite, and zero believed that the language had 

absolutely no influence on Chinese news. Question sixteen was the most overwhelmingly 

positive one on the entire questionnaire. Two-thirds of the participants selected the option 

corresponding to the extent of the use of English in the China ten years from now 

absolutely increasing. Overall, nineteen of the twenty-one participants were on the 

positive side of the scale, as only two felt that the extent of the use of English in the 

China ten years from now would decrease. This was the largest majority seen in any of 

the questions, and it reflects the overwhelming belief that English will become more 

visible and used in China in the near future. The final semantic differential scale question 

of the questionnaire, question seventeen, related to whether the participants believed that 

English had a necessity to exist within all channels of contemporary Chinese media. 

More than two-thirds (fifteen of twenty-one participants polled) marked the side of the 

scale reflecting that there is a need for English in contemporary Chinese media. Of these 

fifteen, eight felt that English’s existence in current Chinese media is absolutely essential. 

Only five participants stood on the negative side of the scale, and only one believed that 

it is absolutely unnecessary for English to exist in all contemporary Chinese media 

channels. The results to this question were quite enlightening as well because they 

expressed that this pool of young Chinese people believe that the presence of English in 
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contemporary Chinese media is mostly essential, making a strong point for answering a 

part of the research question at hand.  

 Questions fourteen and fifteen of this questionnaire were unique because of their 

more open selection method. Different media mediums were provided as examples for 

the questions, but the participants were also free to fill in their own ideas, although very 

few did so. Regarding question fourteen, the majority of the participants (thirteen of 

twenty-one) found that the Chinese entertainment channel in which English had the 

biggest influence is film, followed by music (6 participants), and television (2 

participants). From these results we can see that most of the polled participants feel that 

English has the greatest influence in the medium of Chinese film, with music to a 

significant yet lesser extent, and television with a very small percentage of the votes. The 

responses for question fifteen were slightly more varied. This question related to which 

Chinese media medium the participants thought English had the largest influence in. 

Some participants chose to select two options, which was considered a half-vote for the 

respective media medium. One participant believed that English had an equal influence 

on every medium of Chinese media. The most selected media medium was the Internet in 

China (with 11.5 votes), followed by advertisements in China (3.5 votes), magazines in 

China (3 votes), and finally newspapers in China (2 votes).  

 The final portion of this questionnaire related to English word comprehension. 

Fifty-seven words were selected for this analysis, many of them words that were highly 

visible during the time of the research, and the others were of varying syllable amounts 

and perceived difficulty. The results of this section can be seen in the following chart.  

Target Word 
% Of Participant 
Comprehension Target Word 

% Of Participant 
Comprehension 

Club 85 Care 90 
Song 95 Trend 45 
Love 100 GDP 60 
Happy 100 Clairvoyance 20 
High 100 Entertainment 50 
Cool 95 History 75 
Open 100 Internet 85 
Key 95 Journey 75 
Party 95 Improvise 55 
Feeling 90 Design 60 
Microphone 80 Reincarnation 15 
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Spa 70 Baby 95 
Family 100 VIP 95 
Melody 75 Modern 85 
Lonely 90 Advertisement 55 
Destiny 55 Fantasy 70 
Spiritual 45 Dance 85 
Wonderful 95 Respect 45 
Attack 45 Sorry 100 
Download 85 Fashion 70 
Slogan 25 Business 95 
Positive 60 Melancholy 25 
Ecstatic 35 Relationship 50 
Experiment 75 Money  90 
Terrifying 40 Catharsis 30 
Stop 95 Anomaly 35 
Exciting 75 Transportation 60 
Music 85 Media  75 
Memory 90 Entertainment *  50 
*This word was accidentally included twice   
20 participants completed this section of the questionnaire 

 

Six of the fifty-seven words were understood by all of the twenty participants (“Love”, 

“Happy”, “High”, “Open”, “Family”, and “Sorry”). This seems very logical since many 

of these words will be shown to have been visible in various mediums of entertainment 

and most of them are relatively short words that do not exceed two syllables, which is 

significant to this research because it has been argued that terms with these characteristics 

are “conciser and easier to understand.” (Lau et al., 12)52 Nine words (“Song”, “Cool”, 

“Key”, “Party”, “Wonderful”, “Stop”, “Baby”, “VIP”, and “Business”) were 

comprehended by 95% of the participants. Many of these words, with the exception of 

“Wonderful”, appear at different points during the research and fall into the same 

category of being succinct in terms of their length and amount of syllables. It should be 

noted that the word “Wonderful” is part of a popular joke among Chinese youths (the 

first syllable of the word is related to the number one, and the last syllable is related to 

the number four to make a kind of pun punch line), so perhaps its presence here in the 

word lists of high comprehension frequency has some association with this.  

 There were other fascinating trends that were seen from the responses of the 

                                                        
52 It should be mentioned that this quote related to abbreviations in English, but was 
included here because abbreviations are inherently concise.  
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participants in this part of the questionnaire. To begin, the words that appeared in other 

parts of the research (“Club”, “Song”, “High”, “Open”, “Party”, “SPA”, “Family”, 

“Spiritual”, “Stop”, “GDP”, “Journey”, “Baby”, “VIP”, and “Fashion”, all to be 

discussed in detail in the next sections) revealed some interesting and unexpected data 

relating to this group of participants. The least known word among the above was 

“Spiritual”, which might be because it only appeared on one advertisement during the 

time of the research and perhaps because of the length of the word in regard to its amount 

of letters and syllables. In a very surprising turn, the abbreviation “GDP” was only 

comprehended by 60% of the participants. This was unexpected because of the extent to 

which it appears within magazines and newspapers and because of its brevity. Perhaps 

the most unexpected result came with the word “SPA”, with a 70% comprehension rate, 

because of its ubiquity around Fújiàn Province and since eighteen of the twenty-one 

people polled were from Fújiàn. Another surprising word was “Fashion”, which was 

quite visible in mediums such as advertisements and business signs yet only garnered a 

70% comprehension rate. Although “Spiritual” was expected to go unrecognized, these 

other three words were expected to be recognized at a much higher rate. A possible 

explanation for this could be the lack of Chinese translations that follow these English 

words, or simply that they are not as commonly found as this research suggests.  

 This questionnaire helped support the research in many ways and brought some 

new ideas to light. To begin, some of the most pertinent results relating to the research 

had to do with certain attitudes the participants reported about the current influence of 

English on certain outlets of Chinese entertainment and media, as well as their views 

about the presence of English in past and future China. The most unequal balances of 

responses in terms of a particular question occurred in questions six, seven, eight, sixteen, 

and seventeen. These results were of particular import to the research because they all 

reflected an opinion that the English language has become more used, is being used, and 

shall be used in the future to a great extent in both China and its media, an opinion that 

the majority of the participants shared. However, opinions were much more mixed 

regarding specific channels of entertainment in contemporary China. The two mediums 

that participants felt had not been influenced by English to a significant extent were 

television and literature, the latter the sole medium in which the majority of the 
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participants felt English did not have a significant influence, although the numbers 

regarding Chinese television were nearly even.  

 The majority of the participants, when posed with more specific entertainment 

mediums in which to freely select or name the one(s) in which English had the most 

palpable influence, chose the realms of Chinese film and Internet. Some participants 

selected other mediums related to the research but these two were especially salient.  

 To begin the analysis of the results from the last part of the questionnaire, the 

majority of the words that shall be shown to have been quite visible during the research 

were comprehended to a considerable extent, as seven of the fourteen words mentioned 

above were understood by 95% of the participants or above. Another interesting trend 

noticed was the words inserted to cater to this younger pool, such as “Download”, 

“Internet”, “Dance”, “Business”, and “Fashion”, which were all understood to at least a 

70% comprehension rate. The word “Microphone” was also of note because some 

participants would ask its meaning and then remark that if it was left as “Mic” they would 

have known its meaning, perhaps this was a factor in its 60% comprehension rate. Many 

of the words that were understood the least were quite lengthy in both aspects of letters 

and syllables. This was an expected result because of the lack of visibility these kinds of 

words had in entertainment mediums and because of their comparative difficulty in terms 

of vocal production and visual length. As expected, the majority of the words with two 

syllables or less were understood at high rates, with notable exceptions being “Slogan” 

and “Attack”, words which were very rarely seen in any medium during the research, 

save for the word “Attack” being seen in a Chinese film on television once during the 

time of the research. After the research involved throughout the next sections was 

completed, it was observed that there were certain categories of specifically English 

words that were not, and most likely will not become, present in these mediums. These 

include words that are argued to be linguistically insensible to be used in a code-mixed 

fashion (mainly words that are more established in Chinese culture through history, an 

example being the use of an English word instead of a Chinese one relating to counting), 

words that are body parts, express negativity, or the use of certain English words with 

many letters and syllables. More specific examples of these can be seen in the discussion 

section of this research, but these kinds of words should not be expected to appear in 
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section 5 below.    

 

5. Presence of English in Modern Chinese Entertainment/Media Mediums 

 

 Before delving into the largest portion of this research, regarding the presence of 

the case-specific example of English in contemporary Chinese entertainment mediums, it 

is first vital to explain why this subject was chosen as an adequate scholarly vehicle for 

linguistic analysis in this research. It is of this author's, and many others’,53 opinion that 

mediums of entertainment reflect current linguistic and cultural trends within a society. 

The entertainment industry is one that relies on catering to an audience's senses, whether 

it be through visual or aural transmission. The selected Chinese entertainment and media 

mediums of literature, cinema, popular music, television, newspapers/magazines, and 

advertisements/business signs represent both kinds of transmission and enlighten us in 

terms of the presence of the English language in China and will offer some conclusions 

about what kinds of words were selected and, to a lesser extent, what this forecasts in 

terms of the continuation of this phenomenon in the future. Another reason for selecting 

this field has to do with the unique linguistic landscape it represents. Entertainment news 

has been viewed as a less formal linguistic register {a term used by Nik (1988)},54 or 

style, than other fields such as education, law, science, etc., and this allows for code-

mixing to occur more freely (Lau et al., 2011: 6), otherwise there would be fewer 

examples of English’s presence within Chinese culture to analyze. “…observations 

indicate that code-mixing is a distinctive feature of the genre used in Chinese 

entertainment news in multilingual Malaysia. This shows that the genre in entertainment 

news is dissimilar from other genres.” (Lau et al., 6)  This must not be misconstrued as a 

statement against the academic validity of investigating entertainment news, as it is 

undeniably a part of culture and linguistics. More discussion on this subject’s cultural and 

linguistic relevance, reflected partially by the status of the works in this field as “cultural 

                                                        
53 Crystal (1997), Gunn (2006), Lau et al. (2011), and Meyerhoff (2006), among others, 
all discuss the relationship between entertainment and linguistics in cultures. 
54 As mentioned in Lau et al. (2011: 4).  
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repertoire”, a term used by Even-Zohar (2003),55 which will be employed in this research 

only as it relates to artistic creations, will appear within certain background paragraphs 

for specific subsections in this area.  
  It should be noted here that if an English title of a source of entertainment or 

media is encapsulated with parentheses, ( ), this denotes that an English name for the 

source does already exist, most often appearing on the actual cover. Yet if there are 

brackets surrounding the English title, { }, this is a translation done for the purpose of 

some of the readers of this research understanding the Chinese title, and is not meant to 

be taken as the official translation of the source, because direct translations from Chinese 

into English, in terms of the title of a work of entertainment/media, are often avoided. 

The names of specific Chinese titles of artistic works shall be indicated by the 

surrounding symbol 《》,as is seen in Chinese source material. It must be stated that 

although text from other foreign languages are certainly visible in these mediums, the 

most apparent of which during the time of the fieldwork was French, English text 

appearing in these Chinese entertainment and media channels remains the focus of this 

section. It should be stated here that these examples are so linguistically intriguing in part 

because of the lack of direct translations that appear within these examples of the 

presence of the English language in these Chinese mediums. The majority of these 

examples make use of code-mixing or code-switching, which involve mixing English and 

Chinese, in this case, to complete a full idea or linguistic discourse, respectively. 

 

 

4a) Chinese Literature 

 In this contextualizing paragraph, the aim is not to discuss the incredibly 

extensive history of Chinese literature, but to focus more on a contemporary history of 

Chinese fiction novels, which will henceforth be meant by the phrase “Chinese 

                                                        
55 which is defined as: “…the aggregate of options utilized by a group of people, and by 
the individual member of the group, for the organization of life…the cultural 
repertoire…is neither generated nor inherited by our genes, but need be made, learned 
and adopted by people, that is the members of this group.” (Even-Zohar, 425/427) This 
repertoire is then argued to be “transferred” to the home as an imported good. (Even-
Zohar, 428) 
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literature”, as these comprise all of the sources in this section. As the earliest Chinese 

writings {inscribed on oracle bones and bronze from 1766-1123 B.C., and even the 

existence of Chinese prose in the latter Han dynasty (around 100 A.D.)},56 represent an 

incredible history; the focus of this section of the research involves contemporary 

Chinese literature, only the (modern) history of the latter will be examined, albeit in a 

succinct way, further. The Chinese Literary Revolution of the early twentieth century can 

be considered one of the catalysts of the present-day more socially-minded fiction that is 

discussed in this research. “Full of new discoveries about the rights of man and the 

emancipation of women, youth demanded a literature concerned with the immediate task 

of living. This was the spirit that fired the pioneers of the Literary Revolution…” (Scott, 

10) The demand for a change in what literature addressed can be argued as one of the 

sparks which ignited the rise of “modern” Chinese literature in terms of the fiction novel.   

 There are quite a number of examples of the infusion of English, used sometimes 

for emphasis of certain points, within Chinese literature. For our purposes, we shall 

briefly discuss a relatively early portion of modern Chinese literature, beginning in the 

1920s (chronologically slightly earlier than the term “modern” stipulates in the 

introduction of this text), and proceed to analyze many more contemporary examples. It 

was deemed prudent to begin at the proposed origins of this subsection, as these novels 

serve as influences to more contemporary ones, making them, both the novels themselves 

and the authors, quite important to the field.57 It must be stated that these works were 

chosen because of their inclusion of foreign text, the majority of which is English, which 

relates most directly to the research at hand. As the foothold the English language holds 

in China becomes stronger, examples of English interjections in Chinese literature are 

seemingly becoming more frequent and visible.  

 We will begin our study of English in Chinese literature in chronological order. 

The first example is from a story by the renowned author Líng Shūhuá (凌叔华) from 

1925, entitled《酒後》(Intoxicated). Although there is only one English word in the 

                                                        
56 According to Watson (1962: 1).  
57 Lee (1999: 223) and Scott (1965: 19) discuss the relevance of both Mù’s Shànghǎi 
Foxtrot and Shěn’s Midnight, the latter, according to Scott, being “hailed as (Shěn’s) 
masterpiece in Communist China.”  
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story, it provides a good introduction and example of an English word being used to 

express a different kind of sentiment. “所以，你要去kiss他，采苕？” (Líng, 5)  {So, 

you want to go kiss him, Cǎi Sháo?} Even as early as 1925, we can see an example of 

individual English words being used in Chinese literature. It is important to note that the 

context of the story places the speakers in an observer’s position at a bar in Shànghǎi as 

they watch their intoxicated friend. The atmosphere is set to be more romantic than usual, 

and this setting perhaps led the author to place the single word “kiss” in the question, and 

at another point in the story, as a possible means of creating a more intriguing literal 

environment through the use of an exotic word.  

  Our second story is a great example of English usage in Chinese literature. 

English is prevalent throughout the story, appearing as words that are Western concepts 

or associations, and giving the story a very interesting flavor. Mù Shíyīng (穆时英) was 

quite adept at using English at appropriate times in order to boost the international 

Shànghǎi nightclub scene he described in his story 《上海的狐步舞》 (Shànghǎi 

Foxtrot). The below excerpts are especially interesting because the English used in them 

describes everything from foreign dances, advertisements, and upper-class society seen in 

posh nightclubs, to colloquial language heard on the streets. “Neon  light伸着颜色的手

指在蓝墨水似的夜空里写着大字。一个英国绅士站在前面，穿了红的燕尾服，挟着

手杖，那么精神抖擞地在散步。脚下写着：Johnny Walker：Still Going Strong.” 

(Mù, 159) {The neon light stretched its colored fingers into the blue ink-like sky and 

wrote big characters. An English gentleman stood in front of it, wearing a red tuxedo 

with swallowtails and holding a cane under his arm, walking in tremendously high spirits. 

Under his foot was written: Johnny Walker: Still Going Strong.} Later on the same page, 

we see another instance of English being used, although it should be noted that 

“Cabaret”, although now in the English lexicon, was not originally an English word. “随

便那个Cabaret里去闹个新鲜吧，礼查，大华我全玩腻了⋯蔚蓝的黄昏笼罩着全场，

一只Saxophone正伸长了脖子，张着大嘴，呜呜地冲着他们嚷，当中那片光滑的地

板上，飘动的裙子，飘动的袍角，精致的鞋跟，鞋跟，鞋跟，鞋跟，鞋跟。” (Mù, 

159) {Let’s just go to some Cabaret and do something new, Lǐ Chá, I’m totally fed up 

with China…The azure blue dusk enveloped the entire audience, a saxophone stretched 
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out its neck, opened its mouth, and hooted and shouted for them. In the center of that 

sleek floor were fluttering skirts, robes and exquisite high heels, high heels, high heels, 

high heels, high heels.}   

The next excerpt features an English phrase that is considered fairly visible in this 

research, because of the appearances the words that comprise it make in other mediums 

of entertainment. “一个fashion model穿了她铺子里的衣服来冒充贵妇人。” (Mù, 

161) {A fashion model wore her store-bought clothes and tried to pass herself off as a 

grand dame.} Just two pages later, another non-Chinese word appears, although, much 

like the use of “Cabaret”, as seen earlier, the following word is not of English-language 

origin. “第二回巡礼- - 都市黑暗面检阅Sonata；忽然瞧见那瘪嘴的眼光扫到自家儿

脸上来了，马上就慌慌张张的往前跑。” (Mù, 163) {During the second visit, (I was) 

in the dark side of the city to review the Sonata and suddenly saw the sight of that sunken 

mouth sweep its own face and hurriedly run forward.} In the next example, the word 

“Cocktail” is used, which is intriguing because it is also an example of a loan word which 

has been directly translated from English to become a Chinese word as well (鸡尾酒, 

jīwěijiǚ).58 “在别克里，那两只浸透了Cocktail的眼珠子，从外套的皮领上笑着。” 

(Mu, 165) {In the Buick, the two Cocktail-saturated pupils laughed from the collar of the 

jacket.} In the following final excerpt, we see another musical English word in a more 

colloquial context. “Hullo，Master！Master….那么地嚷着追到门边，印度巡捕把手

里的棒冲着他一扬，笑声从门缝里挤出来，酒香从门缝里挤出来，Jazz从门缝里挤

出来.” (Mù, 166) {Hullo, Master! Master….in that way (the rickshaw puller) ran up to 

the door. The Indian police officer directed him with his stick to the sound of laughter, 

the smell of alcohol and Jazz squeezing out from between the crack of the door and its 

frame.}  

 In the above examples, the majority of the English words used are connected with 

                                                        
58 This is supported by Chao (1976): “I read in the Chinese newspapers that back in 
Chungking they were entertaining foreign guests at parties called jiwoei-huey 鸡尾会 
and it took me quite a bit of translating back into English to realize that that was… 
simply a translation borrowing of English cocktail. But now everybody knows what 
jiwoei-huey or jiwoei-jeou 鸡尾酒 is and the translation borrowing is thus well 
established.” (Chao, 187)  
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things of the upper echelon of society and thus fit perfectly into the nightclub setting of 

the story. Since the English words used in this story mostly relate to the high-class nature 

of the nightlife the characters are engulfed in, they serve as another method of describing 

a world in which the characters often lose their own identities while pretending to be 

someone else. The only time colloquial English is used is when the story switches into 

the streets and a rickshaw driver speaks to a foreigner, showing that the terminology used 

in the club is regarded as almost exclusive. This is especially apparent when the narration 

moves to the street and the sound of jazz is squeezing out of the door of another club, and 

the term “Jazz” is written in English, showing that English is predominantly used in the 

story to describe the finer things in life associated with wealthy people inside these clubs, 

and probably to emphasize the dichotomy between both worlds. It should be noted that 

the words "Sonata" and "Cabaret" are not of English origin, although are now within the 

native English speaker's lexicon. These words do however pertain to the above theory of 

foreign words being employed in descriptions calling forth thoughts of exoticism and 

high society around this time period in Shànghǎi. As we shall see, many of the English 

words seen in other entertainment/media mediums (most notably advertisements), carry a 

kind of meaning associated with high class or high quality as well, which also reflects the 

prestige afforded to English in China, as has been and shall be discussed further.59 It is 

necessary to mention that the appearance of English text on the advertisement mentioned 

in the story above was not part of the fictional world described.60 It is important to 

differentiate between all of the other examples that employ English in describing a 

fictitious story and the few cases in this section which repeat what could have been seen 

in reality in Shànghǎi at this time.  

 The third literary example focuses on Shěn Déhóng’s (沈德鸿) 《子夜》

                                                        
59 Most notably in this and the Chinese music sections.  
60 Lee (1999: 225-226) quotes Mù’s original text (with English in capital letters) and 
states, after the excerpt including the Johnny Walker advertisement: “Readers of this 
period may have well read these images at the same time that they savored the 
photographic mosaic in the pictoral magazine Liangyou huabao (The Young 
Companion)…the city that emerges from these representations exudes an aura of 
“metropolitan excitement”- duhui de ciji, as the Chinese headline proclaims on the 
magazine’s printed page while the smaller English headline on the same page calls it 
“Intoxicated Shanghai.” 
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(Midnight). “向西望，叫人猛一惊的，是高高地装在一所洋房顶上而且异常庞大的

霓虹电管广告，射出火一样的赤光和青燐以的绿焰：Light，Heat，Power！” (Shěn, 

3) {Looking towards the West, the thing that made people really surprised, was an 

unusually enormous neon advertisement on the top of a Western-building that shot out 

red fire and green flames that looked like phosphorous: Light, Heat, Power!} Even in the 

original text, we still see the English words "Light, Heat, Power!" next to a preceding 

sentence filled with technical and modern imagery, especially for the year it was written 

in. The fact that the advertisement stood atop a Western-style building may have had 

something to do with the inclusion of English in the text above, but perhaps the advent of 

such a surprising gigantic neon advertisement in 1930s China seemed quite modern and 

fancy, although a little out of place. Therefore, the use of "Light, Heat, Power!" may have 

been employed to emphasize the overwhelming modernity and technical prowess 

associated with the West at this time. This is a fair assessment considering that the author 

directly mentions the West, both in metaphorical form as a direction, and to describe the 

building upon which the enormous advertisement stood. However, the inclusion of these 

English words is most likely due to the use of "Light, Heat, Power!" in actual real text 

from a sign in Shànghǎi, and although this portion of the research is more focused on 

noting where and in what context English is visible in modern Chinese literature, it is 

necessary to make this clarification because this is comparable to the advertisement 

mentioned in Mù’s work above, as both examples were from texts that were literally 

visible during this time. “LIGHT, HEAT, POWER! These three words, together with the 

word “NEON,” written originally in capital letters in English in the Chinese text, 

obviously connote another kind of “historical truth”: the arrival of Western modernity…” 

(Lee, 4) These two stories are quite important to the research because of their 

summarizing nature of Shànghǎi as a microcosm of the changes occurring in China 

around the 1930s. “The story (Shànghǎi Foxtrot) thus invites immediate comparison with 

Mao Dun’s novel Midnight…the works share a remarkable similarity of fictional design: 

to make the city a microcosm of the country caught at a critical juncture of time.” (Lee, 

223) Keeping the English text as it originally appeared in the city shows that these two 
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important authors viewed this foreign text as a part of the change, and being worthy of 

inclusion in their works as representations of how their society was morphing.61  

 The next piece of literature for our investigation is a modern-day (1999) story by 

Zhōu Wèihuì (周卫慧),entitled 《上海宝贝》(Shànghǎi Baby). The style of the story is 

arguably reminiscent of 丁玲 (Dīng Líng), a female novelist in the early twentieth 

century, perhaps most famous for her reportedly autobiographical novel《莎菲女士的日

记》(Miss Sophie’s Diary), which “caused a furore in its day” due to its “unabashed 

treatment of sex and women’s emotional problems.”62 Shànghǎi Baby has since been 

banned in China, with Zhōu being denounced as “decadent, debauched, and a slave of 

foreign culture”,63 the latter accusation perhaps because of her use of foreign characters 

and some English words in her story. This is a strong example for our purposes 

linguistically because of its recent release and the persistence in the use of English for 

proper names and occasional interjections. “我门坐在park九七二楼的雕花护栏边

⋯Park 的老板之一美籍华人Tony在楼下来回穿梭地应酬着…” (Zhōu, 234)  {We sat 

on the side of the Park building 972 with the hand-carved railings…One of the Park 

managers (bosses), a Chinese-American named Tony, ran back and forth downstairs 

entertaining…}In the next excerpt, we see an actual English phrase after a character in 

the story is referred to by her English, and not Chinese, name. “‘哦，你爱上CoCo了。

’ 马克开玩笑地说：‘So what?’ 莎米尔笑起来，‘这是个不一样的女孩，不仅

聪明，还很美，是个可怕的宝贝…’” (Zhōu, 236)  {‘Oh, you love Coco.’ Mark 

jokingly said: ‘So What?’ Shā Mǐ’ěr laughed, ‘this is a different girl, not only (is she) 

smart, but she’s also beautiful, she’s a frightening baby…’} 

 It is apparent in the excerpts from Zhōu’s work that some proper names are left in 

English, meaning the characters and the Park building, probably because that is simply 

                                                        
61 It must be noted that more than strictly English-speaking cultures had an influence on 
Shànghǎi in the 1930s, as Moskowitz (2010: 17) argues: “The foreign feel of Shanghai 
related to the Western imperialist presence, but it also owed a good deal to Russians 
fleeing a civil war in 1922 who opened beauty parlors and small shops…or performed in 
cabarets.”  
62 As stated by Scott (1965: 20). 
63 According to Smith (2000). 
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what they are referred to as in the fictitious lives of the characters in the story. The most 

intriguing part of this example comes from Mark, the foreign love interest of the main 

character (CoCo), who says: “So what?” This quip is not translated into Chinese in the 

story, probably to add a bit of exoticism and perhaps attempt to stay true to what the real 

character, if he exists, may have said. In the story, Mark is a foreigner, so it does logically 

follow that when he has a quote, it remains in English as a way to differentiate between 

the cultural backgrounds of the characters.  

 It is now appropriate to begin to focus on literary works released within the past 

five years, especially since contemporary China, and its many mediums of entertainment, 

are of particular import to this research. The first two novels to be analyzed, Gě Liàng's (

葛亮) 2011 work《七声》,titled (Seven Voices) in English, and Yán Zhēn's  

(阎真) 2010 novel《曾在天涯》{Once at the Other End of the World}, are two 

important works in regard to this research because of their abundant use of English.  

 Let us begin by discussing the excerpts chosen from Seven Voices. In the first 

example, the author/narrator describes a rendezvous with two of his friends. "有时候我

就到安和Mark租的房子去，这是个筒子楼改造的小套间，被安布置得很舒适。我

和Mark躺在床上看discovery, 安就到厨房里给我们做沙拉吃。" (Gě, 165) 

{Sometimes I would go over to An and Mark’s rented apartment, this was a small 

apartment in a reformed dormitory corridor, which was decorated cozily by An. Mark 

and I would lay on the bed watching discovery, while An would go into the kitchen to 

make us salad to eat.} In this excerpt, the narrator describes visiting his friends Mark and 

An, with Mark's name and the word "discovery" in English, probably denoting the 

channel on television because the narrator and his friend lie on the bed and watch that 

channel. The use of "discovery" is quite intriguing because this English word was also 

often heard during the research on advertisements for nature documentaries on television. 

The next excerpt from this novel is of note because of the place and situation it describes, 

which seemingly elicited a few English words to most appropriately paint a picture for 

the reader. "我们打车来到了四兴路, 这里好像是座城市的三里屯。有些残破，聚集

了很多外国人和其他各式各样的人。“塞万提斯”吧比以往冷清了许多，不过音乐

还算到位。Hip-Hop还是很High，随时准备叫人弹到天花板上去。" (Gě, 168) {We 
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got a cab over to Sìxīng Road, this place seemed like it was the city’s Sān Lǐ Tún. There 

was some dilapidation, and many foreigners and all kinds of other people gathered here. 

The “Cervantes” bar was much more desolated than in the past, but the music was getting 

the job done. Hip-Hop is still very High, at all times getting ready to send people up the 

walls (to the ceiling).} It should be said that “三里屯”, Sān Lǐ Tún, is a popular district in 

Běijīng that is overflowing with bars and clubs. In this part of the story, the characters 

venture to a section of town flooded with bars, foreigners, and all kinds of people. The 

author's use of "Hip-Hop" and "High" is quite interesting in this context because of the 

group's exotic nightlife surroundings. It is also necessary to mention the fact that there is 

no accompanying translation of these words, which is true throughout the entire work, 

suggesting that these words are viewed as being understandable for the readers, even in 

English.  

 The final three examples we shall investigate from this work, although English 

phrases appear, and often multiple times, on a total of twenty-six pages, all include just 

one English word. However, the English word in all cases happens to be the, if not one of 

the, most important words in the sentence. "安的考试发挥得很好，虽然申请得迟了，

但还是拿到了美国三所大学的OFFER。" (Gě, 179) {An did very well on all her tests, 

but applied too late, yet still received OFFER(S) from three American universities.} The 

word "OFFER", here written in capital letters, comes at a very crucial point in the 

Chinese sentence, after the possessive particle (的),which is connected to the three 

different American universities. A possible explanation for its use could be the mention 

of the schools as being American, and thus English-speaking, but the most noteworthy 

element of its use is its status within the sentence as being the most important word. 

Without it, the reader is left to wonder what An received from the schools, although this 

can be guessed from the context of the sentence. The second passage to be discussed also 

employs an English word during its most crucial point. "在Marine Drive 上走了一段。

走得有点疲，就跟一个中年人问路。他热情地做了指引，甚至往前带了我几步。临

了教授莫样的男人和我握手，让我enjoy下午的好时光。" (Gě, 279) {(I) walked a bit 

down Marine Drive. I got pretty exhausted while walking, so I asked a middle-aged man 

for directions. He warmly pointed out the way, and even walked with me a few steps of 
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the way. In the end, the professor-like man and I shook hands, this made me enjoy the 

good times of the afternoon.}The narrator describes an afternoon walking around 

Vancouver, based on the author’s mention of Pacific Spirit Park, Marine Drive, and 

University Loop, and then asking a middle-aged man for directions. The word "enjoy" is 

key in this passage because with a different word in its place, the sentence could mean 

something else entirely. "Enjoy" explains the narrator's feelings and mood at this time, 

which can change the meaning of the sentence into a positive or negative one.  

The final example from this novel, and of an English word being used in a very 

important place in regard to the semantics of a sentence, occurs just two pages later. "这

时候她摘下了墨镜，原来是很温柔的灰色眼镜。她说，这里，穿与不穿都是

optional。所谓的自由，就是多了一点选择而已。 威廉笑笑说，阿伦，像｟围城｠

说的，你可以选择“局部真理”。我说，好吧. 我脱了T-shirt和牛仔裤。” (Gě, 

281) {At this point, she took off her sunglasses, and as a matter of fact, her eyes were 

warm and gray. She said: Here, whether you wear or don’t wear clothes is optional. This 

so-called “freedom” just means having a little more choices. Wēi Lián smiled and said: 

Allen, as “Siege” said, you can choose “partial truth.” I said: okay. I took off my T-shirt 

and jeans.}This passage outlines the narrator's encounter with a woman in a music pub, 

which seems to be clothing-optional. The English word "optional" in the second sentence 

is, once again, the most important in terms of understanding the semantics behind the 

sentence. If it was not there, the sentence could take any number of possible forms 

through the use of any other adjective. If the word "optional" is replaced by words such 

as "mandatory" or "forbidden", the sentence relays a completely different meaning, which 

expresses why the English infusion of "optional" is the most important word in the first 

sentence. It should be noted that the following English words and phrases also appeared 

in this novel: "nice to meet you" (164), "Hi" (164), "E-mail" (166), "Poison" (167), "SM" 

as in Sado-Masicism (179), "Skytrain" (262), "take me home, now country roads" (265), 

"Anthropology" (267), "Aunty" (269), "Ice Wine" (287), "iMac" (290), "consultant" 

(301), and "cherish" (307), among a few others. It is important to note here that excluding 

"Anthropology" and "consultant", every English word shown above, when spoken, is two 

syllables or less.  

 An important sociolinguistic concept at work here is that of prestige, introduced 
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on page 23 of this text. Prestige is the sociolinguistic term of closest relation, but does not 

fully express the nature of the following connection. In the final three examples from 

Gě's work, we see English words being used at crucial points in a sentence. If the English 

words "OFFER", "enjoy", and "optional" are omitted from these sentences, the meaning 

of the sentence is no longer obvious. Since English is used in place of Chinese at this 

pivotal juncture in the sentence, it can be argued that it is given a high status. This can be 

related to prestige on the level of a language being used in a community's high or low 

functions, as the functions within a piece of literature could be labeled as "high", as 

another form of literature, “newspapers”, is by Meyerhoff (2006: 103).64 However, if we 

apply prestige here to a linguistic entity such as a specific sentence as opposed to an 

entire community,65 this analogy of English as a high language based on its use in the 

most important parts of sentences has more credence. It must be said, however, that these 

are merely a few excerpts from one modern author in the field of Chinese literature, yet 

much more evidence shall be analyzed later, in this and other mediums, at which point 

this connection will be more cogently entertained.  

 The next novel, Yán Zhēn's《曾在天涯》{Once at the Other End of the World}, 

is another example of a work of modern Chinese literature which uses a significant 

amount of English. Although English words are visible throughout the novel, it should be 

noted that they are always accompanied by a Chinese translation, unlike Gě Liàng's work. 

Of the 102 chapters in the book, English appears in 62 of them, often being used multiple 

times. The first excerpt to be discussed is from a dialogue. “天黑之后我对思文说：＂

陪我出去走走。＂她连忙摇头说：＂你想去你去， 赵 教授的事我做不完。他今天

催握了，叫我work hard (努力工作)，这在这里就是很重的话了，我听了难受了半

天，心里猫抓似的。这些生物方面的文章我要看好多遍才能决定 key words (关键

                                                        
64 She mentions that in a “situation where two closely related languages are used in a 
speech community, one (language is used) for High (H) functions (e.g. church, 
newspapers) and one for Low (L) functions (e.g. in the home, or market).” Meyerhoff 
does then mention that this can be “now often related to refer to any two languages (even 
typologically unrelated ones) that has this kind of social and functional distribution…”, 
which relates more to our case of English and Chinese interaction.  
65 Although Meyerhoff does mention a “speech community”, she does include the 
example of “newspapers” representing a high function, and that is why literature is 
related to prestige in this way.  
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词)。" (Yán, 40) {After it got dark I said to Sī Wén: “Walk with me outside a bit.” She 

shook her head at once and said: “If you want to go then go, I haven’t finished Professor 

Zhào’s assignment. He had a grasp on things today, told me to work hard (work hard), 

this, in here, is very important talk, I heard it and felt unhappy for a little while, my heart 

felt as though it had been cat scratched. I need to read these bio-related documents many 

times to decide what are the key words (key words).} We see in this excerpt that the 

phrases "work hard" and "key words" are used in the dialogue. This is more dissimilar to 

the other works because the use of English is not solely confined to one word. Most of 

the appearances English makes in the story are actually full sentences or phrases, 

however there are many examples of a single word being used. The phrase "work hard" 

appears again later on, once again being used in a dialogue. "我说："我们的钱来得容易

？血汗还不说，一副脸也搭进去了。 赵 教授叫你work hard (努力工作) ，你搞到

半夜不敢睡觉，我在雪里骑车送豆芽，你都不记得了！" (Yán, 158) {I said: “Does 

our money come easy? Not mentioning blood and sweat, a face could also bring in some 

money. Professor Zhào told you to work hard (work hard), you kept at it until midnight 

and dared not sleep, I was riding my bicycle through the snow to see Dòu Yá off, you 

don’t remember any of that!”}   

 In the next passage, a string of English is used in an angry dialogue. "...那人从我

身边走过去，我大叫一声："What happens! (怎么啦)" 从后面攀了他的肩，嚷着：

"How can you push me so hard! (怎么用这么大的力推我)" 他说："Get off first. Your 

tree brushed my face. (先出后进。树枝都擦到我脸上来了)" 我说: "So you pushed 

me so hard! (所以你推我这么重)" 他竟点点头，说："Yes." 我气得嘴唇直颤，又绽

开一个笑脸，突然在他肩上用力一推，嘴里说："Fuck you! (操你妈的)" 他差点摔

倒，身子晃了晃，站直了。" (Yán, 171) {That man walked over from beside me, I 

yelled: “What happens! (What’s wrong)” I pushed down his shoulder from behind and 

shouted: “How can you push me so hard! (Why’d you use such force to push me?)” He 

said: “Get off first. Your tree brushed me face. (Get off first. The tree brushed my face.)” 

I said: “So you pushed me so hard! (So you pushed me so hard)” “He nodded and said: 

“Yes.” My lips quivered angrily, and a smile burst forth again, I suddenly powerfully 

pushed his shoulder, and my mouth said: “Fuck you! (Fuck you)” He almost fell down, 
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his body shook, then he stood straight.} This dialogue is quite linguistically intriguing 

because everything that is spoken in English is followed by a Chinese translation. 

Furthermore, the dialogue can be related, on a level befitting literature and not linguistic 

participant observation, to research done by Baker (1991).66 Although this conversation 

in the novel took place between a foreigner and the narrator, and thus the possible use of 

English as a lingua franca is logical, the only times that a lengthy English dialogue is 

used in the work occur in moments in the story when tempers are flaring. This suggests 

that the author employs English within his own story at climactic points. The use of 

English in these climactic sections is fascinating because it is used in the most exciting 

parts of the story, and the entire dialogue takes place in English.  

 Aside from the numerous dialogues that occur throughout Yán's novel, there are 

also a few intriguing excerpts which interject single English words into the surrounding 

mostly non-spoken prose. It should be noted that while none of these examples appear 

within quotation marks, some are preceded by a note from the author to elaborate that a 

certain character said what follows. The examples shall be presented in chronological 

order. "我说了想找工作，正准备详细说明，她急匆匆说，现在是餐期，very busy (

很忙), 要我晚上九点钟以后再去电话。" (Yán, 24) {I said I want to find work, now 

I’m preparing a detailed explanation, she said hurriedly, it’s meal time now, very busy 

(very busy), I can call again after nine o’clock.}  "一个说，小刘为了一个月省share (共

用) 电话那五块钱，对同屋的人申明自己不用电话，要打电话了跑到我这里来打。

" (Yán, 29) {Someone said that in order to save the 5 dollars for monthly phone sharing 

(share), Liú explained to his roommate that he couldn’t use the phone himself, and if he 

wanted to use that phone then he should come here.} "思文跟他们谈了一连，才明白有

人 shoplifting (商店行窃) 被逮住了，自称是林思文，住在这里。”(Yán, 51) {Sī 

Wén talked to them in succession, and understood that there was a person shoplifting 

(shoplifting) who got caught, calling himself Lín Sīwén, living here.} "我穿上两块钱在 

yard sale (庭院拍卖) 买来的雪靴，开了门风直灌 进来，卷进些许雪花。" (Yán, 

104) {I wore two-dollar snowshoes that I bought at a yard sale (yard sale), opened the 

                                                        
66 Baker (1991) describes that he witnessed numerous occasions of Chinese people using 
English when their emotions ran high.  
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door and the wind poured in, drawing in a few snowflakes.}"还是敲鼓好，敲鼓声音大

，敲鼓容易。我觉得自己这种构想并不那么拙劣，甚至还是 good idea (好主意) 呢

。" (Yán, 187) {Beating a drum is good, the sound is loud, it’s easy. I thought my own 

proposition wasn’t at all inferior, it was even a good idea (good idea).} In these 

examples, we see a mix of three phrases and two single words. There are many other 

examples of single words being used throughout the story, such as the words "single" 

(177), "pay" (293), "bus" (19) and some other compound words, such as "dishwasher" 

(155) and "Seven-Eleven" (312). Excluding the words "shoplifting" and "dishwasher", 

the beginnings of a pattern can be seen regarding the types of English words that are 

included in this story. Each word is kept relatively short, in terms of time taken to 

produce the word; they rarely exceed even two syllables. A similar observation can be 

made of the word choices in Gě's aforementioned novel, which, as seen in the examples 

shown, are mostly kept to two or fewer syllables. Much of the English visible in this 

novel appears during dialogues, some involving the narrator and a foreigner, which seems 

to function more as a realm in which to use English, which makes this novel somewhat 

dissimilar to the other literary examples to follow.  

 In the next few novels, the use of English is not nearly as extensive as in the two 

previously analyzed ones, although the English words visible in them follow the same 

pattern. Almost all of the English words in the next six novels do not exceed two 

syllables, although it should be noted, prior to analysis, that some of the words are 

actually abbreviations of technical machinery or vocations. In the first work, called《天

地芬芳》  (Fragrance of the Earth) written by 陶少鸿 (Táo Shǎohóng), we see the use 

of an English abbreviation to represent an occupation. "陶禄生说："不可告人，但可以

告诉校长，我要当一个CP!" 于亚男笑吟吟地，脸上微波不兴。。。"校长，CP你不

懂吗？" 她微笑道："我二十五年前就懂了。" "我已经等不及了不知萸江有没有CP。

" (Táo, 296) {Táo Lùshēng said: “(This) cannot be divulged, but you can tell the 

principal, I want to be a CP!” Yú Yànán smiled, the ripples on his face were no good… 

“Principal, do you understand CP?” She smiled and said: “Twenty-five years ago I would 

have.” “I already can’t wait to wonder if they have a CP at Yu Jiang or not.”} In this 

novel, one of the extremely rare occasions where English appears, as seen above, is 
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during a dialogue regarding what the character of Mr. Táo would like to be, and the 

abbreviation "CP" is mentioned a couple of times. It is interesting to note that when the 

character of the school head is asked if she understands what “CP” means, she replies that 

twenty-five years ago she would have known, perhaps reflecting that the older generation 

has forgotten some of the English words they once knew, which are now being used 

again by the younger generation.  

 In the next novel, 丁小二's (Dīng Xiǎoèr's) 《小妖精时代》 (The Goblin Times) 

the two appearances of English are used to reveal the name of a website and once it 

appears as a compound phrase. "…已在筹备一个"钉子户"网站，dZH.com, 团结全国

钉子户⋯" (Dīng, 77) {(had) already prepared a “strong nay-sayer” website, DZH.com, 

which united the nay-sayers of the entire country…} The second occurrence of English is 

far more linguistically intriguing than its predecessor, especially because it is used as a 

compound phrase to express a concept, and not simply as a name of a certain website. "

网页上指导性很强-如何高校地 anti-parents (反父母)?..." (Dīng, 202) {The website’s 

guidelines were very strong- what higher education anti-parents (anti-parents)?...} In this 

example, we see the compound phrase anti-parents followed by a Chinese translation and 

a question mark, suggesting perhaps that the narrator, because this is not a spoken 

quotation, is unsure of whether the translation into Chinese is correct or not. This 

interjection of English is of particular interest because it reveals, much like in Gě's Seven 

Voices, that the manifestation of the first word the narrator of the story, perhaps as a 

metaphor for the actual author, thought of was in English. The translation of that 

particular word into Chinese was an afterthought in this case and in the many examples in 

Seven Voices.  

 The next example of English's presence in modern Chinese literature relates to 阎

海苹's (Yán Hǎipíng's) 2011 novel 《漂流时代的爱情》 {The Love of Drifting Times}. 

In this example, two separate interjections of English are used in a single sentence, yet 

English words do not appear anywhere else in the work. "⋯我还不能认识 LOONY-BIN 

这个词，我仅仅是愚蠢地知道 TRIP 这个词。" (Yán, 149) {I still couldn’t recognize 

this word LOONY-BIN, I only foolishly knew this word TRIP.} This excerpt introduces 

the words "LOONY-BIN" and "TRIP", the former of which the narrator mentions as a 
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word that he could not recognize. This is most likely because of the more visible nature 

of the word “TRIP” in modern-day China, especially in the realms of travel agencies and 

magazines.  

 The next work features lyrics from an English song that were maintained within 

the story. In the 2010 novel 《我的丁一之旅》 {The Travels of My “Ding Yi”} by 史铁

生 (Shǐ Tiěshēng), two different characters employ English, without a direct translation 

of the English words in the text, while singing. "接着便轻声地哼唱：time and time 

again, I ask myself, 问自己，到底爱不爱你⋯萨说：电影嘛，演演罢了，可我真的

是这样的呵! 哪些是 time and time again 呀⋯" (Shǐ, 288) {Immediately after softly 

humming: time and time again, I ask myself, ask myself, if I really love you…Sà said: 

movies, it’s just acting, that’s all, but I’m really like this! Which is time and time again…} 

This is the only appearance English makes in the text, and is the sole incarnation of 

English being sung within any of the works. It is important to mention here that once 

again all of the words discussed so far in the past four excerpts from different novels do 

not exceed two syllables, meaning they are relatively concise. Also important in this 

passage, which will be discussed more in the section on English in Chinese popular 

music, is the use of English here as a means to complete an entire idea, as the two 

languages combine to make a full sentence.  

 In the next work, a 2007 novel called 《穆斯林的葬礼》(Muslim Funeral), by 

霍达 (Huò Dá), a single English word makes an appearance and is used twice. "他感到

惶恐，好像一个被突然传到法庭的人，面对着神色森严的法官，面对着众目睽睽的

旁听席，他一时弄不清自己是否有“罪”，却本能地首先自疑。年轻的班主任在

monitor面前显得局促不安了。" (Huò, 315) {He felt terrified, like a person who had 

suddenly been transmitted to court, facing a judge with a stern expression, facing the 

glare of the eyes of the public gallery, he couldn’t figure out if he himself was “guilty” 

for a short time, but he instinctually doubted himself at first. The young teacher in charge 

of the class appeared to be ill at ease in front of the class monitor.} “噢，monitor也在这

里？”谢秋思微笑着看了郑晓京一眼，便转过脸径直朝班主任走去，手里捧着一本

英文版的《红与黑》，改用她和楚雁潮共同的乡音说：“楚老师，的格小说里厢有
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格句型蛮复杂格，依帮我讲讲清爽好喽？" (Huò, 315) {“Oh, the monitor’s here too?” 

Xiè Qiūsī smiled and looked Zhèng Xiǎojīng in the eye, then turned around and walked 

directly over to where the teacher in charge of the class was, holding in his hands the 

English book Red and Black, and then changed to the use of her and Chu Yàncháo’s rural 

pronunciation and said: “Teacher Chu, there are some very complex sentences in this 

book, can you please help me say them clearly?”} In these two excerpts, we see the 

English word "monitor" used twice, to describe the monitor of the classroom.  

 The next novel, written by 豆豆 (Dòu Dòu), entitled 《遥远的救世主》{Distant 

Savior}, uses a few abbreviations in English. The work, published in 2005, aside from the 

abbreviations mentioned here, has no other English words. "因此订做了双组信号投出

CD机和双组投出投入前级⋯" (Dòu, 332) {Therefore a dual signal launching CD player 

was custom-made and a dual launcher was put into its pre-stages (of production)…} The 

abbreviation for "Compact Disc" is used once again on page 383. The abbreviation 

"VCD" is also used later in the story. "林雨峰关上电视，从ＶＣＤ播放机里取出证据

光盘，把所有证据资料归置到一起推给阎所长，说：“老阎，乐圣的荣辱就托付给

你了，四个字：拼死一搏。 ” (Dòu, 501) {Lín Yǔfēng turned off the TV, and took out 

the hard disk evidence from the Video CD player, tidying up all of the evidence materials 

and gave them to headmaster Yán, then said: “(Old) Yán, I’m entrusting you with all of 

the master composer’s glory and dishonor, four words: fight desperately in battle.”}  

 In these works of literature, the use of selected English words, phrases, and 

abbreviations reveal more about both the presence of English in this medium of modern 

Chinese culture and why these types of words are chosen to be used and kept in English. 

In these twelve novels, the overwhelming majority of English words that make an 

appearance are two syllables or less, and while it remains difficult to determine whether a 

word could be called advanced in a certain language, it holds that these words are of the 

more succinct variety, when analyzing them in terms of the time it takes to produce them. 

Many of the English words used in these works are, according to research conducted by 

Sigurd et al. (2009), within or on the fringes of the optimal letter range that facilitates 
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fastest reading time and comprehension.67 There is also speculation, based on findings of 

other similar research, that small and frequent English words, none of which were 

observed during the time of this research in China, are often skipped over in terms of 

fixations that human eyes make while reading. “One line of classical reading studies 

focuses on issues such as which words are skipped (typically small, frequent words like 

‘the’ and ‘and’), and where inside a word the eye typically lands (typically some 30–40% 

into the word).”  (Holmqvist et al., 2005) “Function words are fixated less frequently than 

content words, because they tend to be short, and there is a clear relationship between the 

probability of fixating a word and its length: As length increases, the probability of 

fixating a word increases…2-3 letter words are only fixated around 25% of the time, 

whereas words 8 letters or longer are almost always fixated (and often fixated more than 

once).” (Rayner, 1998, 375)68 The fixations referred to in the excerpts above relate to an 

eye focusing on a portion of a word for a longer time in order to comprehend it, while 

smaller words (such as those 2-3 letters long) are usually not fixated upon, but rather 

skipped over. (Rayner, 1998) This implies that many of the English words seen above, 

and many of those to follow, are recognized quite quickly and usually do not require a 

whole fixation of the eye. Perhaps this is a reason for their inclusion in this and other 

entertainment and media mediums.   

 In the works cited above, we rarely see very long words, both in terms of syllables 

and letters, and this observation is congruent to what this research uncovered in terms of 

the appearance of English in different mediums of Chinese culture, most notably news 

media, advertisements, and popular song lyrics, to be discussed at a later juncture. It is 

also imperative to recognize the sociolinguistic concept of code-mixing here, defined as 

alternations between certain linguistic varieties within a sentence (Meyerhoff), whose 

relevance to the research shall be discussed below. 

 After analyzing each individual author and their work, we can now begin to draw 

some conclusions regarding the logic and psychological reasoning behind switching into 

English in these examples of Chinese literature. Only one of the above examples possess 

                                                        
67 Sigurd et al.'s (2009) research concluded that an English word comprised of seven 
letters elicited the fastest word recognition time. The chart is included as Appendix A.  
68 This same notion is discussed by Strömqvist (2008).  
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a string of more than a couple of English words together, meaning that there is rarely 

code-switching (code-mixing only with complete sentences) in these examples of modern 

Chinese literature, but mostly code-mixing. This is quite relevant because it shows that 

the English used in these examples is usually kept to single words or very short phrases, 

giving us a clue that English in literature is used more as a means of expressing 

individual ideas in a different medium or emphasizing the foreignness of a specific 

instance or thing, although the English words included in this medium also often help to 

complete the semantics of a sentence.69 These simple, short phrases are understandable, 

easily produced and generally associated with situations in which a foreign entity is 

present, whether it be a person (such as the dialogues in 《曾在天涯》), a place (such as 

the narrator and his use of English during a voyage to Canada in Seven Voices), a proper 

name (such as those used in Shànghǎi Baby), or an advertisement (such as that used in 

Shànghǎi Foxtrot). Although these words, for the most part, have Chinese counterparts, 

English is most likely used instead as a statement of power and to express the contrast 

between the foreign item in question and the literal world it is submerged in. The act of 

keeping most of the proper names in Shànghǎi Baby and the direct slogans and words 

used by the author to represent higher class functions in Shànghǎi Foxtrot in English 

show that when something is established in China in English, it becomes embedded in the 

culture in English and reinforced through the consistent way literature addresses it.  

 However, there are of course some inconsistencies with this theory. In the case of 

《酒後》, although no foreign entity is physically present, the contextual situation is 

enticing and almost risqué, so the use of an English word such as “kiss” perfectly 

encapsulates the mood of the setting. Overall, it seems safe to say that the use of English 

words and phrases are there for a reason, mainly to convey a meaning in a different, more 

exotic way and to emphasize the differences between certain situations characters in any 

of the aforementioned works find themselves in, which often have a connection to 

something non-Chinese.  

 As a final note, we can see the beginnings of a connection to the important 

sociolinguistic concept of the use of prestige, as mentioned previously in this section. 

                                                        
69 The significance of which will be discussed near the ending of the conclusions section 
of this research, specifically page 161.  
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Many of the English words used in the above works appear at semantically important 

times, representing a theory this research poses regarding the importance of English to 

this and the following mediums of Chinese entertainment and media as more than simply 

a means of injecting exotic foreign words or phrasings. This concept will be discussed 

further at a later time, as it is more apparent in the Chinese popular music medium.  

 

4b) Chinese Cinema 

 Chinese cinema has developed much since its beginnings at a Běijīng 

photography shop in documentary-based filmmaking in 1898, yet the first known Chinese 

cinematic work was a short from 1905 titled Conquering Jun Mountain, and the first long 

feature, 《阎瑞生》(Yán Ruìshēng), appeared in 1921.70 It was during this time, 1922 to 

be precise, that the English language first appeared in text form in feature films, the first 

of which, according to this researcher’s knowledge, was the silent film: 《劳工之爱情》

{Laborer’s Love}.71 It is important to note that silent American films also began to enter 

the Chinese film market in this decade, most notably in Shànghǎi, and have been argued 

to have at least affected Chinese viewers’ perceptions and beliefs.72 In the early 1930s, 

and not earlier because of its lack of an established centralized government, the National 

People’s Party (国民党) began getting much more involved in regulating film production 

and content. (Zhang, 2003) In 1931, the English language appeared again as text in 

feature films, perhaps the most significant of which was the silent film: 《一剪梅》(A 

Spray of Plum Blossoms), which is an extremely loose Shakespearean adaptation starring 

the iconic actress Ruǎn Língyù.73 Since this is a silent film, English is only seen in 

written subtitle form.74 The first Chinese films to feature sound appeared in 1934, and 

                                                        
70 All according to Zhang (2003: 8). 
71 A video of this 22-minute feature film, including its appearances of Chinese and 
English text, can be seen at: http://www.tudou.com/programs/view/RBaQHekAc4M/.    
72 According to Zhang Qing’s (2009: iv) PhD dissertation “From Hollywood to Shanghai: 
American Silent Films in China.”  
73 According to Kraicer (2005). 
74 A video of this film can be seen on sina.com.cn, the exact link is omitted here (but is in 
the possession of the researcher, who can be contacted in this regard if need be) because 
of the technical difficulties it may have caused in this document.  
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Japanese films of this nature soon followed.75 From the 1940s until now, the Chinese film 

industry has gone through many changes and difficulties. The Maoist period saw films 

used as mass educational tools, while Dèng Xiǎopíng’s reforms led to a greater emphasis 

on the industry’s profit, which managed to throw the industry into a financial crisis. (Chu, 

2002) Recently, DVD piracy, expensive ticket prices, and the importation of “giant” 

Hollywood pictures have all contributed to the industry’s apparent recession (Zhang, 

2003: 13), which could be a reason for including English in some films in an attempt to 

reach a more international audience or “shock” viewers with a change. With Chinese 

cinematic history briefly introduced, we may now analyze the more research relevant 

issue of the extent and patterns of use of the English language in contemporary Chinese 

cinema.  

 An excellent example of English language use within a Chinese story is the movie

《大话西游》, or (A Chinese Odyssey: Pandora's Box), from 1994.76 This film is quite 

renowned in China, and its humorous outlook is ripe with examples of English 

interjections throughout the movie. The film is quite established in Chinese culture as a 

kind of revered relic.77 There were even quotes from the film printed and posted in 

elevators in buildings throughout the time of the research, which were meant to be 

humorous pieces of advice encouraging people to lead more civilized lives. The script 

itself is full of humorous English interjections, but they are often quite simple phrases 

and usually no more than one or two words. The scripts for all Stephen Chow films 

discussed in this research were found online, mainly because the films’ dialogues are 

originally in Cantonese, and therefore written accompaniment, in the forms of scripts and 

subtitles, were needed.  

 The first of many examples, all of which were taken from the script,78 is actually a 

                                                        
75 The portion about Japanese films according to Kraicer (2005).  
76 Not to be confused with Journey to the West (Xīyóujì) first released in 1987 {according 
to Yin (2000)}.  
77 The exact link is omitted here (but is in the possession of the researcher, who can be 
contacted in this regard if need be) because of the technical difficulties it may have 
caused in this document. 
78 The exact links are omitted here (but is in the possession of the researcher, who can be 
contacted in this regard if need be) because of the technical difficulties they may have 
caused in this document. 
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clever mix of the two languages, which uses two Chinese words that sound phonetically 

similar to the English word "fool." "至尊宝：喂，瞎子，你不是死了吗？ 瞎子：我们

刚刚是装死的！ 至尊宝：我Kao！I服了You!" (《大话西游》, 1994) {Monkey King: 

Hey, Blindy, you’re not dead? Blindy: We were just playing dead! Monkey King: Ahh 

fuck! I got you!} In this excerpt, the main character is speaking with a blind man, the 

final sentence he speaks being the most relevant for our purposes. In that sentence, he 

uses two Chinese words, "服" ("fú") /fuː/ and "了" ("le") /lə/, to create a sound similar 

to the English word "fool", and inserts them into the sentence in order to make a 

complete idea, when attempting to comprehend the spoken phrase.  

 The next passage from this film, which is both linguistically and psychologically 

engaging, appears a few scenes after the happenings above. “(至尊宝想闯进洞去，却

被洞门砸昏，等醒来时已身在洞中。) 少女：哈哈！Yeah！Yeah！有了这个月光宝

盒，以后就不怕被青霞姐追杀了！出来呀！鬼鬼祟祟的，害羞啊，你！ 至尊宝：(

恭恭敬敬地走出来) Hi，这个月光宝盒呢⋯⋯ ��少女：我的！” (《大话西游》, 1994) 

{(The Monkey King wants to break into the cave, but he is knocked out by the caves’ 

doors, when he wakes up he is already inside the cave.) Young Girl: Haha! Yeah! Yeah! 

I’ve got this moonlight treasure box, so I’m not afraid of getting killed by my sister 

Qīngxiá! Come out! Sneaky, shy, you! Monkey King: (Walks out most respectfully) Hi, 

this moonlight box….Young Girl: Mine!} The first use of English in this passage is the 

excited girl’s use of “Yeah! Yeah!” as she celebrates her acquiring of a magical and 

powerful box. She is visibly ecstatic in the film, which could be related to Baker’s 

opinion that Chinese youth interject English during times of intense emotions. (Baker, 

1991) The Monkey King character also uses the word “Hi” as a greeting when he meets 

the character of the young girl.  

 In the following example, a single English word is interjected into a completely 

Chinese passage at a crucial point in the story. “至尊宝：你完全误会了⋯⋯ ��白晶晶：找

死！(挥剑欲砍) ��至尊宝：不要啊英雄！我是回去跟你师姐拿解药救你的，谁知道晚

了一步，回去已经找不到你了。 ��白晶晶：你骗我！ ��至尊宝：你不信？(掏出玉佩) 

Look! (两人误会消除。这时春三十娘与牛魔王正在剧斗，白晶晶上前夹攻，将至
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尊宝和二当家送出洞外，二女却被牛魔王绊住无法脱身，断龙石缓缓落下⋯⋯)” (

《大话西游》, 1994) {Monkey King: You completely misunderstand…Jīngjīng: You’re 

courting death! (She brandishes her sword) Monkey King: Don’t do it, hero! I came back 

to get the antidote from your sister to save you, who could know what would happen later, 

when I went back I couldn’t find you. Jīngjīng: You lie! Monkey King: You don’t believe 

me? (He takes out the jade pendant from his pocket) Look! (The two clear up their 

misunderstanding. At this time, the woman and the Bull Devil King were battling, 

Jīngjīng came forward so as to attack him from both sides, and the Monkey King and the 

second woman were sent out of the cave, however the second woman was entangled by 

the Bull Devil King and could not break free, yet cut the dragon stone and gradually 

dropped down…} In this excerpt, the only English word visible is the word “Look!”, 

however, this word is quite important at this critical point in the scene because it is used 

as the verbal expression of a character trying to save himself from certain doom if he 

does not present the appropriate evidence proving his story true. There are certainly 

words equivalent to this in Mandarin, yet the use of English at such a crucial juncture 

could be considered a prelude to an important point discussed later in the thesis: the use 

of English at the most important moments in Chinese entertainment mediums, as this 

relates to prestige, expresses a kind of reverence towards the language.  

 The next scene employs English in a fascinating and humorous manner, as it is 

used mostly in a song the Longevity Monk character sings to the Monkey King character. 

The song is a Chinese rendition of a hit song, originally recorded by the American soul 

group the Platters, and released in 1955.79 80 “唐僧：悟空，你进来吧！(打开牢门让至

尊宝进来) ��至尊宝：坦白说，我不是你徒弟，我更不想是你的徒弟！大师你慈悲为

怀，你就放了我一马吧，好吗？ ��唐僧：悟空，你知不知道什么是铛铛铛铛铛铛？ ��

至尊宝：什么铛铛铛铛？ ��唐僧：铛得铛铛铛铛铛，就是(唱道) ��On--ly you--！ 

Can take me取西经； On--ly you--！ 能杀妖和除魔； ��Only you 能保护我，叫螃

蟹和蚌精无法吃我； ��你本领最大，就是 Only you--！ ��至尊宝：哎⋯⋯ ��唐僧：On--

                                                        
79 According to a Wikipedia entry retrieved 1 March 2012. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Only_You_%28And_You_Alone%29 
80 The Platters can be seen performing the song here: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QT‐JUj‐0bg8 
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ly you－－！⋯ ��至尊宝：我真的不行啊，我跟你说⋯⋯ ��唐僧：On－On--！ ��至尊宝：

On你妈个头啊！你有完没完啊！(一拳将唐僧打倒)我已经跟你说过我不行了，你还

要On-On-！On-On-！完全不理人家受得了受不了，你再On我一刀捅死你！ � �唐僧

：悟空，你尽管捅死我吧，生又何哀，死又何苦，等你明白了舍生取义，你自然会

回来跟我唱这首歌的！喃呒阿弥陀佛、喃呒阿弥陀佛、喃呒阿弥陀佛⋯⋯ ��(至尊宝

掩耳逃走。)  ”81 (《大话西游》, 1994) {Longevity Monk: Monkey King, come in! (He 

opens the prison door to let The Monkey King in) The Monkey King: To speak frankly, 

I’m not your disciple, I really don’t want to be your disciple! Great Master, with your 

compassion, release me now, okay? Longevity Monk: Monkey King, do you know what 

dang dang dang dang dang dang is (the sound of striking a gong)? The Monkey King: 

What dang dang dang dang? Longevity Monk: The dang in dang dang dang dang dang, 

just means (singing): On—ly you--! Can take me to the West; On—ly you--! Can kill the 

demons and get rid of the ghosts; Only you can protect me, and make the crabs and clams 

unable to eat me; your ability is greatest, it’s just Only you--! Monkey King: Hey!... 

Longevity Monk: On—ly you--!...The Monkey King: I really can’t do that, let me tell 

you…Longevity Monk: On--! On--! The Monkey King: Damn! Again singing On--! Are 

you done? (He beats down the Monk) I already told you I can’t do that, and you still sing 

On-On! On-On! You completely disregard people who can’t stand or endure you, if you 

sing On-! again I’ll stab you to death! Longevity Monk: Monkey King, feel free to stab 

me to death, birth brings sorrow, death brings bitterness, I wait for you to understand 

what it means to die for a just cause, then you’ll come back and sing this song with me! 

Amitabha, Amitabha, Amitabha…(The Monkey King covers his ears and flees).}82   

 Although this scene’s main purpose is to be humorous, it is quite a turning point 

in the story, as the Monk character tells the Monkey King character of his destiny and his 

uniqueness. The reference to, and cover of, an American soul song at this crucial point of 

the story, along with the preservation of the main theme and title of the song, being “Only 

You”, highlights a significant point of this research, which shall be discussed extensively 

later on. This theory relates to the use of English at critical points in music and other 
                                                        
81 The video of this song in the film can be seen at: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wQMrjNEeGbA 
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forms of entertainment, such as the aforementioned section on Chinese literature and 

other forms to be discussed later. This song was also seen in television advertisements 

during the time of the research, although the advertisements were quite brief and thus no 

concrete proof could be gathered about their existence. However, the use of this song in 

advertisements, along with its quotes being visible as social etiquette guidelines, showed 

the influence this film has had on Chinese culture, and its status as a kind of cultural 

repertoire. Even-Zohar discusses cultural repertoire and how the people involved in its 

creation (agents of transfer) can have an effect on the culture they are projecting the 

repertoire towards. “In addition, I also suggest that we integrate into the concept of 

“goods” (and “products”) also the images projected into society by the people engaged in 

the making of repertoire, who are in the particular case of transfer agents of transfer. The 

labor of these agents may introduce into the network of cultural dispositions certain 

inclinations towards repertoires engaged by them.” (Even-Zohar, 430)  

 There are a few other instances of English being interjected into the Mandarin 

script in this film. The phrase “I do!”, and the word “Stop!”, are also visible later on in 

the movie, in scenes depicting the Bull Devil King giving a half-hearted proposal to 

Qīngxiá, and a confused identity exchange involving the Monkey King, respectively. It is 

important to mention that all of English words which appear in this script do not exceed 

two syllables. This is a crucial observation throughout this research, as many of the 

English words and phrases witnessed in Chinese entertainment mediums and 

conversations are quite succinct, and thus comparatively easy to produce verbally.  

 Another film which uses a significant amount of English words and phrases is the 

2011 work 《我知女人心》, or (What Women Really Want). The film’s use of English 

is quite intriguing because the language appears in full sentences, interjections, or 

musical numbers by both native Chinese speakers and foreigners. Some of the words that 

will surface later in this research appear in this film as well, which begins to show the 

phenomenon of some English words being used in different mediums of contemporary 

Chinese entertainment. To begin, the first English phrases appear at the 11:26 mark in the 

film, as the audience is taken around an outdoor wedding ceremony and a few foreign 

characters talk to a Chinese waiter. The phrase “Can you speak English?”, and the words 

“thanks” and “Sir”, are heard in this very brief scene.  
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 A few minutes later, when the two main characters are sitting in the lobby of the 

advertising company that they work for, an English abbreviation, which is seen again 

later in the research, appears. “这是我们公司的C.E.O., 他要听我的话⋯” (《我知女

人心》，2011) {“This is our company’s C.E.O., he should listen to me…”} The 

initialism “C.E.O.” appears in this corporate setting in this film and was also witnessed in 

the newspaper 海峡导报, which will be presented in the magazine section. The word 

“party”, again of note here because of its presence in other mediums of Chinese 

entertainment, most notably the magazine 世界报, which shall be analyzed later, also is 

heard in this film. During a scene in which Andy Lau’s character, newly able to read 

women’s minds, returns home to find his daughter with a boy, “party” surfaces. The word 

is uttered by both characters in a quick, angry exchange around the 40:00 point of the 

film. “…去什么party? 豆豆：谁说我要去party了？（他怎么知道？）” (《我知女人

心》，2011) {“…going to what party? Dòudòu: Who said I was going to a party? (How 

did he know?)”} In this exchange, the daughter character of Dòudòu is surprised because 

her father knew her plans without them being spoken aloud. Both the father and daughter 

characters mention the word “party” at this point, and its presence in the script is 

probably influenced by the youthful characters of the daughter and her love interest.  

 Just eleven and a half minutes later, a non-native Chinese character is introduced 

and many English phrases and words follow. In this scene, the male non-native Chinese 

character, named Peter, goes out for dinner with the female lead character, named Lǐ 

Yílóng. After they exchange greetings in Mandarin for the first time, Peter says a full 

English sentence, which is somewhat unique because of its length, word choice, and 

status as a code-switched as opposed to a code-mixed sentence. “Peter: You are the most 

beautiful two-legged panther I have ever seen… Lǐ Yílóng: Thank you.” (《我知女人心

》，2011) The term “panther” is probably used here as a reference to Lǐ being a single, 

and slightly older, woman who is looking for a man. This entirely English sentence is 

somewhat rare in the research, especially when taking its length into consideration, 

making it more than a simple phrase. The character of Yílóng understands the 

compliment bestowed upon her by Peter and replies appropriately, which could be related 

to audience design, or the sociolinguistic theory maintaining that speakers consciously or 
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subconsciously modify their speech based on who they are addressing or who may be 

listening to them. (Meyerhoff, 2006: 29) Although the use of English here is most likely 

because Peter is not a native Mandarin speaker, the fact that no translation or confusion 

follow the sentence shows Yílóng’s understanding, which could also reflect the scope of 

English in contemporary Běijīng, where the story takes place. As the two enter the 

restaurant, Yílóng asks a host for some privacy, and the familiar abbreviation “V.I.P.”, to 

be shown later, appears once again in the research. “Yílóng: 有没有安静一点儿的V.I.P.

的房间？Host: 本店的V.I.P.的房间只对大明星和大老板，不对外...” (《我知女人心

》，2011) {“Yílóng: Do you have a quieter V.I.P. room? Host: The V.I.P. rooms here 

are only for celebrities and important businessmen, not for outsiders…”} This 

abbreviation was observed in many mediums of entertainment/media discussed 

throughout the research, especially with respect to advertisements in China. Not more 

than a minute later, the phrase “ladies first” is said by Peter when the two discuss who 

should talk about themselves first, even though the playful conversation is spoken mostly 

in Mandarin, save for the above phrase.  

 As a final note about this film, towards the end the male lead, played by Andy 

Lau, sings a song completely in English. As the two main characters are having a glass of 

wine, Andy Lau’s character goes up to the bar’s stage and sings a song called “Slip 

Away.” “Every time I look into the mirror of my mind…I barely recognize the man I 

see…I feel the tide is turning and I’m stranded out at sea…I thought I could survive but 

reality has got a better part of me…If I could I would change my yesterday…I would 

listen to my heart…And then today I’d see what true love could be…And I won’t let 

tomorrow…I won’t let tomorrow slip away...If I could I would change my yesterday…I 

would listen to my heart…And then today I’d see what true love could be…And I won’t 

let tomorrow…I won’t let tomorrow slip away…” (“Slip Away”, J. Kearin, C. O’Young, 

in 《我知女人心》, 2011) Andy Lau himself sings the song in the actual movie. 

 Overall, this film is quite relevant to the research because of the abundance of 

appearances of English and the situations in which it is used. There are several more 

examples from this film where English appears that have not been mentioned here. 

English is used in full sentences, as interjections, and in song in the film. This is 
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significant for our purposes because it shows that English is not used merely as an exotic 

language in which a character could mention one word, but rather more as a means of 

communication between the foreign and Chinese characters in the film. The instances in 

which the abbreviations “C.E.O.”, “V.I.P.”, the word “party”, and the song sung 

completely in English appear are all scenes in which the most important interaction is 

between native Mandarin speakers. In these examples, the characters all understand the 

English spoken and react to it in a manner showing this. The film is a great example of a 

contemporary Chinese film in which English plays an important role, and the many ways 

in which it is used help to reflect the extent of the English language within contemporary 

Chinese cinema.  

 A film which also uses English abundantly, and in many of the ways mentioned 

above in the movie What Women Really Want, is a work titled《云水谣》, or (The 

Knot), from 2006. In this film, English appears numerous times, whether it is as a single 

word, a completely code-mixed English sentence, or in song. The first appearance 

English makes in the film is in the third scene, in which a young woman is calling her 

mother in a restaurant. “Waitress: Are you ready to order? Wáng Bìyún’s niece: Yes, I 

want to have a cappuccino, please. Waitress: Ok. Niece: Thanks…当然是玫瑰花了，是

红色的⋯” (《云水谣》，2006) After a brief English exchange with a waitress, a niece 

of one of the main characters mentions that of course they are roses and they are red. 

Although it appears as though the young woman is in a coffee shop in  

China, mainly due to the surrounding Chinese customers, English is spoken with the 

waitress. This could be an international setting, however.  English surfaces once again 

when two of the main characters, a boy and his teacher, meet for the first time in 1940s 

Taiwan, which is where the story mostly takes place. “王太太：雨萌，快下来给陈老师

行礼！⋯他的发音一直没有长进，就是因为不爱张嘴⋯陈秋水: Would you like me to 

be your teacher? 王雨萌：No!” (《云水谣》，2006) {Mrs. Wáng: Yǔméng, come 

downstairs and salute Teacher Chén!...His pronunciation hasn’t made any progress, 

because he doesn’t like speaking…Chén Qiūshuǐ: Would you like me to be your teacher? 

Wáng Yǔméng: No!} In this scene, Chén Qiūshuǐ immediately speaks English to his 

future pupil Wáng Yǔméng, as he will do numerous times in the film, and Yǔméng 
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expresses his reluctance with a determined “No!” in English. This scene begins just a few 

minutes after the third scene, and also is key because it shows that the character of the 

boy is already able to comprehend English to at least a decent extent, and that the 

character of the teacher believes learning English to be an important educational focus. A 

few moments later, in the following scene, we can overhear Teacher Chén mentioning the 

English words “boy, girl, man”, and the English phrases “bathroom for men, bathroom 

for lady”, and Yǔméng repeating them.  As Teacher Chén leaves this first lesson with 

Yǔméng, he says a sentence, which is code-switched, as a farewell. “你知道吗？你真的

非常棒. You are the cleverest student I have ever seen. Bye!” (《云水谣》，2006) 

{“You know, you really are very amazing. You are the cleverest student I have ever seen. 

Bye!”}   

 Two scenes later, while his pupil Yǔméng is playing piano, Teacher Chén sings a 

few lines in English from the “Gypsy Baron” by Johan Strauss II (its lyrics translated into 

English by Oscar Hammerstein II).83 “One day when we were young, one wonderful 

morning in May, you told you loved me, when we were young one day... Sweet songs of 

spring were sung, and music was never so gay, you told me you loved me, when we were 

young one day…” (《云水谣》，2006) It is important to note that none of the lyrics in 

the song are sung in Chinese, showing a different way in which English is used in the 

film, in song. This song is repeated near the mid-way point of the film, this time sung 

mostly by a younger Wáng Bìyún, who is a main character throughout the parts of the 

film which take place in 1940s Taiwan. A few minutes after the first appearance of the 

song, in a scene where Teacher Chén is making animal hand shadows for Yǔméng to 

identify, an interesting dialogue occurs. “王雨萌：是狗啊！陈老师：请用英文说。

王雨萌：It’s a dog! 陈老师：对⋯” (《云水谣》，2006) {Wáng Yǔméng: “It’s a dog!” 

Teacher Chén: “Please say it in English.” Wáng Yǔméng: “It’s a dog!” Teacher Chén: 

“Correct…”} 

 As Wáng Bìyún sits in her Manhattan apartment as an older woman, presumably 
                                                        
83 The exact link is omitted here (but is in the possession of the researcher, who can be 
contacted in this regard if need be) because of the technical difficulties it may have 
caused in this document. 
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around the time of the film’s release in 2006, she speaks in English as she gives 

directions about what an assistant should do with a portrait of her father. “Don’t touch it, 

give to me please, thank you.” (《云水谣》，2006) Although the young Wáng Bìyún 

does not speak English in the scenes where she is portrayed as a young woman, save for 

the scene in which she sings the song in English, she has apparently learned English by 

the time of this scene, perhaps because English has become a more global language in 

recent years, and its presence in this scene is likely because she is addressing a 

presumably American worker in her New York apartment. Later on in the film, as Wáng 

Bìyún’s niece travels to Tibet, some more English is heard, however these exchanges are 

exclusively with foreigners and don’t provide much novelty because this type of 

exchange has been discussed previously.  

 This film is quite relevant to the research because of the numerous instances and 

various situations in which English appears. The most important medium in which 

English is prevalent throughout the film is that of education. The scenes where Teacher 

Chén is teaching his pupil Wáng Yǔméng are crucial because they reflect not only a 

situation in which English is held in high regard in the film because of its apparent 

presence in youth education and culture in 1940s Taiwan, but also an interesting 

linguistic situation, seeing as most of the sentences spoken are examples of code-

switching and not code-mixing (English appears in full sentences as opposed to a single 

word interjection amidst an otherwise Chinese sentence), unlike some examples of 

appearances of English dialogues in the other films focused on in this research. Perhaps 

this is reminiscent of the setting and cultural situation in which the story takes place, as 

some English is heard during exchanges with foreigners in the movie, mostly outside of 

China, and the language also appears in mostly educational scenes between a young 

teacher and his pupil. It is once again important to note that the vast majority of the 

English words which are uttered throughout the movie do not exceed two syllables (save 

for “wonderful” and “cleverest”), which is similar to the other films.  

 Another contemporary film which uses a few English phrases and interjections is 

the 2010 film《摇摆de婚约》, or (Love in Cosmo). In the film, which can be 

characterized as a romantic drama, a birthday song is sung in English along with a word 
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that has appeared throughout the research, this time surfacing during a photo shoot scene 

in the work. The first appearance English makes in the movie is during the birthday song 

scene, which is also quite melancholy because, oddly enough, it is also a scene in which 

two of the main characters break off their relationship. “一起唱，一起唱， 来一点气

氛…happy birthday to you, happy birthday to you, happy birthday to you, happy birthday 

to you.” (《摇摆de婚约》，2010) The woman in the scene wants all three friends to 

sing together to spark a lively atmosphere, after which she sings the song, as the two men 

seem uninterested. When the song is over, the boyfriend breaks off their relationship. It is 

interesting that this song was sung in English, even though the Chinese version fits quite 

appropriately with the melody and remains a perfectly viable alternative to the English 

incarnation. Later in the film, the word “pose” is seen, and heard, once again as it is 

uttered by the photographer taking wedding photographs. “这个pose关键看你们的眼

神.” (《摇摆de婚约》，2010) The photographer explains to his clients in this scene that 

the key to this pose is the expression in their eyes. The word “cheers” and the phrase “Hi, 

how are you?” also appear in the film during a scene in which a character walks around a 

cocktail party and greets a few foreigners. She says the final “cheers” to her Chinese 

friend, maintaining the word in English. 

 The next contemporary Chinese film that incorporates much English into its script 

is the 2011 film 《不再让你孤单》, or (A Beautiful Life). The movie begins with a main 

character in the film singing a Korean song by Wonder Girls, called “Nobody”, which 

has a few English lines in the chorus. “I want nobody nobody but you…I want nobody 

nobody but you.” (Wonder Girls, “Nobody”, in《不再让你孤单》, 2011) In the rest of 

the movie, many separate instances of various single English words and sentences appear. 

The word “ok” is heard near the four-minute mark, followed closely by a code-mixed 

sentence. “你你你。。。go, go, go, go!” (《不再让你孤单》，2011) In this sentence, 

the drunken main character stumbles through a karaoke bar, sees a friend, and points at 

him while declaring: “you you you…go, go, go, go!” Just over a minute later, the main 

character has a short dialogue with her Chinese friend, almost completely in English. 

“Woman: I just order something nice for you guys. Man: I no hungry….Man: 回去继续
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玩…Woman: Go, go, go! Man: Ok!” (《不再让你孤单》，2011) The only portion of 

this dialogue in the interlocutors’ native language of Mandarin is when the man 

encourages the woman to “go back and continue to have fun.” After the woman is finally 

done singing at the karaoke bar, she meets an off-duty police officer, whom she had met 

while at the same karaoke bar, and asks him to help her get home. As soon as she arrives 

home, at the 9-minute mark of the film, she proclaims her joy in English: “Yeah! Yeah! 

Yeah! Welcome home!” (《不再让你孤单》，2011) This film is linguistically 

intriguing because of the presence of English in a dialogue, albeit quite brief, between 

two Chinese people, when they both could have simply spoken their native language. 

Also, some of the English used in this film is code-switched, much like the films 

mentioned before it, and it includes a word (“Yeah!”), which was witnessed in two other 

mediums, as well as the film 《大话西游》.  

 The sixth film for our purposes is a parody of spy movies, most obviously the 

James Bond series, called 《国产凌凌漆》, or (From Beijing With Love). The movie is 

directed by Stephen Chow and was released in 1994. Many English words and phrases 

appear throughout the film, in both code-mixing and code-switching forms. It must be 

noted that this film, as well as another Stephen Chow film to be discussed below, The 

God of Cookery, have Cantonese dialogues. Therefore, these two films should be 

considered as special kinds of cases in this section, as they are dissimilar to the other 

Mandarin language-based films. The first appearance English makes in the film is in one 

of the first scenes, in which a woman describes the outstanding features of the main spy 

character, played by Stephen Chow. “你忧郁嘅眼神，唏嘘嘅须根，神乎其技嘅刀法

，和那杯Dry Martini，都彻底噉将你出卖咗。”( 《国产凌凌漆》,1994)84 {Your 

melancholy expression, sighing fibers, wonderful chopping skills, and that Dry Martini, 

all thoroughly betray you.} This scene is meant to be quite humorous because the 

character 007, at this point a poor pork vendor, embodies a James Bond parody by 

continuously drinking dry martinis, but in a seemingly poverty-stricken setting. Later on 

                                                        
84 The exact link is omitted here (but is in the possession of the researcher, who can be 
contacted in this regard if need be) because of the technical difficulties it may have 
caused in this document. 
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in the film, more English appears as 007 attempts to check into a hotel, yet fails to realize 

that he should actually inquire about his reservation at the less elegant motel across the 

street. “酒店服务员：Can I help you, sir? �凌凌漆：系啊，yes，well，我已经book咗

房。 �酒店服务员：请问贵姓呢？ �凌凌漆：My name is 凌凌漆。” (《国产凌凌

漆》, 1994) {Hotel Receptionist: Can I help you, sir? Líng Líng Qī (007): yes, yes, well, 

I’ve already book(ed) a room. Hotel Receptionist: What’s the name? Líng Líng Qī (007): 

My name is Líng Líng Qī.} A few seconds later, when the hotel receptionist explains that 

he is in the wrong hotel, 007 responds with “Shit!” to express his disappointment. This 

scene is particularly interesting because it involves both full English sentences (code-

switching), and single word interjections (code-mixing). A later scene makes use of the 

English word “model”, which has been seen in other mediums of entertainment. “凌凌漆 

：今次我接受国家嘅任务，亦都系有备而嚟嘅。（打开皮箱）嗱，好似呢个model

嘅F40噉样…” (《国产凌凌漆》, 1994) {007: This time I’ve accepted a mission from 

the country, and have prepared. (Opens the leather suitcase) Ah! It’s like the model 

F40…} Towards the end of the scene, some English abbreviations and another single 

word are interjected into the dialogue. “阿琴： 呢支UFO来福枪，适合远距离狙击，

射程两百米。。。 （阿琴喺暗处装上子弹）中国制PPK。。。 凌凌漆：系棉花咁

cheap嘅咋咩？” (《国产凌凌漆》, 1994) {Ā Qín: The UFO rifle, is suited to long-

distance sniping, the range is 200 meters…(Ā Qín loads bullets in a dark place) China-

made PPK…007: Is it cheap like the cotton ones?} It should be noted that the phrases “I 

am sorry”, “you are very romantic”, and “I love you”, along with the words  “over”, “ok” 

and “Yeah!”, can be seen later in the film. This movie is intriguing because of its use of 

English in both code-switching and code-mixing varieties, which are ostensibly used at 

nearly equal amounts. This is another example of a contemporary movie which is Hong 

Kong-based and uses English numerous times.  

 The seventh film that shall be incorporated into this research is a 2004 movie, 

directed by Johnnie To (杜琪峯 Dù Qífēng), entitled 《龙风斗》, or (Yesterday Once 

More). This film is very intriguing because much of the English that appears in it is in the 

form of written language, as there is very little spoken English in the script. The first time 
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English is visible in the film is during the opening scene, in which a man proposes to his 

girlfriend, then pushes aside the curtains and the phrase “I Love You” is visible on the 

building opposite the restaurant where they are dining. It should be noted that the word 

“Love” is represented with a red heart, however. (《龙风斗》，2004) Four minutes later, 

at the six-minute mark of the film, a woman writes the English question “Would you be 

interested in a job?” in an email containing the subject “Job.” (《龙风斗》，2004) 

Another interesting scene occurs almost half an hour later in the film, in which an older 

woman throws down two English newspaper pages in front of another Chinese woman 

emphatically to express her disappointment. The headlines read: “Thieving Students 

Caught Red-Handed For Stealing Priceless Painting” and “Suspected Couple Makes a 

Miraculous Win, Charges Dropped Due To a Lack of Evidence.” (《龙风斗》，2004) 

This movie is quite unique in terms of this research because it includes English in an 

altogether different medium than what has been observed previously. The presence of 

English in terms of visibility, and not spoken dialogue, shows a respite from the more 

frequently observed English interjections in film dialogue. This film helps to show that 

English can be present in a non-spoken area of contemporary Chinese cinema as well. 

《龙风斗》is another example of a Hong Kong-based film which features some English 

throughout.     

 Another example of a contemporary Chinese film which includes some English, 

although at only one instance, is the historically-based 2009 movie 《建国大业》, or 

(The Founding of a Republic). Although there is only one appearance of English in the 

entire film, it does come at an important moment, and is also interesting because it 

involves a long dialogue, and the movie strives for Chinese historical accuracy and thus 

was not expected to feature much interaction in English. The scene involves a woman, 

Sòng Měilíng, wife of Chiang Kai-Shek, pleading with John Catlett Marshall, then the 

U.S. Secretary of State,85 for more support. “John Marshall: I’m sorry, Měi Líng, but both 

the White House and the Congress have refused your request to make another speech, but 

                                                        
85 A position he held from 1947-9, according to: 
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/peace/laureates/1953/marshall-bio.html, 
retrieved 1 March 2012.  
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the government will still support the General as before, with the hope that the Civil War 

does not continue any longer in China, you have to remember that President Truman and 

his administration are concentrating on Europe. Sòng Měilíng: But the East needs revival 

too! My friend, China should have been included in your plan. John Marshall: Any loans 

and assistance from the United States from now on will have to be spent on security and 

any constructive activities, not war. You got four hundred million dollars from the 

original loan, that’s still in existence. Sòng Měilíng: But we both know, there’s only a 

few million dollars left from the loan, and it’s not enough. Just support my husband’s 

administration, and his life’s work! Mr. Secretary of State, we need your additional 

assistance, please! John Marshall: Madam, there’s nothing more we can do…” (《建国

大业》，2009) Although there is only one scene in which English is spoken in this film, 

it does appear during quite a long dialogue, and is quite important to the storyline. 

However, it must be noted that this exchange occurred in Washington, D.C., based on the 

film, and took place between Chinese and American leaders, so this could easily have 

been the reason for its use in this scene.  

 The next movie for analysis is another Stephen Chow vehicle, called《食神》, 

or (The God of Cookery), from 1996. Although this film was shot in Cantonese, so it 

must be considered a special case as has been mentioned, there are many interjections in 

English, all of which are code-mixed as opposed to the proposed standard in this field of 

Chinese entertainment, code-switching, which, although marginally, seems to occur more 

frequently than code-mixing. Because of the film’s language, an online script was 

matched with the Chinese written subtitles of the film to confirm the English 

interjections.86 The names “Amy”, “Maggie”, “Richard”, “Benbry”, and the words 
“SPOT”, “fans”, “out!”, and “yeah!”, were seen in the film. “画面一黑，SPOT一打下来

，就把你这个王八旦打得跟鬼一样了，这个样子你还嫌不够神秘感？” (《食

神》，1996) {“The screen is black, a SPOT is captured, then (I’ll) beat this son-of-a-

bitch like a demon, is that mysterious enough for you?”} In the next excerpt, a word that 

                                                        
86 The exact link is omitted here (but is in the possession of the researcher, who can be 
contacted in this regard if need be) because of the technical difficulties it may have 
caused in this document. 
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also appeared in the code-mixing case study by Lau et al. (2011), is seen in this film as 
well. “尤其是你抱小孩的那张广告，说你很有爱心。真算是你的天字第一号的忠

实fans啊。” (《食神》，1996) {“Especially that advertisement where you’re hugging 

the small child, it shows that you’re very compassionate. (It) could really be considered 

your number one loyal fans.”} The next dialogue, which involves the repetition of a 

single English word, occurs at a time in which the next God of Cookery is being selected, 
a very important scene in the story. “薛家燕：Out！出局！厨师甲： 我出局？薛家燕

：现在是选食神，不是选马戏团的小丑⋯Out！厨师乙：为什么？薛家燕：瞧你这

德性，老爸死了？愁眉苦脸的，回家种苦瓜去吧！出局!  ⋯看什么！Out！⋯太让我

失望了，Out！出局！” (《食神》，1996) {“Xuē Jiāyàn: Out! Leave! Chef Jiǎ: I 

should leave? Xuē Jiāyàn: We’re selecting the God of Cookery now, not the circus troupe 

clown…Out! Chef Yǐ: Why? Xuē Jiāyàn: Look at you disgraces, did your dads die? You 

look so worried, go back to your homegrown bitter melons! Out!...What are you looking 

at! Out! You’re making me so disappointed, Out! Leave!”} Here we see the word “Out!” 

yelled as a command four separate times, yet twice preceded by a Chinese expression 

meaning the same thing. In the final excerpt, much like the above use of English in a 

highly emotional scene, a familiar word (“Yeah!”), appears again as a word used in a 
celebratory manner, as has been seen before in this research in the Chinese films《大话

西游》and《不再让你孤单》. “薛家燕: 今晚的食神是--唐牛！吴：唐牛才是食神，

yeah！” (《食神》，1996) {Xuē Jiāyàn: Tonight’s God of Cookery is—Táng Niú! Wú: 

Táng Niú is the God of Cookery, yeah!”} This movie is significant because of the 

multiple scenes that make use of single English words in a code-mixing style. The film is 

somewhat unique because of this, as most of the other examples from contemporary 

Chinese cinema have a propensity to code-switch as opposed to code-mix. Also, the use 

of English in both important and highly emotional scenes can be considered as supporting 

the arguments this research makes regarding English beginning to be seen as a high 

language in different aspects of contemporary Chinese culture (as will be elaborated upon 

in the upcoming music section, but for now can be regarded as a language which is 

seemingly more revered because of its use in important sections of artistic works), and 

the theory that English is used comparatively often in situations calling for emotional 
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reactions {as is supported by the participant observation portion of this research, and by 

Baker (1991)}. This film is another example of a contemporary film from Hong Kong 

which employs a few English phrases as well.   
The final film for the purposes of this portion of the research is called 《活该你单

身》, or (You Deserve to be Single), from 2010. This film is quite linguistically 

intriguing because it features English as code-mixed words, written signs, phrases, 

abbreviations, fashion design names, and in song. It could be said that the English used in 

this film is quite diverse because of the many separate social situations in which it is used. 

To begin, the first appearance of English in the film occurs about five minutes into the 
story, when a man helps a woman with her car trouble. “你再帮我叫车吧，我还有个

party要去呢.” (《活该你单身》，2010) {“Help me again and call me a car, I still have 

a party I’ve got to go to.”} Here we see a familiar word that has been used in this realm 

as well, and seems to be quite popular in the vernacular of Chinese youth, as well as other 

entertainment/media mediums, as shall be shown. When the two arrive at the party, the 

outside of the bar is shown, which has the sign “WIN Bar” at the entrance in English, 
along with “ABCDE Club.” (《活该你单身》，2010) A few scenes later, an English 

phrase is code-mixed into a Chinese sentence, presumably because of the context. “好了

各位，今天的speed date到此结束!” ( 《活该你单身》，2010) {“Ok, everyone, 

today’s speed date is over!”} This scene focused on the speed dating organizer and the 

event, which could have been a reason for the use of the English phrase “speed date” here. 

A couple of scenes later, this time at a car dealership, an English abbreviation appears. 
“他说的是IX3.5!” (《活该你单身》，2010) {“He’s talking about the IX3.5!”} This is 

the model number of the car, and these are often kept in English because letters cannot be 

translated into Chinese due to the differences between the orthographies of the languages.  

Near the twenty-minute point of the film, a fashion brand term is used, which can be 
considered the use of English as a pronoun, such as a name. “那么精致的细节，一看就

是从Savile Row定制的高级西装!” (《活该你单身》，2010) {“What exquisite detail, 

once you look you know it’s a custom-made, high-quality suit from Savile Row!”} In the 

final example from this film, English makes an appearance in song, when two of the main 

characters begin to sing on the street. “Fei: I think I know what the blue moon, will get 
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you to say. Li Zhang: I will bring you all through the Milky Way for jewelry.” (《活该你

单身》，2010) This film is important because it is another example of one in which 

English is used in many different social situations, and also in many different forms as 

well. Except for the song, all of the examples above involve code-mixing, which is also 

somewhat unique because it was observed that Chinese contemporary films tend to use 

English in a code-switching manner, as opposed to other mediums that seem to code-mix 

more often. We also see some words which surfaced multiple times during the research, 

such as “party”, “Club”, and “Bar”, yet the most relevant element to be considered in this 

research is the interesting ways this film incorporates English, using it in nearly every 

possible form a language can take within a film.   
  

 In these examples of contemporary Chinese cinema, some intriguing 

developments were noticed. To begin, many of the words seen in this medium, such as: 

“C.E.O.”, “Party”, “Yeah!”, “V.I.P.”, “Love”, “Pose”, “Boy”, and “Girl”, among others, 

were also apparent in other representatives of Chinese entertainment and or media. It 

must be stated that many of the characters in these films seemed to be of the youth 

generation described in the earlier parts of this research, and thusly should be considered 

a possible major factor in speculating about why English was used in these examples. 

Interestingly enough, a unique phenomenon was seen solely in this entertainment 

medium, and at the risk of repeating the findings the research uncovers later, it is more 

important to examine it at this juncture. The most prominently unique characteristic of 

the use of English in Chinese cinema is the proclivity, yet not exclusively, to speak in full 

sentences or code-switch, as opposed to code-mix, the latter being much more apparent in 

the other mediums analyzed in this research. A proposed theory for this observation has 

to do with language proficiency. Many of these movies include actors from Hong Kong, 

whose people, generally speaking, are more proficient in English due to the region’s 

larger cultural exposure to it. Code-switching using English has also been observed 

frequently, among youths, by the researcher in Sweden, a country with an overall 

excellent English proficiency,87 despite its citizens being non-native English speakers. 

                                                        
87 Katsos (2011: 5) describes the Sweden’s English language proficiency as “very high.”  
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However, as stated earlier, this linguistic phenomenon is absolutely not limited to these 

specific cases or languages. Although other mediums discussed certainly include artists 

from Hong Kong, most notably the music medium, perhaps the visual nature and 

comparatively longer time needed to create films (which can also be related to the 

research done by the actors in terms of language learning with professional trainers) has 

some correlation to the linguistic concept of code-switching, as opposed to code-mixing, 

being used slightly more frequently in this portion of Chinese entertainment. It should be 

made clear that six of the ten movies analyzed above are products of Hong Kong (5) or 

Taiwan (1), and four (《我知女人心》，《摇摆de婚约》，《建国大业》, and《活该

你单身》) are products of mainland China.88 This could be a reason for the presence of 

English in these movies, yet the inclusion of English in the four mainland movies also 

supports the argument that English is visible not solely in films that are products of Hong 

Kong and Taiwan, but mainland Chinese films as well.    

 

 

4c) Chinese Music 

 Chinese music has an indubitably extensive history, but for the purposes of this 

research, since all of the songs analyzed in the following section are of the pop genre, 

Chinese popular music will be the focus of this contextualizing paragraph. The vast 

majority of these songs fall into the category of Mandopop, a genre of Chinese music that 

incorporates elements of pop music and is (mostly) in Mandarin (hence the name). 

Therefore, this section will begin by outlining a brief introduction to the genre.  

 The roots of Mandopop have been generally agreed to stretch back to early 1920s-

1930s jazz music in Shànghǎi.89 From its origins in Shànghǎi, Mandopop moved to 

Southern China, mainly to the Hong Kong (whose Cantopop influenced the genre) and 

                                                        
88 The exact links are omitted here (but are in the possession of the researcher, who can 
be contacted in this regard if need be) because of the technical difficulties they may have 
caused in this document, the movie titles can be searched at baike.baidu.com for 
references.  
89 As supported by the work of Moskowitz (2009)(2010), and 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mandopop#, retrieved 18 March 2012.  
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Taiwan regions (whose folk songs influenced Mandopop as well),90 where it still thrives 

today as a very lucrative business.91 “The Mandopop industry was born in the 1920s jazz 

era in Shanghai. It relocated to Hong Kong during China’s civil war and spread to 

Taiwan in the 1970s. Hong Kong continues to have a thriving Mandopop industry, but 

Taiwan is the undisputed ruler of this terrain.” (Moskowitz, 2010, 1) Chinese pop songs 

in the 1920s, referred to as “时代曲”‘shídàiqǔ’{music of the times}, are considered to 

be the ancestor and prototype of any Chinese pop song.92 Although many artists 

contributed to the rise of Mandopop, perhaps the most influential person on the genre, 

from a more modern perspective, is Teresa Teng (邓丽君, Dèng Lìjūn). “In the 1970s, 

Western music and Gang-Tai pop began to be smuggled into the PRC through Taiwan 

and Hong Kong…My Shanghai interviews (18) overwhelmingly cited Taiwanese 

performer Teresa Teng (Deng Lijun) as the leader of this change...Before Teresa Teng no 

one listened to pop music…It was Teng that ushered in love songs.” (Moskowitz, 2010, 

19) Teng’s significance relates to the research because it is argued that the kinds of 

contemporary self-expressionist songs with romantic sentiments (to be analyzed in the 

research) began with her, and before her emergence, the majority of pop music was 

comprised of revolutionary songs. (Moskowitz, 2010) Now that this category of Chinese 

music’s history has been discussed, the analysis of foreign words and phrases within 

contemporary Chinese pop music, again with a large focus on English, can be launched.  

 A great connection to the research question at hand can be made through an 

analysis of contemporary Chinese pop music. Within this category of entertainment, we 

can find numerous examples of English being spliced into Chinese songs. As we shall 

see, with a bit of applied sociolinguistics and musicology, these songs provide a great 

deal of information about the extent of the presence of English in Chinese culture. 
                                                        
90 Moskowitz (2009: 69) supports this: “Contemporary commercialised Mandopop is 
generally recognised as beginning around 1980…In 1980, contemporary 
Mandopop…evolved out of Taiwan’s 1970s Campus Songs Folk movement, drawing on 
several previous or coexisting musical traditions in East Asia, including Shanghai’s 
1930’s jazz era, Japanese enka, Taiwan’s Taiyu pop (Minnan dialect pop music: Taiyu 
gequ), and Hong Kong’s Cantopop (Cantonese pop music). 
91 The origins of the category’s lucrative nature described as, according to 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mandopop#, retrieved 18 March 2012: “Mandopop was the 
first variety of popular music in Chinese to establish itself as a viable industry.” 
92 According to: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mandopop#, retrieved 18 March 2012.  
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Generally speaking, the English words interjected into the verses are youth-oriented and 

laced with trendy, yet perhaps foreign to a Chinese person, cultural references. Some of 

the choruses, being traditionally the most important part of pop songs because of their 

goal of hooking the listener,93 are sung or partly sung in English, which strengthens the 

argument of English’s deep roots in Chinese culture because these sections are so 

important to the success of a pop song. By investigating these factors, we can further 

understand how extensive the scope of the English language in Chinese culture has 

become.  

 It is quite important to note that much of the popular music in China is imported 

from either Hong Kong or Taiwan. These two places are great sources of Chinese music 

exportation and the “cultural repertoire”94 they produce is quite linguistically interesting 

as well. “Within the market of the Greater Chinese region, Hong Kong and Taiwan own 

the most prosperous and established music production industries…artists who do well in 

these two places are repackaged and promoted by global music corporations to other 

Chinese communities in this region, to mainland China, Singapore, and Malaysia.” (Lee 

& Huang, 111) Although most of the music from these places that has been well-received 

on the mainland has Mandarin lyrics, it is far from uncommon to hear a number of 

regional dialects, Cantonese, or English spliced into these songs. “Wu Bai sang rock 

music laced with English, some lyrics written for Taiwanese Southern Min, others sung 

in Taiwanese-accented Mandarin, again as a challenge to status pronunciation, and 

reminiscent of James Dillon.” (Gunn, 79) The following specific songs are all from 

various popular artists in China. They serve as excellent examples of English and its 

status in Chinese entertainment culture and are also quite important because of their 

duality in also serving as wonderful examples of the sociolinguistic concept of code-

mixing, simply put as using two different languages in a sentence or small discourse, 

which will be discussed in detail below. As is true with some of the personal examples of 

code-mixing observed during the research, these songs were either heard in a karaoke 

bar, while out about town, or at a friend's home. Every song analyzed below is well 

                                                        
93 As supported by the work of Levitin (2006) and Leikin (2008), also found at the end of 
this section of this research.  
94 A term used by Even-Zohar (2003), see footnote 55.   
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known in China, as was apparent when the songs which were discovered in a karaoke bar 

were greeted with applause and many people singing along as soon as they were played, 

and through research regarding where a specific song stood on certain hit song lists.  

The first case study is a song by the band 与非门 (or Yǔ Fēi Mén, most likely 

meaning the computationally related “NAND gate” in English)95 and is extremely worthy 

of analysis because of the amount of mixing of English and Mandarin throughout the 

entire song. The band is from Guǎngdōng Province, China, and was formed in 2001, 

consisting of members: 蒋凡, Jiǎng Fán, the lead singer, 三少, Sān Shǎo, lyricist and 

keyboardist, and 阿庆, Ā Qìng, guitarist and composer/arranger.96 Their most 

linguistically intriguing song, in terms of the research question, is called "I Want My 

TV", without a Chinese translation,97 and became somewhat popular after its release in 

2001. The song begins with a melancholy and ethereal arrangement and jumps straight 

into an abridged chorus as the singer simply repeats the line "I want my TV" numerous 

times. The song then moves into the first verse, which, as is true of all of the verses in 

this song, remains in Mandarin. The most linguistically intriguing portions of the song 

occur during the pre-chorus and extended chorus, during which there is much interchange 

between English and Mandarin. The pre-chorus is always sung solely in English, and is 

relatively succinct, yet the chorus alternates lyrical lines between Mandarin and English. 

The pre-chorus, starting at 00:52 of the song, includes the lyrics: "So I say/ let me try/ oh 

I wanna wanna wanna do what I like..." (与非门, “I Want My TV”), at which point the 

song then smoothly ventures into the chorus.  

 Beginning at the 1:02 point of the song, the chorus offers an alternating landscape 

of languages. "享受美丽短暂的幸福，I want my TV, want my TV....离开平淡无聊的

束缚, I want my TV, want my TV..." (与非门, “I Want My TV”) {Enjoy (this) beautiful 

short-term happiness…I want my TV, want my TV...separate from the dull, boring 

bind...I want my TV, want my TV…}These two parts of the song remain practically 
                                                        
95 Based on research done online at: http://zhidao.baidu.com/question/90538161.html, 
retrieved 29 March 2012.  
96 According to the website: http://baike.baidu.com/view/127334.htm, retrieved 30 Jan 
2012.  
97 According to the band’s website: http://www.yfm.cn/main.asp?p=news.asp, retrieved 
30 Jan 2012.  
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identical until the final chorus, during which the singer journeys an octave higher on the 

final note of "TV", expressing her frustration and desire all at once. This song serves as a 

noteworthy example for our purposes because of its inclusion of relatively simple English 

lyrics at vital moments in the song. The pre-chorus is designed as a segue way into the 

chorus, typically the most important area of a pop song, and both of these portions are 

either completely, or half, in English. Therefore, it should logically follow that English is 

viewed as the higher language in this song, which has been and shall be discussed 

extensively later. The song evoked, at least in this researcher's mind, a desperately lonely 

woman in her small apartment longing for the television of which she is painfully aware 

of her addiction towards, after all it must be noted that the song is in no way musically 

major, or happy. It also evoked images of her friends witnessing her madness and 

attempting to console her, only to be met by her lines of "I want my TV", spoken in 

English to really emphasize her desire to her friends. On the same album, once again 

according to the band’s own website, three other songs with solely English names are 

seen.98 No videos of the song could be found online, so media files cannot be included as 

a referential footnote.  

 The next artist of note, 陶绪忠 (Táo Xùzhōng), or David Tao, as he is known in 

English, is a very popular musician in China. He has won a Taiwanese Golden Melody 

Award, and his album (I'm OK), released on December 10th, 1999, was nominated for 

best Mandarin album, and also won the Golden Melody Award for best production, 

which Mr. Tao himself contributed greatly to.99 The song 《普通朋友》or "Just A 

Friend", as it is listed in English, climbed to number 8 on Taiwan’s Hit Fm Annual Top 

100 Singles Chart {Hit Fm年度百首单曲, (Hit Fm niándù bǎishǒu dānqū)}, in the year 

2000.100 He is more widely known by his performing name, 陶喆 (Táo Zhé). Mr. Tao has 

quite an interesting background, which may have influenced him to interject many 

English words into his songs. He was born in Hong Kong, raised by his artistic parents in 

                                                        
98 The English‐titled songs “Singing Machine”, “Blue Lady”, and “Happy Night” are 
listed on this album as well, according to the band’s website: 
http://www.yfm.cn/main.asp?p=news.asp, retrieved 30 Jan 2012. 
99 According to: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Tao, retrieved 30 Jan 2012. 
100 According to Taiwan’s Hit Fm website: 
http://www.hitoradio.com/newweb/chart_2.php?ch_year=2000, retrieved 30 Jan 2012.  
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Taiwan, went to high school and graduated from university in the United States, and 

finally moved back to Taiwan to begin his music career.101 

 The first song of his to be analyzed here is a song called 《爱，很简单》or "I 

Love You", as it is listed in English on his self-titled album (David Tao), released on 

December 6th, 1997. In the chorus of the song, much like "I Want My TV" mentioned 

above, the lyrics switch between English and Chinese throughout, creating a language 

mixing section of the song. The first chorus, starting at the 1:03 mark, contains the lyrics: 

"I love you....无法不爱着你, baby....说你也爱我...I love you...永远不愿意, baby....失去

你..." (David Tao, 《爱，很简单》) {I love you…(there's) no way to not love you, 

baby...say you love me too...I love you…forever unwilling, baby....to lose you...}102 The 

first interesting element of this chorus has to do with the use of the English word "baby", 

as opposed to the Chinese version "宝贝" (bǎobèi), which is phonetically similar. The 

first character, “宝” is pronounced /baʊ/, sounding much like the English word for the act 

of bowing to someone out of respect. The second character, “贝” is pronounced /beɪ/, as 

in the body of water. This segment is also linguistically interesting because of the 

rhyming of the last syllable of “baby” with the Chinese word “你” ‘you’ /niː/, if one does 

not take into account the third tone associated with the word. Although the next artist, Da 

Mouth, makes use of these kinds of English/Chinese rhyme schemes more prolifically, 

rhyming itself is quite important to mention because of its importance in popular music. 

Simply put, rhyming helps to make a song memorable. “Great songs have to say 

something. They are feelings, situations, and stories set to music. Rhyming makes them 

accessible and memorable…adults can also be reached easily through rhyme and 

repetition.” (Leikin, 31) The fact that David Tao uses English to fulfill half of the rhyme 

here, and in one example below, shows that in these two songs, which are quite popular 

in China, English has at least contributed to making the songs more memorable for the 

audience. This is an interesting characteristic of the use of English in this field because 

we are beginning to see the language used in one of the ways that contributes to the 

                                                        
101 According to the Chinese website: http://baike.baidu.com/view/2091.htm, retrieved 30 
Jan 2012.  
102 The video for this song can be seen at: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lhtaCBSL9AE&feature=related 
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overall song by assisting in making it more memorable for the listener. When the artist 

Da Mouth is discussed, the importance of these kinds of rhymes will be explored further.   

 The second chorus has different lyrics, but relays the same kind of message. At 

the 2:31 mark of the song, the second chorus states: "I love you...我一直在这里...一直在

爱你 (Ooh yeah)...I love you (yes I do)...永远都不放弃...这爱的权利..." (David Tao, 

《爱，很简单》) {I love you...I'll always be here...always be loving you (Ooh yeah)...I 

love you (yes I do)...(I'll) never give up...the rights to this love...} The final note 

pertaining to this song is quite similar to the aforementioned chorus of "I Want My TV", 

as both songs alternate between the two languages of interest throughout the most crucial 

point of the popular song, the chorus. The implications of what exactly this reveals about 

the English language and its importance within the realm of Chinese popular music shall 

be discussed during the conclusion of this section.  

 The second example from David Tao is a romantic song with a similar feel to the 

first, yet has a more melancholy undertone and slower rhythm. This song is unique in our 

analysis of English within popular Chinese music because of its chorus being completely 

in English. Although the verses are sung completely in Chinese, when the beat of the 

song begins after a spoken introduction accompanied by two instruments and a triangle, 

Mr. Tao leads into the first verse by crooning: "My my my...oooh say yes, don't say no..." 

which foreshadows the problem that occurs in the chorus. (David Tao, 《是是非非》) 

As this is a heartbroken love song, which can be seen in the lyrics throughout the 

introduction and verses, the chorus, beginning at 1:12, reflects a yearning that is not 

returned: "You say no, no, no, no, no...I say yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah...I'm your 

baby...(I'm your baby)...You say no, no, no, no, no...I say yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, 

yeah...You're my baby...(You're my baby)..." (David Tao, 《是是非非》)103 The song 

follows the structure of Chinese verses and English choruses throughout, making a great 

piece of evidence in the argument later regarding the theory of English being used as a 

higher language in a significant number of popular Chinese songs, which gives the 

language more linguistic prestige. The song above can be translated to {“Rights and 

                                                        
103 A live audio version of the song can be heard at: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JZ2_F_qZAgc&feature=related 
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Wrongs”}.  

 The final example from Mr. Tao, a song called《普通朋友》, or "Just a Friend", 

as it is listed in English, is another linguistically intriguing song because of the use of 

English in certain sections, most notably during the chorus. Much like "I Want My TV", 

the English lyrics of this song only appear in the pre-chorus and chorus, while the verses 

remain in Mandarin. Every pre-chorus begins with Mandarin lyrics, which are then 

followed by English lyrics in the background. "我愿意改变 (what can I do?)...重新再来

一遍 (just give me a chance)...我无法只是普通朋友...感情已那么深...叫我怎么能放手

...但你说..." (David Tao,《普通朋友》) {I'm willing to change (what can I do?)...start 

over one more time (just give me a chance)...I can't just be your friend...(the) feeling is 

already so deep...tell me how to release you(r hand)...but you say...}104 In these lyrics, the 

English words function more as a method of reinforcing the Mandarin lyrics, seeing as 

they are sung in the background as a harmony, and also pose rhetorical questions related 

to the claims in Mandarin. Another important observation to note here is that the English 

lyrics are not actual translations of the Mandarin lyrics, and are not translated into 

Mandarin themselves, but instead reflect similar feelings of longing and melancholy for 

an impossible love.  

 When the song changes to the chorus, directly following the pre-chorus, English 

appears first, relaying the main theme of the song, and is code-mixed within Chinese 

sentences afterwards. A unique quality of this song is its use of English and Chinese 

together to form a complete sentence and lyrical theme. "I only want to be your friend...

做个朋友...我猜你心中只是 just a friend...不是情人...我感激你对我这样的坦白...但

我给你的爱暂时收不回来...So I, 我不能只是 be your friend...I just can't be your friend 

no, no, no...我不能只是做你的朋友...不能只是做普通朋友." (David Tao,《普通朋

友》) {I only want to be your friend...be your friend...I guess in your heart (I'm) just just 

a friend...not a lover...I'm grateful for your straight-forwardness to me...but the love I 

have given you for now isn't being returned...So I, I can't just be your friend...I just can't 

be your friend no, no, no...I can't just be your friend...can't just be a friend.} This chorus 

is quite linguistically relevant to the research because of the two instances of code-mixing 
                                                        
104 A video of the song can be seen at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QVUKy1z3Is 
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within a sentence to express one idea (in the third and seventh lines), the appearance of 

entirely English lyrics in the first line of the chorus, and the fact that the recurring 

English phrases are not immediately fully translated into Mandarin, although it must be 

noted that the final Mandarin lyrics reflect exactly the same notion. The first line of the 

chorus, also being musically important because of the first appearance of the chorus 

melody, is never fully expressed in Mandarin, which once again shows an important 

lyrical theme that remains in English. Another noteworthy observation about these 

particular lyrics is that the words “来” ‘come’ /lʌɪ/, and “I” are used here to form a rhyme 

as well, the importance of which has been discussed. A final noteworthy observation 

about this track relates once again to the use of English in the chorus, traditionally the 

most important part of the popular song,105 showing another example of a piece of music 

that has an English presence in the most memorable portion of the work.  

 Perhaps one of the most prolific employers of English interjections in their 

musical work is the popular group 大嘴巴, or Da Mouth, as they are known in English. 

The band is comprised of: 宗华, Zōng Huá (DJ), 张怀秋, Zhāng Huáiqiū, or Harry (male 

lead vocalist), 薛仕凌, Xuē Shìlíng, or MC40 (MC/Rapper) and 千田爱纱 (Qiān Tián 

Àishā) Aisha (female lead vocalist).106 The songs on their eponymous album released in 

2007 are overflowing with English, whether it is heard as background phrases, chorus 

lines, interjections in the middle of a Mandarin rap, the sensitive introductions to some of 

their songs, or even for a mock introduction of the band. Of the thirteen tracks, the only 

one to not feature at least a few sentences of English, besides the tracks "Mr. Cool Boy" 

and 《结果啦 (Intro) 》{"Result (Intro)"}, which are both interludes lasting slightly over 

one minute, is the final track, 《坏秋》 ("Huáiqiū"), which is the given name of the male 

lead vocalist.  

 The first song from this album we shall discuss for investigative purposes is the 

third track, called "Get You Back."107 English lyrics and interjections are prevalent 

throughout this song, yet once again the verses remain solely in Mandarin. The song 

begins with a completely English introduction, as the male vocalist repeats the title of the 
                                                        
105 Leikin (2008) and Levitin (2006) support this, both quoted on pages 110-111.  
106 According to: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Da_Mouth, retrieved 14 Nov 2012.  
107 This song has no Chinese title.  
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song numerous times, varying words intermittently, and the female vocalist sings 

questions in the background during pauses. "I'm gonna get you back...I'm gonna get you 

back (Say What?)...I'm gonna get you back...I'm gonna get you back (Say What? You got 

it) I'll take what I want...When you gonna take me back...When you gonna take me 

back...Oh~爱纱 you're so fine, baby when will you be mine?...When you gonna take me 

back...When you gonna take me back...Well, um..." (大嘴巴, "Get You Back")108 The 

only words mentioned in this introduction that are not in English are the female vocalist's 

name. The words "Well, um..." set up the singer for the first verse, which is all in 

Mandarin.  

 The pre-choruses of this song, beginning at both 00:46 and 01:57, are quite 

unique because they are structured as English/Chinese call-and-response sections. 

English appears first in each exchange, as Aisha, the female lead vocalist, asks questions 

to Harry, the male lead vocalist, who responds in Mandarin. "(U say what?) 调整呼吸

...(U know what?) 我想念你...(U do what?) 搌作理性...(I know that) 但是我想靠近你

...(U say what?) 快点冷静...(U know what?) 我要爱你...(U do what?) 不能压抑...(I 

know that) 今晚让我占有你." (大嘴巴, "Get You Back") {(U say what?) Regulate my 

breathing…(U know what?) I miss you…(U do what?) Bind to rationality…(I know that) 

But, I want to be close to you…(U say what?) Quickly calm down…(U know what?) I 

want to love you…(U do what?) Can’t repress it…(I know that) Let me have you 

tonight.} In this pre-chorus, we once again see extremely short English words, never 

surpassing even one syllable, seeing as the beat of the song is relatively quick and there 

needs to be enough time for the two vocalists to complete their lyrical idea, in both 

English and Mandarin. The English in both pre-choruses in this song, although they are 

sung first, is actually not the melody of the section, and is thus not as musically important 

as the Mandarin that is sung by Harry. This makes this section of the song unique in that 

the English lyrics are more of a pre-cursor to the melody as opposed to dominating the 

lyrical theme, as they did in the introduction, which is repeated before the bridge and as 

an outro, at the 01:14 and 02:40 marks of the song, respectively. In the chorus, in a 

                                                        
108 The lyrics for this song were found at: http://mojim.com/cn105311x1.htm#3, retrieved 
4 November 2011, mentioned here because no video of the song could be found online.  
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dissimilar fashion from previously mentioned songs, only the English word "oh" is 

present, appearing a total of eight times. The English words that appear in the chorus are 

therefore nowhere nearly as important as the other songs previously analyzed, even 

though English words appear in abundance in two other sections of the song.  

 Another track of great linguistic variety is the eighth song appearing on the same 

album, titled《我就是喜欢你》{"I Just Like You"}. Individual English words and 

complete sentences appear in every section of the song, beginning with the spoken 

introduction, which is a phone message left by the male lead vocalist. "不知不觉又过了

一天...I miss you, you know?...自从见到你...你就无时无刻在我脑海里...If you feel 

the same way, 请回答吧..." (大嘴巴,《我就是喜欢你》) {Another day goes by 

unconsciously...I miss you, you know?...Ever since (I) met you...you've been constantly 

on my mind...If you feel the same way, please respond...}109 The most linguistically 

interesting element of this introduction is the overall flow of the message, which conveys 

a complete idea while using two languages. There is no translation of the English 

statements for the receiver of the message, or the listener for that matter, as each segment 

of the message relays a different piece of information. It can potentially be concluded that 

the audience is expected to comprehend these English words, giving further credence to 

this research's argument about the extensive scope of English in modern China. It is 

important to mention here that every English word spoken in this introduction is one 

syllable, once again supporting the theory of concise English words being more visible in 

modern Chinese entertainment.  

 The choruses of the song, audible four separate times, at the 00:19, 01:23, 02:36 

and 03:17 points of the song, feature a similar kind of mix of the two languages. A 

complete English sentence is heard twice in the chorus, at lines four and eight, which are 

the endings of the first and second half of the section. "我就是这么喜欢你...我多么想要

靠近你...当我们两走在一起...yes I can feel something...我就是这么讨厌你...我的心

从此不平静...这感觉我不太熟悉...yes I can feel something" (大嘴巴, 《我就是喜欢

你》) {I just really like you...I really want to be close to you...It'll be us two going 

together...yes I can feel something...I just really hate you...My heart is so restless...I'm not 
                                                        
109 A video for this song can be seen at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Er3M7-r2QyI 
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too familiar with this feeling...yes I can feel something} Although we can see a drastic 

change of sentiment here between the first and second parts of the chorus, the same 

English sentence is sung at the ends of both subsections. This chorus is also musically 

intriguing because of its use of rhythm, which emphasizes the final three syllables of each 

Mandarin sentence in the section, yet this emphatic rhythm disappears in the fourth and 

eighth lines, which are sung in English. The point relevant to the research here is that the 

only unique lines in the chorus from a rhythmic standpoint, in the sense that there is no 

emphasis and thus more focus can be paid to the words and melody, are the ones sung in 

English. It is important to consider the implications in this lack of rhythmic emphasis: the 

more focus given to the English lyrics here can be considered another example of English 

being used as the “high” language, if we apply the theory of prestige to a specific song.110 

However, it should be noted as well that although the English lines are less musically 

busy, the emphatic nature of the final three syllables in the Mandarin lines can be argued 

to be more relevant because of this stress. Thus it is quite difficult to speculate about 

which language is of higher importance in this section, it is of this researcher's opinion 

that this section should rather be thought of as a kind of symbiotic relationship between 

Chinese and English. It is necessary to highlight the rhymes that occur between the words 

“在” ‘at’ /zʌɪ/ and “太” ‘too’ /tʌɪ/, and the English word “I”, as the importance of all 

instances in which Da Mouth make a rhyme using English and Chinese shall be discussed 

in the final paragraph relating to them.  

 The verse following this chorus also makes use of a few English words in 

linguistically intriguing ways. Much like the introduction, the English words here are part 

of the whole idea of the phrase, and in this manner are good examples of both code-

mixing and code-switching. The English lyrics in this first verse, beginning at 00:41, are 

not translated into Mandarin. "Oh yeah 原本那天只是ordinary的一天....被你迷惑

...Stop, it's gonna be you and me...只能想到你已烙印在我心底." (大嘴巴,《我就是喜

欢你》) {Oh yeah originally that day was just an ordinary day...(I was) tempted by 

you...Stop, it's gonna be you and me...(I) can only think you've already been impressed in 

the bottom of my heart.} In this excerpt, which actually shows what is sung at the 
                                                        
110 See the discussion of prestige that begins on page 60 of this text, which shall also be 
discussed as it relates to Chinese popular music at the end of this section.  
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beginning and end of the first verse, some unique features are seen. The first of which is 

the word "ordinary" which, unlike the vast majority of the English words which appear in 

the other songs in this analysis, is relatively long, having a total of four syllables. 

However, in terms of the rhythm of the line of this verse, the four syllables help to make 

this line accurate; the word "ordinary" is said quite quickly yet allows all other words to 

fit into the rhythm. Another distinguishing feature of this verse is that a Mandarin word is 

rhymed with an English one. The English word "me", said as the last word of the third 

line, goes quite well with the final character of the excerpt, "底" ‘bottom’ /diː/. This 

rhyming shows the use of English to express the completeness of a lyrical theme, much 

like its use during the code-mixed introduction. This also indicates that English is not 

used as merely a tool of interjection, but is seemingly employed for a function of more 

importance, seeing as if these English words in the verse disappeared, some of the theme 

and rhyme scheme would as well, which dilutes the power of the verse. As holds true 

throughout this entire album, the English words in this verse are not translated into 

Mandarin.  

 This mixed-language rhyme scheme occurs again in the pre-choruses, although in 

the two places they appear, there is only one English sentence. We shall discuss the 

second half of the pre-chorus, beginning at 01:13, and again at 02:26. "等你陪我来恋爱

...不要让我再等待...爱我就对我表白...I don't know why 你还发呆" (大嘴巴,《我就是

喜欢你》) {Waiting for you to fall in love with me...don't make me wait again...if you 

love me then explain yourself...I don't know why you're still in a daze.} The rhyme 

scheme here is different from the first verse, as all of the words that end a line sound 

similar. The word ending the third line, "白" ‘white’ /bʌɪ/, and the final word of the 

section, "呆" ‘blank’ /dʌɪ/, both rhyme nicely with the final English word of the section, 

"why." In the pre-choruses, akin to the first verse, the rhyming of English and Mandarin 

again show the use of English within a lyrical theme, and its importance in completing 

this theme.  

 After the second chorus of the song, a small break that only occurs once, and 

solely features spoken English, begins. This small section of the song starts at the 01:45 

mark. "Oh man~ how am I ever gonna forget this...No way, you know I love you.... Baby 
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I'm crazy" (大嘴巴,《我就是喜欢你》) There is no translation of these sentences in the 

song and once again we see words that are relatively succinct, as none of them exceed 

two syllables. While this break is approximately ten seconds, it is a method of 

introducing the second verse, and is also another means of expressing the romantic theme 

of the song. The fact that only English is used in this section once again shows its 

importance in terms of the song's overall topic. A final note on this song, which is worthy 

of attention, is the ending. The phrase "yes I can feel something" is repeated four times to 

end the song, and this message is only sung in English. The language's omnipresence 

throughout the song, its state of being untranslated, its use in completing lyrical themes 

and rhyme schemes, and its repetition during the conclusion of the song are all 

representative of its importance to this track.  

 The final song by Da Mouth that we shall discuss in this investigation is the 

second song on the same album, 《靠过来》, which does not have an English title but 

could be translated as {"Come Closer"}. The majority of the English used in this song is 

audible during the verses, apart from a brief break section that is sung entirely in English, 

although the section amounts to only one long lyrical sentence. It is important to mention 

that the overwhelming majority of the English lyrics in this song are one syllable, perhaps 

because of its speed. The song itself has a very quick tempo, so the majority of the verses 

are spoken or rapped, rather than sung. The rapper of the group, MC 40, and the female 

lead vocalist, Aisha, share each half-verse, and use this as a means of representing a 

communicative channel or conversation. The most linguistically relevant point of the first 

verse for our purposes is the point at which the vocalists switch, with a small lyrical 

break denoting the switch, at the 00:52 mark of the song. "...我只想和你跳舞...慢慢把

你手给我...I got 很多事要prove...Hey boy, 乖乖做好听我说..." (大嘴巴,《靠过来》) 

{I just want to dance with you...slowly give your hand to me...I got many things to 

prove...Hey boy, sit and listen to what I say…}111 The final sentence of MC40's half-

verse and the first sentence of Aisha's half-verse both employ English in a code-mixing 

fashion. Once again, the selected English words here are used to complete a lyrical idea 

and are quite important for this excerpt. For example, without the word "prove" at the end 
                                                        
111 A video for this song can be found at: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ORBBjhCT-Y 
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of MC40's half-verse, a void would remain unfilled and a mystery would stem from not 

knowing the completed lyrical idea. In this manner, the English used in his sentence is 

quite important. Another, albeit not perfect, rhyme can be seen in this excerpt as well, as 

“舞” ‘dance’ /wuː/, creates a half-rhyme with the middle sound of /uː/ in “prove.” 

However, besides addressing the other MC and being the first words denoting the switch 

of singers, Aisha's use of "Hey boy" here is not very important. She does use the English 

phrase "count down" later on in her half-verse, when she says "时间count down" {time 

count down}, in which the English phrase is quite important to the theme of the sentence.  

 In the second verse, a different structure is seen as most of the lines are rapped by 

MC40, with Aisha repeating two lines in the verse twice, with a slight variation the 

second time. Many more English words are scattered throughout this second verse. 

“Girl把你大眼睛转过来我这边⋯就算没有兴头还是耀眼 Girl...手上绑红线陈年的老

套...麦克风线也ready蒸发掉...不是不要pride but you make me proud...一起hang out, 

不浪费一秒...我们两个so hot, 程度出乎意料...shake shake shake 给你主导...now 你知

道说这是一场游戏...做好准备来冒险继续...oh yeah 没关系，筹码多的不得了极了

...look at them, they go bling bling bling...now 你知道说这是一场游戏...真有胆子来冒

险继续...1 for the girl, 2 for the girl, 3 for the girl and that's fo’ sho’." (大嘴巴, 《靠过

来》) {Girl turn your big eyes around and look here…it’s like there’s no enthusiasm or 

dazzle Girl…My hand ties up the old-fashioned red string connecting a couple destined 

to marry…the microphone wire is also ready to evaporate…it’s not that I don’t want 

pride but you make me proud…hang out together, don’t waste a second…the two of us 

are so hot, to the level of amazement…shake shake shake give you the lead…now you 

know to say that this is a game…get ready to continue taking this risk…oh yeah it 

doesn’t matter if there are so many chips…look at them, they go bling bling bling…now 

you know to say that this is a game…you really have guts to continue taking this risk…1 

for the girl, 2 for the girl, 3 for the girl and that’s for sure.} Once again, only one of the 

thirty-one English words used in this excerpt exceed one syllable. This could perhaps be 

related to the fast nature of the beat of the song and the choice to rap this part. It is 

interesting to see that many of the words and phrases used here are quite colloquial and 

related to youth culture, for instance the words “bling”, and phrases “fo’ sho’” and “so 
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hot.” The word “out” also forms a rhyme, although forced, with the /aʊ/ sound in “秒” 

‘second.’ A more fitting rhyme occurs a bit later in the excerpt, as “导” ‘lead’ /daʊ/, the 

English word “now”, and “道” ‘path’ /daʊ/, the same sound as “导”, all rhyme together.  

 Da Mouth is quite important to the research because of their extremely interesting 

linguistic choices in terms of their vocals, mainly with regard to the use of English in 

these portions of their songs, and because of the musically important places these words 

surface in. The six instances of rhyming English and Chinese words together, in two of 

this artist’s songs discussed above, in some cases even to the extent of completing a 

lyrical theme, are also quite significant because of the English words being used as 

another means of contributing to the overall memorability of the song to a listener. If a 

popular song is not memorable, chances are it will not be successful in a mainstream 

way, as a goal of the song composer is to “hook the listener.” (Levitin, 2006) In this way, 

the use of English in rhymes with Chinese words in the examples in this research, as 

employed most frequently by Da Mouth, but also by David Tao, Leehom Wang, and Jay 

Chou, can be considered important to the overall composition. Throughout their 

eponymous 2007 album, English is used in nearly every Da Mouth song and in all the 

possible parts that a song has, whether it be a spoken introduction, verse, pre-chorus, 

chorus, or bridge. This band perhaps employs English so frequently due to their mixed 

backgrounds, however their music is quite popular and has undoubtedly assisted in 

transmitting certain colloquial and popular phrases and words, such as those discussed 

above. Also, they are the most prolific users of English in terms of their rhyming and 

completion of rhyme schemes in this section, which shows another way that the language 

is quite important to the works of theirs mentioned here. As a final point, the majority of 

the English words the band selects for use in their lyrics are very succinct, often being 

just one syllable, which fits smoothly with one of the main points of this research (that 

the English words used are often succinct and comparatively easy to produce vocally).  

 Another extremely important musician relevant to this research for his use of 

English in many of his songs is the ever-popular Chinese-American singer 王力宏, also 

known by his English name, Leehom Wang. He has released fifteen albums over a career 

beginning with his debut album’s release in 1995, and has won four Taiwanese Golden 
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Melody awards.112 He is one of the most popular Chinese artists; his eleventh album, 

(Heroes of Earth), sold over three million copies worldwide.113 Many of his songs have 

English titles, and he makes use of the language quite extensively, employing it in every 

section a song could have, in his work. He has even sung songs entirely in English, such 

as the song “As Time Goes By”, written originally by Herman Hupfeld, and the song 

“Better Off Alone”, among a few others.114 The first song we will dissect is his work 

“Can You Feel My World”, from his 2003 album《不可思议》，or (Unbelievable).  

 In this song, Leehom Wang uses English in every chorus and at the end of the 

second verse. The choruses of the song switch between lines in English and Mandarin, 

respectively. “Can You Feel My World…真实的我没办法伪造…Can You Take My 

Hands…真诚你会感觉到…Can You Feel My World…真实的我没办法伪造.” (王力宏, 

“Can You Feel My World”) {Can You Feel My World…I have no way to fake the 

truth…Can You Take My Hands…You’ll feel the sincerity…Can You Feel My 

World…I have no way to fake the truth.}115 All of the choruses in this song give English 

and Mandarin equal time in the spotlight. English begins each chorus, perhaps making it 

the leading language in the chorus in a way, yet is also used as a means to present a 

theme, as the two languages co-operate to complete lyrical ideas.  

 At the end of the second verse, English appears again immediately before the 

second chorus begins. “怎样爱你才好⋯毕竟黑豹⋯需要自由奔跑…I keep comin' back 

for more…I keep on comin' back for more yo.” (王力宏, “Can You Feel My World”) 

{How can I love you well…After all, black panthers…need to run free…I keep comin’ 

back for more…I keep on comin’ back for more yo.} Much like in the choruses, the 

English used at the end of this second verse is used as a method of completing a lyrical 

idea, and also as a segue way into the second chorus. This song is significant because of 

the use of English as an arguable leading language in the chorus, the most critical point of 

                                                        
112 According to: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leehom_Wang, retrieved 10 Jan 2012. 
113 According to: 
http://news.kdais.gov.tw/read.php?server=news.kdais.gov.tw&group=tw.bbs.music.pop&
artnum=68, retrieved 10 Jan 2012.  
114 According to: http://cn.azlyricdb.com/lyrics/W/王力宏-As-Time-Goes-By-109252, 
retrieved 10 Jan 2012.  
115 A video for this song can be seen at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JtAoyAfE5Pk 
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a popular song, and because of its use as a means to finish lyrical themes, making its 

presence essential to the overall message of the song.  

 Two other Leehom Wang songs of note are “Kiss Goodbye” and 《头版摇滚》

{“Frontpage Rock & Roll”}. Although there is a plethora of musical material by Wang 

with English lyrics, there are many artists to consider in this portion of the research. The 

next popular song of his to discuss is “Kiss Goodbye.” Although the only words in 

English in this song are the ones mentioned in the title and the first word of the song 

(“baby”), the way they are used is significant. “每一次和你分开⋯深深地被你打败⋯每

一次放弃你的温柔 ,痛苦难以释怀⋯每一次和你分开⋯每一次Kiss You Goodbye…爱

情的滋味，此刻，我终于最明白。” (王力宏, “Kiss Goodbye”) {Every time I leave 

you…I’ve been deeply defeated by you…Every time I give up your warmth, the suffering 

is difficult to forget…Every time I leave you…Every time I kiss you goodbye…The taste 

of love, at this moment, I finally understand the most.}116 The English phrase used in this 

chorus is significant not only because it happens to be the song’s title (with no Mandarin 

translation), but also because it fits in with the ongoing Mandarin rhyme scheme. The 

Chinese words “开” ‘open’ /kʌɪ/, “败” (second half of ‘defeat’) /bʌɪ/, “怀” (second half 

of ‘hard to forget’) /huː ʌɪ/, “开” ‘open’ /kʌɪ/, and “白” (second half of ‘understand’) 

/bʌɪ/ all rhyme with the “bye” in “goodbye”, making this song another example of code-

mixing between Mandarin and English in a word-play that completes a rhyme. The use of 

English in this chorus, although it is used merely once, also is significant because of the 

importance attached to the chorus in popular songs.  

 The final song of Leehom Wang’s that we shall discuss is one from his first 

compilation album from 1998, and it is called 《头版摇滚》, or {“Frontpage Rock & 

Roll”}. This song is quite similar to “Kiss Goodbye” in regard to where in the song, and 

how, English is used. The beginning of the song, the end of the second verse, and parts of 

the chorus all use English lyrics to express emotions. “Everybody dance to the frontpage 

rock & roll…Everybody sing 愛妳一次唱个够。” (王力宏,《头版摇滚》) 

{Everybody dance to the frontpage rock & roll…Everybody sing to sing love you once is 

                                                        
116 A video of this song can be seen at: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KDoFPUoPEek 
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enough.}117 In these beginning two lines, we once again see a code-mixed rhyme between 

the last words of the first English line and the second line ending in Mandarin, as “roll” is 

paired with “够” ‘enough’ /gәʊ/. The choruses of the song also employ the same 

linguistic code-mixing rhyming technique, making an interesting combination of 

languages and rhyme scheme. “Hey 朋友⋯不管你曾经躲在那个角落⋯Hey要把握⋯青

春不会停留⋯希望永远都有⋯Hey you know⋯忧伤抛到脑後⋯快乐就在你左右.” (王

力宏,《头版摇滚》) {Hey friend…it doesn’t matter in which corner you once hid…Hey 

you need to hold on to it…youth doesn’t stay a long time…you’ll always have your 

hopes…Hey you know…throw your worries to the back of your mind…happiness is right 

around you.} As in the preceding song, here the Chinese words “友” ‘friend’ /jәʊ/, “留” 

‘stay’ /liːәʊ/ ,“有” ‘to have’ /jәʊ/, “後” ‘back’ (here: of your mind) /hәʊ/, and “右” 

‘right’ /jәʊ/ are rhymed with the English word “know”, creating a bilingual rhyme 

scheme and making English important to the meaning and artistic quality of the chorus.  

 At the end of the second verse, English words also make a brief appearance 

before the song ventures into the second chorus. “就算有些失落⋯有点寂寞…you still 

got rock & roll.” (王力宏,《头版摇滚》){Granted that some things will be lost…and 

there’ll be a bit of loneliness…you still got rock & roll.} We can see here that once again 

the line in English is being used to complete a kind of lyrical idea and comfort the 

addressee in the song. The English in the previously discussed songs are important 

precisely because of their relationship to the lyrical themes within the songs and their use 

in the rhyme scheme. Perhaps the English used in Chinese contemporary popular music is 

selected partly, or perhaps subconsciously, because of the way it can phonetically fit into 

the Mandarin lyrics with ease and create a more exotic musical landscape, which may 

appeal more to Chinese youth.  

 Another extremely important artist to the genre of Chinese pop music, most 

specifically Mandopop, is 周杰伦, or Jay Chou. He has been described as today’s 

“penultimate Mandopop superstar”,118 and is another artist who makes frequent use of 

                                                        
117 The lyrics to this song, as no appropriate video was found online, were discovered at: 
http://www.7yin.com/7yin_geci/c8e0ea96c646b86f.htm, retrieved 10 February 2012.  
118 By Moskowitz (2010: 6).  
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English words in his music. One of his more recently released songs, “Mine Mine” 

(2011), employs English in a similar vein as the mixed language rhyme schemes seen 

previously. English words appear in the song’s choruses and rhyme with the Mandarin 

lyrics in the choruses as well. “Cuz baby you are mine mine（Mine....）Mine mine（

Mine....)…太快⋯就承认我真的很想你⋯会不会没有男子气概 You say…Bye bye（

Bye....） Oh bye bye（Bye....）拆开⋯我的心随你看⋯漫漫的都是爱.” (Jay Chou, 

“Mine Mine”) {Cuz baby you are mine mine (mine) mine mine (mine)…too fast…just 

admit that I really miss you…Is that unmanly?…you say…bye bye (bye) Oh bye bye 

(bye) Open up…My heart so you can look whenever…(it’s) filled with love.}119 In the 

choruses of this song, the English words “mine” and “bye”, although it should be said 

that the former is not a perfect rhyme, form with the Chinese words “太”‘too’ /tʌɪ/, 

“快”‘fast’ /kuːʌɪ/, “概”(here part of the word for ‘spirit’) /gʌɪ/, “开”‘open’ /kʌɪ/, 

and“爱”‘love’ /ʌɪ/, to construct a mixed language rhyme scheme once again. The 

English words “you say” play an important role in the meaning of the song, as the 

previous Chinese statement is most likely a question the artist is pondering regarding his 

manliness, because they set up the supposed response of the desired character the singer 

is addressing, which, as the lyrics “Bye bye” suggest, is most likely a refusal of the 

singer’s desires. Although Jay Chou does have other songs that include English lyrics, 

most notably the song《水手怕水》｛Sailors Fear Water}, released on the same album 

as the aforementioned song, he does not seem to employ English to the extent of the 

artists mentioned above. Therefore, only one of his songs will be analyzed here, but as he 

is an artist that is synonymous with contemporary Mandopop, he is certainly worthy of 

attention in this research.   
 The final song to be discussed is called “L.O.V.E.” by the artist 萧亚轩， whose 

English name is Elva Hsiao, from her 2006 album 《1087》. Although, unlike the 

aforementioned songs, this song does not include as large of an abundance of English 

lyrics, it is relevant for our purposes because of the English used in the introduction, 

                                                        
119 The lyrics for “Mine Mine” were found at: http://mojim.com/twy100951x33x3.htm,  
retrieved 19 March 2012. A video (with subtitles) of the song can be seen here: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oTyrIHR1DN0 
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chorus, and the specific English words she decides to use in the verses of the song. 

English is used sparingly in the verses, but many words in the first sentences of the song, 

some words scattered around both verses, and a significant amount of all of the choruses 

are in English.  

 “What you see is what you get…l.o.v.e. with respect…Elva 不只love lv…l.o.v.e. 

就是你…” (Elva Hsiao, “L.O.V.E.”) {What you see is what you get, l.o.v.e. with 

respect…Elva doesn’t only love lv…l.o.v.e. is you…}120 From a linguistic standpoint, 

some interesting things occur with the lyrical play in this introduction. The majority of 

these lyrics are in English and, as has been noted before as something of importance, the 

English letter “v” is rhymed here with the Chinese character “你” or ‘you’ /niː/, as this 

character is pronounced in a similar way to the English word “knee.” From the beginning 

of the song, English is used in a manner that expresses the theme of the song, which is 

quite important. After the brief introduction, the first verse begins. “party 不是谁都想去

⋯ 在Paris 才有时尚的真理…” (Elva Hsiao, “L.O.V.E.”) {party not everyone wants to 

go…only Paris has fashion’s truth…} In the first lines of the song, the words “party”, 

which was seen in many different Chinese entertainment mediums, and “Paris” appear. In 

the second verse, the only English word that appears is “baby”, which is also a popular 

English word in contemporary Chinese entertainment mediums. “陪我先关掉手机⋯爱听

你只叫我baby…” (Elva Hsiao, “L.O.V.E.”) {First turn off the cell phone with me…I 

love to hear you just call me baby…} In these couple of sentences in the second verse, 

another rhyme using both English and Mandarin words is formed. The final word of the 

first line, the Chinese character “机” ‘machine’ /dʒiː/, is paired with the English word 

“baby”, to form a rhyme. Although this is the sole occurrence of this phenomenon in this 

song, it once again shows the importance of English in the lyrics because of the 

language’s use in the rhyme scheme, which does help in grabbing the attention of the 

audience.  

 The final section of this song that is relevant to the research because of its 

                                                        
120 A video for this song can be found at: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qdwYtprYRLc 
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inclusion of English is the chorus. All of the choruses in the song maintain the same 

lyrical structure and words. The artist spells out the letters forming the word “love” 

during the beginning of each chorus, and these letters are code-mixed with a Mandarin 

phrase for the final line of the chorus. “l.o.v.e. l.o.v.e…我要的只是专心⋯完整的爱情

…l.o.v.e. l.o.v.e…我要 l.o.v.e.不能只有l.v.” (Elva Hsiao, “L.O.V.E.”) {l.o.v.e. 

l.o.v.e…What I want is just to be absorbed in…complete love…l.o.v.e. l.o.v.e…I want 

l.o.v.e. can’t just have l.v.} We see here that, in a rather unique turn, the artist spells out 

an English word at the beginning and middle of the chorus. The word is also code-mixed 

into the final sentence and two of its letters end the song.  

 This song is a good example for our purposes because of its unique use of 

English. The language is important mainly in the introduction and choruses of the song. 

However, English words are interjected at key points in the verses as well, most notably 

appearing as the first word of the first verse. Arguably, the two most linguistically 

intriguing points of the song are when an English word is rhymed with a Mandarin one, 

as was seen most prominently in songs by Da Mouth, and the choruses spelling out the 

word “love”, which is completely unique in regard to the musical works discussed in this 

research. The title of the song is also maintained in English, which is another factor 

showing the importance of the language in this piece. English is vital to the song because 

of its inclusion in all of the song’s sections, its use in the title of the song, and the unique 

way in which it is used lyrically.  

  An interesting linguistic concept we can include in this conclusion about what 

these English interjections really mean in Chinese music is the term “prestige.”121 In 

more than a few of the examples, English is mixed into the choruses of songs, which is, 

from a popular music perspective, the most important part of the song because it is the 

portion that should ideally remain with the audience after a listen and all of the other 

sections should be connected to it. “It’s always helpful to write the chorus melody first, 

just as with the lyric, because everything has to relate to it… Starting with the first note 

of the song, the music should gradually build up to the brighter, stronger color of the 
                                                        
121 Discussed in detail on page 23 and 60 of this text.  
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chorus, using every shade and tint along the way. Pink verse, red chorus.” (Leikin, 18-19) 

Leikin explains how important the chorus is to a popular song in comprehendible terms 

here. The chorus serves as the hook of the majority of many popular songs, this can be 

attested to by simply replaying some popular music in one's head. The theme of the song, 

as designed by the composer, is often created with the audience in mind, as the goal is to 

make them remember the melody. “(the composer’s) knowledge of composition and 

human perception and memory will have allowed him to create certain “hooks” in the 

music that will eventually stand out in our minds…The chorus is the part of a song that 

repeats regularly throughout; the verses are what change.” (Levitin, 238)  
  

 The fact that English is used in a significant amount of the choruses of the above 

songs represents that English, at least in the examples from this medium of Chinese 

entertainment, is often viewed as the high, or more important, language. In multilingual 

communities, one language will serve as the high language and the other will serve as the 

low one. (Meyerhoff, 2006) It should be noted that generally speaking, Mandarin must be 

considered the high language in China, as it is used virtually everywhere and for all kinds 

of formal functions, whereas a local dialect would be considered the low language, 

mainly being used amongst family members and friends in one's hometown. Popular 

music can be viewed as a high function, as is explained in a discussion of prestige seen 

beginning on page 60, because it is broadcasted seemingly everywhere, much like a 

newspaper is highly circulated, as this discussion mentioned previously uses as a 

reference for what a high function entails. This projection of English being the high 

language in some examples of Chinese popular music is of course related to the extension 

Meyerhoff describes, because English and Chinese, meaning Mandarin and other 

dialects, excluding word borrowing, are certainly not similar.122 This conclusion is 

slightly abstract, but the reasoning is logical: as the chorus is considered the most 

important part of a popular song, and as English is used in a significant number of 

Chinese popular song choruses, this implies that a) English is beginning, or has already 

begun, to be viewed as a higher language (in the field of Chinese popular music), b) the 

                                                        
122 This is also discussed by Liu & Perfetti (2003: 167) and Rayner (2009).  
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English language functions as a high language because of its use in the most “public”, 

“memorable”, and important parts of many Chinese popular music songs, and c) it is 

assumed by the Chinese artist that his or her audience will understand the relatively 

simple English phrases, reflecting an implication that the audience has a certain 

understanding of English, promoting the omnipresent argument that English does have an 

established status in China, which popular music is helping and shall continue to help, 

solidify. 

 

 

4d) Chinese Television  

 The medium of Chinese television has been described as having three stages, 

expanding from its beginnings in the late 1950s to the present.123 However, the medium 

was not considered a popular outlet of entertainment until the Chinese television drama’s 

rise to popularity in the 1980s.124 China Central Television (CCTV), the largest national 

television station in China, began after being renamed to its current moniker from the 

initialism BTV (Beijing Television) on May 1st, 1978. (Hong, 2002) There are now three 

thousand television stations in China, with CCTV reaching a current viewership 

estimated at over one billion.125 Phoenix TV, a Hong Kong-based Mandarin Chinese 

broadcasting station, is also worthy of note because of its rarity as a non-governmental 

station that is permitted to broadcast to 20 million viewers overseas and 150 million in 

China.126  

 As we shift our gaze to the state of television in modern China, we also see the 

trend of using foreign languages to a great extent. There are five channels on CCTV 

which broadcast in five different non-Chinese languages (CCTV-NEWS is in English, 

                                                        
123 The first national broadcast was on 1 May, 1958, which was also the year of the first 
Chinese television drama broadcast. (According to Hong (2002) and 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Television_in_the_People%27s_Republic_of_China, 
retrieved 12 March 2012.  
124 Hong (2002: 28), described the Chinese television drama as a “genuinely popular cultural 
artifact during the 1980s”, but the production of“televised stage dramas” from their beginnings in 
1958, the first being A Mouthful of Vegetable Pancakes (Yikou caibingzi), nearly stopping during 
the Cultural Revolution, save for propaganda productions.  
125 According to Barboza (2008).  
126 According to Wu & Ng (2011). 
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while French, Arabic, Russian, and Spanish all have their own channels).127 Many similar 

qualities regarding the use of English in this medium were noted as well. To begin, in a 

discussion of radio and television programs in the Guǎngzhōu region, there is general 

evidence of the prevalence of English. Specifically, it targets individual English words 

borrowed from the neighboring Hong Kong region by radio and television announcers in 

the Guǎngzhōu region. “Still other speakers borrowed from Hong Kong English language 

loans: ‘daddy,’ ‘mommy,’ ‘taxi,’ ‘fai-lo’ (file), ‘shopping,’ and ‘facial.’ Advertisements 

could be heard switching from the Tang poet Li Bo’s verse to English proverbs in the 

Hong Kong fashion: ‘geui bui yiu mihng yuht 举怀邀明月…great minds think alike…” 

(Gunn, 110)  

 In terms of the presence of English in actual specific Chinese television shows, 

some interesting cases shed light on the status English currently enjoys and its potential 

path in the future. Although it must be stressed that it is not common to stumble upon 

spoken English words within the field of Chinese television programs, the following 

example is of particular importance because of the fact that it was discovered during a 

children's cartoon program, suggesting that exposing Chinese children to English at an 

early age is viewed as beneficial. While watching the show《万能阿曼》, (wàn néng ā 

màn), or {Oman, of Ten-Thousand Talents}, a show about a mechanic and his talking 

tools on CCTV-14, it was observed that the main character interjected some simple 

English phrases into his speech, and afterwards would say the phrases again in Chinese, 

or vice-versa. This indicates that there is an educational motive behind the use of English 

in this program. By supporting the English phrases with their equivalent Chinese 

translations, the show's demographic of young Chinese children is catered to because 

they can learn these new foreign phrases through the Chinese translations. The subtitles 

for the show were also in English when any character spoke English, providing a visual 

medium for language acquisition as well. The following are examples taken from the 

show, and express the simplicity of the English phrases used, once again catering to the 

demographic of Chinese children, who probably have not had much exposure to English 

via television yet. "我马上回来...I'll be right back." "谢谢你，thank you, Kelly." "Good 

                                                        
127 According to: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/China_Central_Television, retrieved 12 
March 2012.  
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job...做得好，工具们." (《万能呵曼》, CCTV-14, October 2011) In the last quote, the 

mechanic thanks his trusty tools for their help with his task and commends them on their 

work. It should be mentioned here that the reverse of this language exchange for 

educational purposes is now being seen in Britain. (Cheng, 2012)  

 Another television program of note, titled 《快乐大本营》, or {Happy Camp}, 

was shown on Xiàmén BTN's 互相电视点播, a variety show, on November 28, 2011. 

The first English word heard, and seen in untranslated form in a subtitle, was "power." 

This word surfaced when one of the hosts of the show commented on a Chinese star. "非

常有power的女人。" (《快乐大本营》, Xiàmén BTN) {(A) woman of great 

power.}This word was heard during a conversation between the hosts, and this line said 

by a female host was a quick interjection in the conversation. The word "SHOW" was 

also visible as a decoration in the background when a performance in the variety show 

began, although it should be noted that it was merely visible, and not spoken by anyone 

during the program or performance.  

 Another program that interjected some English words in spoken conversation 

during the time of the research was《开心魔法》(Happy Magic). The hosts of this show, 

which was broadcast on China's movie channel, CCTV-6, on November 30, 2011, used 

the English words "action" and "pose", the latter being used by multiple hosts on multiple 

occasions. The word "action" was used prior to the trick about to be performed by a 

magician. "三，二，一。。。ACTION!" (《开心魔法》, 2011.11.30, CCTV-6) The 

word "ACTION" in the subtitles was not translated into Chinese. The host simply 

counted down in Chinese before saying "ACTION" to inform the magician to begin the 

trick. The word "pose" was used at a higher frequency throughout the program. This 

word was also seen in the medium of cinema, as was mentioned earlier. "Pose" was 

included multiple times by the hosts and during their requests for participants to strike a 

pose while on the stage. "好，第三个pose!" (《开心魔法》, 2011.11.30, CCTV-6) In 

this example, the host, after saying "pose" a couple of times and explaining the activity, 

requests that the contestant strikes a third pose. The word “pose” was also seen in the 

aforementioned film《摇摆de婚约》and in the magazine 和谐之旅, which shall be 

discussed later. It should be mentioned here that the researcher was in a loud environment 
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when the program and these interjections were discovered, so the examples here are quite 

succinct, because of the situation.  

 In the realm of musical television shows, some English interjections were 

observed as well. Although the Chinese state-run news agency Xinhua has very recently 

decided to discontinue eighty-eight entertainment shows airing on primetime 

television,128 some of these entertainment television broadcasts centering around 

contestants singing as auditions for judges included interesting musically-based English 

words and phrases. The two shows we shall focus on for this research are recent episodes 

of the Chinese mainland-based 《快乐女声》or (Super Girl) as its English name, and 

the Taiwanese show《明星大道》or (Avenue of Stars). In a May 17th, 2011 episode of 

the former entertainment program, which was the third episode of the selection process, a 

judge on the show used English to encourage a contestant after her false start. 

“Contestant: 不好意思，我可不再唱一遍？Judge: One, Two, Three, Four!” (《快乐女

声》, 2011. Web. http://www.tudou.com/programs/view/NIagM_naaeY/) {Contestant: 

Sorry, can I sing it again? Judge: One, Two, Three, Four!} During the ninth installment 

of this preliminary selection stage of the program, some more interjections of English 

were observed. The first contestant on the program begins by singing the song “Wouldn’t 

it be Loverly”, from the musical My Fair Lady.129 After a brief amount of time, one of the 

judges stops the contestant and expresses his desire to hear a Chinese song. “我想听中文

的.” (《快乐女声》, 2011. Web. http://www.tudou.com/programs/view/Yuxkec5l_-g/) 

{I want to hear a Chinese song.} Although the sentiment of this particular judge does not 

reflect an accepting attitude towards English in this instance, some more English 

interjections are said by the judges later on in the episode. “你有些感情要feedback.” 

(《快乐女声》，2011. Web. http://www.tudou.com/programs/view/Yuxkec5l_-g/) 

{You have some feelings that need feedback.} The word “jazz” was also used in the 
                                                        
128 According to a January 4th, 2012 Wall Street Journal article by Carlos Tejada titled 
“China Culls ‘Low Taste’ Shows” and a January 11th, 2012 article by Louisa Lim titled 
“China Targets Entertainment TV In Cultural Purge” from:  
http://www.npr.org/2012/01/11/144994861/china-targets-entertainment-tv-in-cultural-
purge?sc=emaf.  
129 According to: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wouldn%27t_It_Be_Loverly, retrieved 11 
Jan 2012.  
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same episode. “我特别喜欢jazz.” (《快乐女声》，2011. Web. 

http://www.tudou.com/programs/view/Yuxkec5l_-g/) {I especially like jazz.} In the 

excerpts from this particular program, we see a few examples of some interjections of 

English words that are related to music, showing a different kind of use for the language 

in the Chinese television medium.  

 On the Taiwanese show《明星大道》other English words, and abbreviations, 

were observed as well. One unknown abbreviation, “PK”, was seen and heard during the 

show. “Judge: 配合还是你们自己唱？Contestant: 希望能跟他PK一下.” (《明星大

道》，2011.Web. http://www.tudou.com/programs/view/SbxroVeGeP8/) {Judge: With 

support or you’ll sing it yourselves? Contestant: I hope I can PK a bit with him.} This 

use of the abbreviation is quite intriguing because of its uncertain meaning. It most 

likely maintains an English meaning along the lines of singing a duet, however 

Internet searches in an attempt to ascertain its meaning returned nothing close to 

this speculation. The word “microphone” appeared during this show as well. “Judge:  那

你把microphone给Jimmy” (《明星大道》，2011.Web. 

http://www.tudou.com/programs/view/SbxroVeGeP8/) {Then give the microphone to 

Jimmy} Although relatively long when compared to many of the other words mentioned 

in this research in terms of the letters and syllables which comprise it, the word 

“microphone” was witnessed in television, yet an extremely similar phonetic variant, “麦

克风” sounding close to and meaning “microphone” in Chinese, was observed in the 

lyrics of one song {Faye Wong’s 《不留》 or (“Leave Nothing”), from her 2003 album 

《将爱》or (To Love)}.The abbreviation of this word, “Mic” was also seen in the 

medium of television and shall be discussed shortly.     

 To continue with our section regarding the extent of English within Chinese 

television, many English words, phrases, and sentences were observed on various 

television channels throughout the time of the research. One of the channels with the 

most prolific use of English was the aforementioned channel 1 on Xiàmén TV, also 

known as BTN. Much of the English noted on this channel was in the form of phrases, 

often relating to the programs being broadcast. Since this particular channel often had 

promotions for programs, the majority of the examples below were actually seen during 
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these promotions, often as a kind of method of supporting them. The phrases “Variety 

Show Tonight” (seen on September 25th, 2011), “Global Entertainment Report” (seen on 

September 28th, 2011) and “Top” (seen on October 23rd, 2011), the latter often preceding 

a number denoting a position on a list of the most popular current movies, shows, or 

songs, were all seen on this channel. The full sentence “So what you say something” 

(seen on December 6th, 2011) was also visible during a brief excerpt from a music 

entertainment show on the same channel. The first two phrases mentioned were seen 

alongside the appropriate Chinese translations of “今晚综艺” (‘jīntīan zōngyì’) and “全

球娱乐通” (‘qúanqqiú yúlè tōng’). However, “Top 3”, which was the phrase using “Top” 

with photographic support in this research, and the sentence “So what you say 

something”, were not translated on this channel. It was interesting to see the words 

“Show” and “Top”, which were two examples of words with inherently entertaining and 

positive connotations that were also seen in the mediums of advertisements and business 

signs. Although a few of these words, such as “Variety” and “Entertainment”, do not fit 

into the same set of succinct words in terms of syllables and letters that were more 

common and visible in this research, they were accompanied by Chinese characters, and 

this direct translation was most likely the most salient reason for their use on this channel. 

The fact that only 50% of the participants polled in the questionnaire understood the word 

“Entertainment” also reflects the possible reason for having a Chinese translation 

following it.  

 Some other intriguing words and phrases appeared on similar television channels 

and programs, these being artistic variety shows and programs with musical 

performances. The following examples were seen on CCTV-15, the music channel, and 

CCTV-3, as it hosted another kind of artistic variety show, respectively. The support for 

this information could not be included in the appendix of this report because these 

examples were documented in video format. On a September 30th broadcast on the music 

channel CCTV-15, two groups performed one song each on the program. The first group 

made use of the words “Mic”, “Call”, and “High” during their performance, as well as the 

phrase “make the boom” after multiple repetitions of the word “Mic.” The word “High” 

is of particular note here because of its high visibility in many other contemporary 

Chinese entertainment, media, and cultural mediums. All of the English words sung by 
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this group were just one syllable, which correlates to a point this research attempts to 

make about many of the English words that were seen during the research, and are 

currently being used in Chinese entertainment and media mediums, being quite succinct 

in terms of verbal production time and length.  

 The second group that performed on this program used both single English words 

in their verses and full sentences in the choruses of the song they elected to sing. The 

video of this performance is much clearer than the first one, so the full excerpt can be 

displayed here. “放下你ipod，拿上我visa, yes she likes me, yes she wants me, yes she 

needs me, 她想要一个Rockstar.” (CCTV-15, 2011/09/30) {Put down your ipod, take my 

visa, yes she likes me, yes she wants me, yes she needs me, she wants a Rockstar.} The 

English words interjected here in the verses are quite intriguing because of the youth 

demographic they cater to; by planting the words “ipod” and “visa”, the latter assumed to 

be a reference to a credit card, technological and commercial trends are alluded to here. 

Also, much like a recurring theme observed in the music section of this research, English 

is used in full sentences throughout much of the chorus, and the word “Rockstar” at its 

end also seems to be an appeal to a glamorous lifestyle, as are the English words 

mentioned in the verse. The word “Nike” was also observed at the very beginning of one 

of the verses as well, presumably as a reference to the company, supporting the idea that 

this song includes many English words seen as fashionable, modern, and commercially 

trendy. On November 7th, 2011, another group performed on a similar musical program 

on CCTV-3. During their performance, the group sang the line “Oh my baby, baby” in 

the midst of a chorus. The appearance of the word here is significant because of its 

presence in the realms of Chinese literature, and more prominently, popular music. This 

phrase can be seen as a photograph in Appendix C, as well as another English phrase 

“Thank you”, which was seen very briefly on another program.  

 It should be noted here, before delving into the section of magazines and 

newspapers, that many other words were observed in the Chinese television medium. The 

national Chinese movie channel, CCTV-6, often displayed the words “Superstars”, as 

well as “Super” and “Blast”, as a part of a promotional piece before interviews and 

footage of famous stars were broadcasted. These words were displayed in large font with 

no Chinese character translation and also reflect a positive, exciting sentiment. A visual 
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of this can be seen in Appendix C as well.  

 Many English words that appeared in other entertainment and media mediums 

were seen in this section regarding Chinese television as well, most of them akin to the 

patterns we have noticed in terms of brevity and positivity. However, the analysis of this 

medium brought forth some unique and interesting observations, most notably the 

translations of brief promotional programs into Chinese, which shows that longer words 

are viewed as words that have a need to be translated, and the appearance of a handful of 

examples of English on a children’s television program. The latter suggests displaying 

the English language to a demographic dissimilar to the young adult audience that has 

been proposed. Despite these observations, the drastic cutbacks to entertainment shows 

on primetime Chinese television can seriously affect the amount of English seen in this 

entertainment medium, as English was most visible on these types of programs. The 

significance of the omission of these Chinese entertainment television programs shall be 

discussed in the conclusions section. The photographs in Appendix C display many of the 

snapshots in which English appeared on the shows mentioned in this section.  

  

4e) Chinese Newspapers and Magazines 

 The origins of article circulation in China are quite ancient. It has been argued 

that the first imperial newspaper in China was actually in the form of an official gazette 

in (most likely) the Tang dynasty (618-907 A.D.).130 However, the first periodical, China 

Monthly Magazine, regarded as a “milestone” in comparison to the imperial gazette,131 

was established in China in 1815 by a British missionary named Robert Morrison. This 

periodical can be considered one of the earliest ancestors of (most of) the contemporary 

newspapers and magazines analyzed in this research because of the unofficial and public 

nature they both share.132 It is important to make a distinction between state-run 

                                                        
130 According to Zhang (2007: 12).  
131 According to Zhang (2007: 3). 
132 Zhang (2007: 3) describes China Monthly Magazine as: “…unofficial, publicly 
available and contained at least a degree of what we would recognize today as news and 
comment.”  
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newspapers, such as 海峡导报 {Strait News}133 and more independent publications such 

as film magazines 看电影 (MoVIEw) and journals 世界报 (World Journal),134 as the 

content of the publication may be influenced based on its background. Nevertheless, 

publications of these kinds are quite important in regard to reflecting the state of a society, 

and were thus deemed important to investigate, especially with relation to the many 

appearances of the English language in various publications, both state-run and otherwise.  

 Many examples of English were also observed in contemporary Chinese 

magazines and newspapers. An example of particular note here, because of its extremely 

high visibility in this field, is the use of the English word "HOLD" in newspapers and 

magazines. The word was seen on page three of the newspaper 海峡导报 {Strait News} 

dated October 22nd, 2011. The word appeared in a story covering Libya, and is of interest 

because of its use in a headline of this front page story, because it maintains the theory of 

concise English words being used more often in Chinese news and entertainment 

channels, and finally because it is also visible in the realm of Chinese television, 

advertisements, and magazines. The headline read: "新利比亚，能HOLD住吗?" (《新

利比亚，能HOLD住吗?》海峡导报, 2011.10.22, 3) {Can New Libya hold on?} This 

word also was said, and maintained in English even amongst the Chinese subtitles, on a 

television dating show on channel 25 the same day. "HOLD" was used on television in 

quite a similar manner, as it was used directly before the word "住" (‘zhù’), creating the 

phrase, in this context, of: "hold on." By witnessing the word "HOLD" in both 

newspapers and advertisements, both visual mediums, and television, serving as both an 

aural and visual medium because of it being both spoken and written in subtitles, it 

certainly appears to be a word with a secured status in Chinese news and entertainment 

circles. Another interesting connection that can be made here is that on the dating show, 

the word was kept in English, even when written in subtitles, indicating that the home 

audience demographic is expected to understand this word without a translation. This 

                                                        
133 Its affiliation with the state was determined by the website: 
http://baike.baidu.com/view/413774.htm, retrieved 20 March 2012.  
134 These two, and their more independent publishing nature, was determined by: 
http://baike.baidu.com/view/960251.htm, and 
http://baike.baidu.com/view/229344.htm#2, respectively, retrieved 20 March 2012.  
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also expresses that the word has already been established in Chinese news and 

entertainment circles and will remain in its original English, even to the point where it 

appears in formal newspaper articles and needs no translation when said and written on a 

popular television program. Many other examples of "HOLD" shall be discussed later to 

support this further. The words "iPhone 4" and "thank you", amongst others, were also 

observed in the same newspaper and television show from the same day, respectively.  

 To continue with an analysis of 海峡导报 and the English words that appear in it, 

some interesting examples were discovered in the November 29th issue. These examples 

ranged from English abbreviations, which were most common, to single words and 

finally two phrases. The abbreviations "IT", "GDP", "CPI", "DNA", "LED", "CPA", and 

"CEO" were seen in this newspaper, as well as a few others. Most of these abbreviations 

relate in some way to the field of economics or business. The first example includes two 

of the above abbreviations. "⋯预计中国全年CPI涨幅最后能控制在5.5%左右，GDP增

速将超过9%." (《陈德铭说中国经济明年面临下行风险.》(海峡导报, 2011.11.29, 19) 

{It is predicted that China's annual CPI will finally be controlled at approximately 5.5%, 

while the GDP growth rate shall exceed 9%.} In this excerpt, we see two economic 

terms, which were kept in English with no Chinese translation; it should be noted that 

although these are abbreviations, once again, these selected words in English in this 

newspaper are concise. These two abbreviations also appeared in an economic article 

within the December 12th, 2011 edition of 生活周刊{Life Weekly} magazine and the 

newspaper 华夏时报, or (China Times).  “如果继续延续紧缩的货币政策，将使得经

济下滑加速，不排除四季度GDP有跌破9% 的可能⋯ 自从今年7月份CPI触及6.5%的

高位后，CPI指数逐月下滑，10月已经降至5.5%...” (谢九, 生活周刊, 116) {If this 

tight monetary policy continues to be followed, it shall cause an acceleration of the 

economic slide, and will not eliminate the possibility of the quarterly GDP rate to fall to 

9%...Since the CPI touched the high point of 6.5% in July of this year, the CPI index has 

been falling monthly, by October it had lowered to 5.5%...} “未来1－2年，挑战是软着

陆。其中GDP增速，CPI,外贸顺差的软着陆有望实现。”(李稻葵，华夏时报 , 26) 

{In the future 1-2 years, the challenge is a soft landing. Among which, the soft landing of 

the increasing speed of GDP (growth), CPI, and the foreign trade surplus are a promising 
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realization.}  

 Another observed abbreviation pair in 海峡导报was also related to business and 

economics. "据了解，新版的海峡英才网首创CPA服务模式。海峡英才网CEO部长

辉表示，CPA即 Cost Per Action, 是对按点击率和展示付费的传统广告模式的改进

和补充⋯" (王坚，“海峡英才网络新版上线首创CPA 招聘模式。”(海峡导报，

2011.11.29, 52) {According to (our) understanding, the new version of hxjob.com has 

initiated a CPA service model. The CEO head indicated that CPA is Cost Per Action, 

which is in regard to the improvement and supplementation of the traditional 

advertisement model’s rate of website hits and display costs.} In this excerpt, we see two 

English abbreviations, one translated and one not fully translated, perhaps because 

"CEO" was more visible, mainly with regard to its presence in advertisements, in Fújiàn. 

Furthermore, it follows logically that the term “CEO” would be used here, because it 

relays the same meaning as its Chinese equivalent of “首席执行官”{Chief Executive}, 

with less syllables and spaces. The abbreviation “CEO” also appeared in the 2011.12.5-

2011.12.11 issue of the Chinese newspaper 华夏时报。“⋯剧我了解，目前包括瑞典

汽车CEO穆勒和瑞典政府的相关人士正在美国当地与通用汽车紧密协商此事⋯” 

(刘俊晶，《‘中国宠’苦等通用放行》， 华夏时报 ， 2011.12.5- 2011.12.11, 27) 

{According to my understanding, at present personages associated with the Swedish 

government, including CEO Muller of the Swedish car company, are in America 

negotiating this matter precisely.} The same term appeared later in the article. The final 

example from this edition of the newspaper 海峡导报 is intriguing because it is both not 

an abbreviation nor is it translated. "携程近日推出“全日特价”酒店专区，与last-

minute模式单一手机客户端预订方式不同⋯" (《携程近日推出“全日特价”酒店专

区》 ，海峡导报，2011.11.29, 49) {C-trip has recently launched its “All Day Special 

Prices” hotel prefecture, with differences from the last-minute singular cell phone client 

subscription model…}In this passage the phrase "last-minute" appears to describe the 

fashion in which an "all day sale" was implemented.  

 Although 海峡导报 is a great source for collecting data regarding English use in 

Chinese newspapers, this phenomenon is much more extensive than simply a few English 
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words appearing in one publication. The next news source we shall investigate, called 世

界报 (World Journal), also prints some words and abbreviations in English. In the 

publication for the week beginning November 23, 2011, the words or abbreviations 

"party", "iPhone", "Queen B", "GPS", and many fashion magazine names appeared. The 

word "party" appears within a quotation in the newspaper, but, much like the English 

words appearing in the case study on Chinese news media to be discussed later, is not 

translated into Chinese. "一排奔驰停在一起，是老头子搞聚会：一排宝马停在一起

，是富二代在搞party; 一排奥迪停在一起，是中国官员们在开会." (世界报，《中国

官员钟情‘奥迪’》，2011.11.23-2011.11.29, 9) {A line of Mercedes-Benzs park 

together, it’s an old man having a get-together: A line of BMW’s park together, it’s a 

wealthy man throwing a party; a line of Audis park together, it’s Chinese officials having 

a meeting.}  

 Another abbreviation of note because it is actually a complete sentence and was 

quite visible during the time of the conducted research in Fújiàn province, was "DIY" or, 

"do it yourself." This phrase appeared on signs, some advertisements, in some magazine 

articles, and was also audible as a verbal code-mixing example, although this cannot be 

supported well enough with photographs so it has been omitted from the final analysis. 

Let us first discuss the phrase's use in magazines. "中心区域摆着几排无间隔的办公桌

，后面立着几排"DIY"出来的书架，再配上一群85后的面孔，让人感觉瞬间穿越到

了某大学图书馆." (Dōng Lí, 看故事，#126, 15) {A few rows of continuous desks were 

arranged in the central region, in the back stood a few rows of “Do It Yourself” 

bookshelves, again matching a group of faces from after 1985, making people feel that, in 

a twinkling, they had passed through the library of a college.} It was interesting to see 

that all of the writers’ email addresses in this edition of this magazine were noted as 

kanstory@...., a combination of the Chinese pinyin of the first character and the English 

translation of the final two characters of the magazine’s title. The second appearance of 

this initialism occurred in a different magazine and setting, which was a small 

advertisement describing a water heater. "健康美味DIY" (和谐之旅, Nov. 2011, #109, 

112) {Healthy and Delicious: Do It Yourself} We see that in these two magazines the 

abbreviation "DIY" is used in a manner describing projects or activities that a person can 
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do. This abbreviation is also quite intriguing because it has been shortened from the 

original phrase "do it yourself" to something that needs less time to produce verbally and 

is much easier to type or write. The current compact nature of this phrase reflects the 

same theory about the most visible English words in contemporary China, or at least 

Fújiàn province, which is that the majority of these words are relatively concise. Perhaps 

this phrase in English was regarded as relatively lengthy and at some point recently was 

abbreviated in a synchronic variation (current change) trend, which then turned into the 

more permanent abbreviated manifestations we see, which make this phrase simpler in 

terms of writing and speaking. Another abbreviation that likely follows this formula and 

was visible in this field was “VIP”, one that also appeared in the realms of film, 

advertisements, and business signs in China. “记者调查发现，多家券商在当晚给VIP

客户都发出短信提示：⋯” (付刚。《A股72小时惊魂》，华夏时报, 2011.12.05-

12.11, 09) {Reporters discovered that many of the brokers had sent out messages to their 

VIP clients that night hinting:…}  

 Besides the above abbreviations, a couple of other words that have been or will be 

discussed were also observed. The phrases "Hip-Hop", "HOLD", and "pose" also 

appeared in this edition of the magazine 和谐之旅 {Journey of Harmony}. Another 

phrase of interest which appeared was "ski pass", which was close to a phrase mentioned 

by Chao135 as something that was often code-mixed in a certain situation. It should be 

noted here that this magazine is a travel magazine, and although the vast majority of the 

words are printed in Chinese characters and it is published in China, the presence of 

English words may be related to its demographic of travelers. "收费：最方便的就是购

买霞慕尼的ski pass票, 根据购买天数决定价钱..." (和谐之旅，Nov. 2011, #109, 63) 

{Fee: The most convenient (way) is to purchase a Chamonix ski pass ticket, whose price 

is determined according to the number of (skiing) days purchased…} In this passage, we 

see the phrase "ski pass" before the Chinese word for "ticket." The use of this phrase, as 

surmised by Chao, is most likely because skiing, and words associated with it, are not 

extremely common in China, and also because this passage described a place in France 

                                                        
135 Chao (1976: 186) mentions that “skipants” was often code-mixed in conversation 
because of the novelty of the concept in China.  
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under the heading, which was also in English, of "Winter in the Exotic Foreign Land." As 

was mentioned in the literature section of this research, a possible reason for the use of 

English in these circumstances is perhaps because of these “exotic” situations. In the 

same section of this magazine, except in an article discussing Korean winters, some more 

familiar English words appeared. "...滑雪道的名字也为了迎合年轻人的喜好，分别取

名 "Hip-Hop", "Techno", "Punk" 等." (和谐之旅，Nov. 2011, #109, 66) {In order to 

cater to the likes of younger people, the ski trails’ names have been called “Hip-Hop”, 

“Techno”, “Punk”, etc.} This quote is quite interesting because of the Chinese text 

describing that the names of the ski paths were in English at this particular place because 

they catered to the likes of younger people, which is an argument supported as well by 

this research. It should be mentioned here that these sections of the magazine included 

many French words, and the section on the ski resort in Korea included some Korean 

words, most likely due to those countries being the locations of the respective ski resorts 

in the articles. 

 Another article in this magazine in which a familiar word appeared was titled 

《桐华≪步步惊心≫背后的女人》, which also had the English title ("Tóng Huá Face to 

Face"). In an interview with Tóng Huá, she interjects the English word "pose" into an 

answer elaborating on how her husband supports her. "他会鼓励我，让我和他一起尝试

，比如打高尔夫，我老觉得这种运动很不好玩，可他会一直鼓励我，带着我去玩，

一来二去，我也就挥挥杆子。不说打得好不好，反正pose摆得已经很不错了。" (和

谐之旅, Nov. 2011, #109, 78) {He would encourage me, letting him and I try together, 

for example playing golf, my husband thinks this sport is very not fun, but he would 

always encourage me, and take me to play, in the course of our encounters, he also wields 

his club. Not going into whether he plays well or not, his pose is already very good 

anyways.} This word also appeared in the May issue of the magazine 都市美人 or {City 

Beauty}, which is a fashion magazine. “驯象员更是可以不用食物诱惑就叫它拗出笑

的pose。。。人人身后都是一头pose不变的大象。。。”( 倪雯佳, 都市美人, 

2011.05, 203) {Elephant trainers really don’t need to use food as temptation to get it (the 

elephants) to strike a smiling pose…behind everyone is an elephant in a fixed pose} It is 

necessary to mention here that the word “pose” has now appeared in the entertainment 
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mediums of cinema, television, and magazines.  

 The word "HOLD" also appears numerous times in the same magazine, in an 

article titled 《实木地板怎么选?: HOLD住地暖才最好地板.》(和谐之旅，Nov. 2011, 

#109, 80) {How to select solid wood flooring?: The one that holds in warmth is the best.} 

The word "HOLD" is even mentioned in the title of this article, followed once again by 

its Chinese companion "住" ("zhù"), which forms a phrase roughly translatable to "hold 

on" or "maintain." "如何选择实木地板，HOLD住地暖，享受到地暖与实木地板兼得

的舒适体验呢?" (和谐之旅，Nov. 2011, #109, 80) {How to select solid wood flooring, 

which holds in warmth, and enjoy the cozy experience that comes with having both 

warmth and solid wood flooring at the same time?} The same word also appears later in 

the article. "和谐人居提供了多样选择，真正解决了地暖与实木地板不可兼得的难题

，成为真正HOLD住地暖的实木地板。" (和谐之旅, Nov. 2011, #109, 80) {A 

harmonious habitat offers diversified choices, genuinely solving the problem of having 

both warm and solid wood flooring at the same time, which becomes solid wood flooring 

that can hold in warmth.}"HOLD" once again was visible three times in an advertisement 

in the same magazine. The advertisement was for a company called "淘宝" ("Táo Bǎo") 

and the word was seen once again with "住" following it each time. This word also made 

an appearance in the magazine 旅客报, which had the English title (Passengers). “日日

敲敲打打补补焊焊,身居幕后的他们，那股精神气儿绝对HOLD得住!” (旅客报，

2011.11.15, 23) {Beating, hammering, and welding every day, those who are behind the 

scenes, their spirited air absolutely (lets them) hold on!} “HOLD” also made an 

appearance in the headline of an article in the movie magazine 看电影, or (MoVIEw). “话

题：拉票HOLD住.” (看电影，2011.10.30., 14) {Topic: Canvassing Holds On.}  

 In all of these excerpts, we see "HOLD住" used as a verb in a fashion that relates 

to an action of maintaining or keeping something. Every time "HOLD" makes an 

appearance it is followed by "住", which makes the verb more complete in the manner 

that it is more specific. However, this also suggests that the word itself in English is 

perhaps not completely established yet, otherwise it would stand alone like many of the 

English words discussed previously. It is possible that this word is a part of a synchronic 
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variation, or linguistic variation that is occurring now (Meyerhoff, 2006), and once it 

becomes more ubiquitous, the Chinese character accompaniment will disappear. This is 

merely conjecture; it should be said that the entire phrase does represent a more 

comprehensible meaning as opposed to the single word in English. A final note on this 

word is the curious nature in which it is always printed. It was never observed in any 

other manner than in all capital letters, whether it was seen in magazines, advertisements, 

or newspapers (much like “SPA”, to be discussed later). This form of the word is almost 

completely unique when compared to every other English word discussed in this 

investigation. The reasoning behind this could be the fact that this word represents a verb 

that is most often used as a preventive measure to maintain the state of something, which 

would require lots of energy and hence could be the reason for its emphasis with capital 

letters. "HOLD" was one of the most visible words in magazines, advertisements, and 

newspapers throughout the time of the research; this word is already quite popular, was 

seen in many cities around Fújiàn, and will most likely be used to a larger extent in the 

near future.  

 The word "enjoy", another word seen in various mediums of entertainment 

throughout this research, also appeared in the magazine 和谐之旅. This word appeared 

during a quotation from an information technology worker named 琳达, ("Lín Dá") her 

name in English most likely translates to Linda. "努力工作，快乐生活，找到工作和生

活的平衡点，enjoy工作带来的成就感是我一直坚持的。" (和谐之旅，Nov. 2011, 

#109, 131) {Working hard, (having a) happy life, finding a balance between work and 

life, and enjoying the sense of achievement that work brings are things I always persist 

in.} In this passage, we see the word "enjoy" appear in the reprint of a quotation from 琳

达. It is interesting to note that this word was not translated in the reprint of the quotation, 

implying that the same was true at the time of the spoken quote. This once again alludes 

to an assumption, perhaps on the part of 琳达 but most certainly by the magazine, that 

their respective audiences can fathom the meaning of the word "enjoy." This word was 

also not translated in Gě's novel Seven Voices, and the combination of this data implies 

that this word has been used rather often in certain visual mediums, and is expected to be 

understood by the audience.  
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 The magazine 看电影 (MoVIEw) also displayed many interesting examples of 

single English words and phrases. In the issue published on October 20th, 2011, many 

words relating to the realm of cinema and music appeared, along with some that were 

used in describing the plot of a certain film (The Rum Diary). “⋯两人在无禁忌的生活

态度以及为人行事上，都堪称Soul Mates.” (牙19, 《一段B级往事：朗姆酒日

记》， 看电影, 26) {Two people, in terms of a life approach and personal behavior 

which are unavoidable, could both be called Soul Mates.} Further on in the same issue, a 

string of English words appear, with mostly appropriate Chinese translations, in an article 

about a film festival. “大学生影像节今年搬家到西宁，名字也改为“FIRST 青年电

影展”，据说，所谓 “FIRST”，有打造自由的影展(Festival),以你无尽的想象力

(Imagine),奔跑的态度(Run),专业的精神(Spirit)和团队的信任(Trust)的寓意。”(看电

影，《与电影长跑》，2011.10.20., 58) {This year, the university students’ film 

festival has been moved to Xīníng, and the name has also been changed to “FIRST youth 

film festival”, it is said that, this so-called “FIRST”, has forged a freedom film festival 

(Festival), as well as your interminable imagination (Imagine), running attitude (Run), 

professional spirit (Spirit), and a message of team trust.} Another intriguing appearance 

of English occurs near the end of this same issue. An interviewee, in regard to a music 

reference, mentions the English word “reference” after the interviewer in the article says 

the Chinese version of the word first. After this, the word is uttered a total of fifteen times 

in English, by both interlocutors. “同学：我想知道是，当你做音乐的时间，导演有没

有给你参考音乐(music reference)? 韦：⋯情况是，一些导演会先给我reference参

考，而明显地，这些导演非常喜欢他选来的reference.”(看电影,《跟韦启良上电影

音乐课(4)》，105) {Fellow Student: What I want to know is, when you’re making 

music, do the directors give you any reference music (music reference)?  Wéi: …The 

situation is, some directors will first give me the reference reference, and obviously, these 

directors really like their chosen reference(s).} The words “Cult”, “Chick”, and “Rap” 

appeared in this issue of the magazine as well, among other English words. A familiar 

phrase to the research, “No. 1”, was also seen in a different issue of this magazine. “反过

来思考，如果没有了兴奋剂，电影公司是否会争宠到头破血流？奥斯卡是否还是电
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影界的NO. 1?”(看电影, 《拉票Hold住》, 14) {To ponder, on the other hand, if there 

is no stimulant, would film companies curry favor with those who are badly beaten? 

Aren’t the Oscars still the No. 1 of the film industry?} This particular excerpt is 

significant because of the untranslated use of “NO.1” and this phrase’s presence in 

advertisement and television mediums as well. It should be noted that the phrase “NO.1” 

was also seen in the Chinese fashion magazine 都市美人 {City Beauty}, in the May of 

2011 issue, on page 117. The phrase appeared more than once in this magazine, but 

mostly in advertisements for cosmetics.  

 The reasons these excerpts are relevant for our purposes are because they all 

reflect a somewhat unique attitude towards the English language. In the first excerpt, the 

phrase “Soul Mates” appears, which was only seen in this medium of Chinese media or 

entertainment in the article about the 2011 film The Rum Diary. Although a Chinese 

phrase to represent this same mentality (“灵魂伴侣”línghún bànlǚ) could have been 

used, perhaps the English phrase was selected because it is only two syllables. The 

second excerpt is distinctive because of its use of the positive and elite word “FIRST”, 

followed by the English translation of certain Chinese words, which could be viewed as 

superfluous to the overall meaning of the article because of their appearance in Chinese, 

yet are included here nonetheless. Perhaps these English words are included as another 

means of representing something exotic, as discussed prior. Finally, the last example is of 

note because of the interviewee’s apparent interjection of the English word “reference”, 

even though the interviewer has already uttered this word in Mandarin. This could be 

viewed as a language preference or desire to use English in a professionally based 

discussion. Furthermore, the use of “reference” by both parties after its initial mention 

could be seen as an acceptance of the English manifestation of the word over its Chinese 

equivalent, as reflected by its appearance a total of fifteen times after its first mention in 

English, and by the single instance of its appearance in Chinese.  

 In this section of the research, many of the same trends that have been seen in 

other mediums of contemporary Chinese entertainment/media surfaced again. A 

comparatively unique characteristic of many of the English terms visible in Chinese 

newspapers and magazines is that, generally speaking, the frequency of abbreviations in 

this medium seems to be higher than others. This research proposes that this is so because 
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of this medium being solely in print (and, unlike the literature medium, where some 

abbreviations were also observed, tries to express information in the most efficient way 

possible); abbreviations can express an idea by taking up much less space than their 

complete word versions, and thus can save publishers space, time, and money. The 

presence of abbreviations in this medium is most plausibly due to the reason mentioned 

above and the widespread use of abbreviations throughout China. “Nowadays, people in 

China can see or hear English everywhere. Names, especially clusters of initials, are 

highly visible, such as CCTV, MTV, McDonald’s, KFC, Bar, Restaurant, Hotel, VCD 

and DVD.” (Zhu, 36) Of the eleven abbreviations included in this section that appeared in 

newspapers and magazines, three of them, “CEO”, “VIP”, and “No. 1”, were found in 

other mediums as well. All of these abbreviations express positive meanings relating to 

high status or quality, perhaps helping to explain their more extensive presence in terms 

of other facets of the research. The words “HOLD”, “party”, “pose”, and “enjoy” are 

other examples of words that appeared in this and other mediums of Chinese 

entertainment and media.  

 However, some dissimilarities were noticed in this particular outlet of Chinese 

entertainment/media, such as the phrases “last-minute” and “Soul Mates”, which were 

solely seen in this medium, and the greater use of abbreviations, as discussed above. 

Overall, the investigation into Chinese newspapers and magazines helps to support the 

argument that the scope of the presence of English in China is extensive in the following 

ways: more correlations can be drawn to common words seen in other mediums of 

Chinese media and entertainment, the lack of translations accompanying their presence 

displays an assumption that these words should be either known or learned, or their use 

could be viewed as a positively exotic alternative (see the analysis of “reference”), and 

that despite the ban on many English abbreviations, most notably “GDP”, by the Chinese 

government in December 2010,136 their continued existence in this realm reflects their 

seemingly permanent and established status.  

 One very interesting note for this section pertains to the initial hypothesis that 

state-run publications would include less English language text than more independent 

                                                        
136 As reported by BBC Mobile News, Breitbart, The Telegraph, Global Times and 
Beijing Review, among others, in late 2011 (see References).  
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publishers. This research argues that despite these differences, the use of English text in 

both state and independently-run newspapers and magazines is apparent. However, 

highly circulated state-run Chinese language newspapers, such as 中国日报 (China 

Daily), seemingly use English text to a comparatively miniscule extent, as only 

initialisms or as a phrase followed by a Chinese translation.137 All of the newspapers and 

magazines investigated during the time of the research were gathered in Fújiàn Province, 

as is the region of focus for this research, therefore it must be stated that the materials 

from this region may have influenced the amount of English text which appeared in these 

publications.   

  

 

4f) Advertisements and Business Signs in China 

 Since Chinese business signs are a less documented phenomenon, and supported 

in the appendix of this research, the focus of this contextualizing background section will 

be on the history, and relevance to the research, of advertisements in China. Advertising 

in China has a shorter, when compared to the other mediums discussed, yet complex 

history. In the very early 20th century, advertisements of a more “modernized” nature 

emerged in Chinese cities, most notably Shànghǎi. “By the 1910s the flourishing 

advertisements in cities, encompassing newspaper and journal advertisements, calendar 

posters and cards, and other advertisement items for everyday use (such as bookmarks 

bearing company logo), constructed a commercial image of urban living.” (Wu, 148)138 

Also during this time, mainly English foreign text appeared in many advertisements and 

business signs in Shànghǎi. These were not the only mediums that sometimes featured 

                                                        
137 After searching China Daily Online on 22 March, 2012, only two articles were found 
that contained any foreign, or English, for that matter, text: 
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/hqcj/2012-03/20/content_14875228.htm, in which the 
initialism “ICT” appears, and… http://luxury.chinadaily.com.cn/2012-
03/22/content_14886732.htm, in which “MADE IN BULGARIA” appears, followed by a 
Chinese translation.  
138 Zhou, Zhang, and Vertinsky (2002) also state that Chinese magazines began to run 
commercial advertisements as early as the 1920s.  
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foreign text, however, as tourist guides were known to do so as well.139 Some of the film 

advertisements in the popular Shànghǎi newspaper Shen Bao {Shànghǎi News} may have 

been precursors to documented advertisements in 1948 Shànghǎi140 (before restrictions 

on advertising began in 1949, leading to their almost complete discontinuation in a 

commercial respect during the Cultural Revolution).141 However, it must be clarified that 

commercial advertising could still be seen in 1960s and 1970s China, although it was 

seen as capitalistic. “In China during the 1960s and early 1970s commercial 

advertisements were still considered a unique feature of the capitalistic world and not 

suitable for the Chinese public.” (Wageman, 20) The modern era of commercial Chinese 

advertising began with the national reforms in the late 1970s, mainly the “Four 

Modernizations”, yet advertising in this period (up until 1991) was regarded as still being 

limited because of state ownership of advertising agencies and the lack of foreign 

investment. (Zhou, Zhang, & Vertinsky, 2002)  

 Recently, the Chinese market for advertising has become one of the world’s most 

lucrative markets. Between the years 1986-1996, the Chinese advertising market grew at 

an average annual rate of 46%, making it an extremely expansive sector. (Zhou, Zhang, 

& Vertinsky, 2002) In 2002, it was estimated to be the world’s 9th largest advertising 

market, with the potential to eclipse the U.S. market by the year 2015.142  However, in 

2003, the country’s advertising expenditure (14.5 billion USD) placed it at third in the 

world, behind Japan and the United States.143 In recent years, television has become the 

leading medium of advertising in China,144 yet since there is a section regarding Chinese 

television already in this research, much of the photographs from the fieldwork section of 

this research depict actual advertisements and business signs standing in (mostly) Fújiàn 

Province. Because of the history, social relevance, sheer size, and status as (one of the) 

                                                        
139 A 1930s Chinese-language guidebook to Shànghǎi with the word “Look” seen on the 
cover, is shown in Appendix D.  
140 Some examples of which can be seen at: http://www.china-
underground.com/magazine/40-shanghai-historical-pictures, retrieved 17 March 2012.  
141 According to Zhou, Zhang, and Vertinsky (2002).  
142 According to Zhou, Zhang, and Vertinsky (2002). 
143 According to Po (2006). 
144 Sinclair (2007) describes it as: “attracting 80% of media expenditure” and “the main 
(Chinese) advertising medium.”  
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world advertising market leaders, Chinese advertisements and business signs were chosen 

as important topics for this research to consider.  

Another remarkable phenomenon present in modern China is the scope of 

English's presence in advertisements. Besides the overwhelming amount of foreign 

numbers used in business contact information such as telephone numbers and addresses, 

many advertisements in China nowadays make use of key “buzz words” in English. It 

should be noted here that what shall be discussed does not relate to English translations 

of Chinese advertisements, which are quite visible as well, but more of a unique linguistic 

phenomenon which can, once again, be related to code-mixing. The case studies analyzed 

here are of specific interest because of the use of a sole, or a few, English words in the 

midst of a torrent of Chinese characters. This is significant because advertisements have 

been described as historical materials which can be employed in the analysis of the 

(cultural values of) societies in which they appear. (Wu, 2008., Marchand, 1985., Zhang 

& Shavitt 2003) Thus with an investigation of the use of English in Chinese 

advertisements, some connections can be made to Chinese social characteristics and the 

future of the spread and use of English in China.  

 Throughout the stage of collecting evidence for this research, the most prominent 

example of this was, without a doubt, the word "SPA", which was often written in all 

capital letters. This word was associated most intimately with, understandably, massage 

parlors and places that were, in fact, large spas. The most intriguing part of this sole word 

and its use was its ubiquity. It could be seen in virtually any bustling part of a city by 

merely walking around aimlessly for a couple of minutes. In Xiàmén and Lóngyán, two 

cities located in Fújiàn province in the south of China, at least a dozen instances of 

"SPA" were seen, even before documenting them began. "SPA" was also commonly 

preceded by the word “男人” 'man' or “美容” ‘beauty/cosmetology’, in Chinese mostly, 

but on some occasions these words appeared in English.  Although there are ways to 

express the concept of a "SPA" in Chinese, the word itself is a bit of an anomaly because 

it describes a business revolved around relaxing its customers via an abundance of 

choices and methods. Therefore, because of the abundance of things one could do at a 

spa, the English word becomes a great choice to use in Chinese advertisements because 

of its descriptive power, relative conciseness, and its comparatively simple pronunciation. 
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For these reasons, "SPA" has become a visible word in modern China, at least in 厦门 

(Xiàmén), 龙岩 (Lóngyán), 莆田 (Pǔtián), 泉州 (Quánzhōu), and 福州 (Fúzhōu), and has 

certainly solidified itself as a usable word in advertisements for spas.  

 A second English word of particular interest, yet without much visibility, in 

Chinese advertisements was "song." This word was most commonly used in 

advertisements for KTVs, or private karaoke bars.145 One odd point here is that the 

Chinese word for song, “歌”, (gē), is very short, and could easily have been used in these 

contexts, but was not. "Song" was nowhere near as visible as "SPA", but did surface 

occasionally. Perhaps "song" was used sometimes to add a smidgen of exoticism to an 

otherwise Chinese advertisement, or perhaps its occasional use in entertainment news has 

facilitated its manifestation into tangible advertisements, making the word come alive in 

a sense. Another possibility for its presence in the advertising field could be its similar 

sound, and identical pinyin spelling, to many Chinese words, such as “送”, ‘send’ (sòng), 

which is phonetically similar to the English word "song." 

 Furthermore, a few other words to note, which are highly visible in Chinese 

advertisements, are "Club", "Open", and "Fashion." These words are most commonly 

seen in advertisements promoting nightlife. "Club" is most visible as an alternate means 

of describing a bar or something similar and is an intriguing case because it is not always 

surrounded by Chinese characters, suggesting that its meaning, even in English form, is 

already understood in China. This word was seemingly omnipresent in cities around 

Fújiàn, appearing numerous times in Xiàmén, Pǔtián, and Quánzhōu. The word also took 

on another meaning of club on occasion; it appeared on the sign of a Xiàmén teashop as a 

means to describe a small group or organization (“join tea club”). "Open" is an 

interesting example because it is used comparatively often by Chinese youth in speech. 

The word has become present in the visual medium through its use in advertisements and 

can either be found as a word denoting the time a place opened its doors for business, or 

as an adjective describing the open-mindedness of a person or place. "Fashion" is used on 

a comparatively smaller scale, but can be seen on various clothing outlets' advertisements 

                                                        
145 A distinction between KTV and karaoke must be made here as the former includes 
much more of an intimate setting, usually among friends, and the latter could be quite 
public. This is supported by Moskowitz (2010: 10).  
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or sometimes as accompaniment to the Chinese name of a business. This word was seen 

throughout Fújiàn Province, as well as on advertisements in Běijīng. The presence of 

these words in China through advertisements can be seen in the pictures in Appendix D. 

 It should be mentioned here that the word “Stop” was also quite visible, albeit 

mainly relating to transportation signs and the interiors of city and regional busses. One 

English abbreviation that was absolutely ubiquitous throughout the research in China was 

“KTV”, which is the abbreviation most commonly associated with karaoke bars. This 

abbreviation was always heard and seen in English, as its Chinese translation “卡拉OK

包间”(kǎlā OK bāojiān) takes longer to produce, yet interestingly enough also includes 

the English word “OK.” The role of advertisements in this investigation is quite crucial, 

and shall be revisited during the conclusion section, in which a key advertisement serves 

as a potential beacon illustrating the future of the English language in China through the 

visual medium of advertisement.    

 Besides these four examples, many other words, some of which were witnessed in 

other mediums of Chinese entertainment and media, were highly visible in 

advertisements in China as well. The words “HOLD”, “VIP”, “Live”, “Show”, “Pub”, 

“Soho”, “Journey”, and “Spiritual” were some words of note, among many others. 

“HOLD” was the most intriguing revelation with respect to the research because of its 

widespread use in many channels of Chinese entertainment focused on in this research. 

This word was seen in both Xiàmén and Quánzhōu, although it is quite likely that many 

other cities have it displayed on advertisements and business signs, because of its rapidly 

growing presence in many aspects of Chinese entertainment culture. The words “VIP” 

and “Pub” were also quite visible, the latter more so with regard to business signs around 

Fújiàn Province. “VIP” was often visible, in all of the cities visited during the research, 

on regional buses and on advertisements for companies or business signs, among others. 

These words in China have almost become synonymous with fun, and “KTV” has also 

been noted by Lau et al. (2011: 10) as an abbreviation that has a propensity to be code-

mixed in sentences by Chinese celebrities during interviews.146 The words “Live” and 

“Show” were also seen around Fújiàn Province, the latter appearing in Quánzhōu, and 

                                                        
146 The abbreviations “KTV”, along with the words “Pub” and “High”, are mentioned in 
this research as English words code-mixed in interviews.   
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their usage is most likely intended to be associated with performances and places that 

host them. The previous four words were all seen at establishments associated with 

entertainment, ostensibly as a means to attract a young, and/or international, audience. 

The word “Soho” was an intriguing discovery because of its visibility and novelty in 

recent times. The word was seen sometimes near places of real estate development and 

construction, most likely to add a sense of exoticism to modern housing areas. “Artdeco”, 

a word more associated with architectural design, was seen in these kinds of areas as 

well. It should be noted that these two words were seen in smaller, satellite cities in 

Fújiàn Province, most notably the city of Pǔtián.  

 For the final portion of this analysis, we shall focus on certain words that 

appeared in certain cities during the research. These words were of particular note 

because of their appearances in other realms of the research, and because one word seen 

in Fúzhōu was quite unique due to its mixed linguistic composition. In Xiàmén, three 

words of note that were seen on advertisements and business signs were “Love”, “Fun”, 

and “Top.” All of these words are one syllable, quite succinct, and convey a very positive 

meaning, with “Top” being a word representing an elite and high-class sentiment, much 

like “VIP” does. These words were also witnessed in other foci of this research, as 

“Love” appeared in popular music and magazines, “Fun” appeared in magazines and on 

signs as well (but was not mentioned in the research due to lack of visual support), and 

“Top” was visible in contemporary Chinese television. In Pǔtián city, the terms “CEO”, 

“Powerland”, and “No. 1” were observed, among many others. These phrases and 

abbreviations are important because they are all connected to other mediums of the 

research and all imply a prestigious connotation, which in this context could be seen as 

positive because of the use of the words in advertisements and signs associated with high-

class lifestyle. The initialism “CEO” was seen in the newspaper and film mediums, while 

the word “Power” in “Powerland” and “No. 1” appeared in magazines. It should be 

mentioned that “CEO” and “No. 1” are both three syllables despite their brevity, as both 

are abbreviations.  

 Another interesting discovery in Pǔtián was the use of the abbreviation “E-Z” on 

the sign above an establishment called “E-Z Café”, which is significant because of its 

similarity to other instances of English abbreviations being used in advertisements, most 
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likely as a way to communicate information in an expeditious manner. In the city of 

Fúzhōu, the capital of Fújiàn Province, both similar and unique English words were 

observed. To begin, the phrase “Famous Styles” was seen on the outside sign of a 

clothing store, which happened to be in an alley away from the main part of the city. This 

phrase can be argued as maintaining the notion of a positive and high-class revering 

attitude. An anomaly was also noticed in Fúzhōu. On an advertisement for a large concert 

coming to Fúzhōu, the mixed word “Ameizing” was seen, along with the phrase “World 

Tour” under it. The former word is quite unique because it was the only instance of 

pinyin being spliced into an English word that was seen during the research (with the 

word “měi” being inserted in the middle, most likely representing the character for 

beauty: “美”(měi). This instance is intriguing because it is not only a combination of 

the two languages, but also since the English word “Amazing” is one letter shorter, yet 

the pinyin and English portion of the word sound nearly identical, if one disregards the 

Chinese tone marking. Although its presence here is most likely due to the fame of the 

artist A-mei, a pop singer in Taiwan, the combination to form a complete English word, 

perhaps by intentionally using her stage name at the beginning, is intriguing nonetheless.  

  The importance of this subsection and its investigation into these twelve English 

words is that every word here maintains four properties that are deemed important, in 

regard to a word’s presence in Chinese entertainment/media mediums, according to this 

research. All of these words are of a positive, entertaining nature, they are all relatively 

short in terms of their syllables and length with letters, and the vast majority of them 

were seen in other channels of contemporary Chinese media and entertainment mediums.   

 Two of the most interesting words that appeared during this part of the research 

were “Journey” and “Spiritual”, both of which surfaced in Xiàmén on one single 

advertisement. These words were of special note because of the dissimilarity they share 

with the aforementioned ones; they have little to do with entertainment, were not 

observed in any other medium of entertainment or media, and the latter is a relatively 

long word when considering letters and syllables, unlike the majority of the other words 

seen in advertisements around Fújiàn.  

 To conclude this advertisements in China section, it is necessary to analyze how 

this data relates to the research at hand. Seven of the words that were most visible in 
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terms of appearances on advertisements in Fújiàn were quite succinct, as they were only 

one syllable. This relates directly to one of the main points of the research, which is that 

many of the English terms that were (and still are) visible in China in various 

entertainment mediums during the research were comparatively easy to produce, both in 

terms of spoken and written language.147 Although some words that do not fit this 

description, such as “Spiritual” mentioned above, are still visible, they are so to a much 

smaller extent in terms of advertisements containing English words. Another trend 

noticed about many of the English words seen on Chinese advertisements is the generally 

positive nature of their meanings. Abbreviations such as “VIP” imply a very high-class 

and important aura, while words such as “Live”, “Show”, and “Pub” are commonly 

associated with fun activities. The word “Open” could also be considered a positive 

adjective because of its double meaning and application to either a new business 

beginning or a person who is quite open-minded, both positive qualities. Even “Journey” 

and “Spiritual” could be argued as possessing an inherently positive meaning because of 

their adventurous and sophisticated implications, respectively. A logical reason for these 

advertisements including words of a positive nature relates to consumer perceptions and 

tendencies to buy products more often based on their liking the advertisement. “As 

hypothesized, a relationship exists between positive perceptions of advertising and 

likeability…ad likeability increases the probability of buying more of the advertised 

product/service, whereas ad dislikeability increases the probability of buying less.” 

(Gazley, Krisjanous, Fam & Grohs, 34-35) It is interesting to note that some of the 

positive words used in the Chinese advertisements discussed above are English words. 

Positive words are deemed important to the field of advertising because they are 

associated with positive perceptions of advertising, which influences advertisement 

likeability and the success of a product or service. In this way, the positive English words 

here are quite important to the advertisement and success of the product, which is another 

case highlighting the importance of English in a Chinese media outlet. Another relevant 

note has to do with many of these words being associated with entertaining, leisurely, or 

                                                        
147 This was also speculated by Lau et al. (2011: 12): “English abbreviations that are short 
allow the sentences in the Chinese entertainment news to be conciser and easier to 
understand.” 
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fashionable activities. As mentioned before, words such as “Fashion”, “Club”, or “Show” 

can elicit a feeling of excitement because of their association with entertaining activities, 

which also help to attract the attention of the readers. Some of these characteristics help 

to connect the relationships we see here between the words which are highly visible on 

advertisements and business signs in contemporary China. Their brevity and positivity 

serve as factors which have most likely influenced their presence in this (mostly) visual, 

media-associated medium. The final factor of catering to an international audience by 

using a leading global language in the realm of advertisements and business signs is also 

a likely reason for the inclusion of English words. All of the terms mentioned in the 

section above can be located in the appendices of this report, as Appendix D.   

 Although not included in this research, it must be acknowledged that there are 

other mediums of media and entertainment that could have been discussed; perhaps this 

could be an undertaking for future research. Perhaps the largest medium that was not 

discussed was radio in China. “Radio programs for teaching foreign languages exist only 

for the teaching of English and Japanese. Every major city has its English radio 

programs—an indication of the interest in and spread of English as a second language.” 

(Lehmann, 84) We will not investigate this medium any further, but it is necessary to 

acknowledge that this research did not discuss every possible medium of contemporary 

Chinese entertainment and media.  

 

6. Discussion 
In this discussion section, some points will be introduced that must be considered 

before the conclusions can be presented, as they both relate heavily to each other. These 

topics will be presented in this section and a connection of each topic to our case-specific 

research question will be made in the conclusions section. The first of these points 

applies to certain resistance to foreign languages and their presence in China, which has 

been voiced by Chinese denizens, agencies, and scholars alike. There have been very 

notable examples of resistance to the proposed “pollution” of the Mandarin Chinese 

language by foreign languages, again most notably English, by scholars and government 
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agencies.148 However, this research argues that the resistance that has met these foreign 

languages, to be discussed below, has ostensibly been bypassed to a large degree, 

indicated by the continued use of the English language in particular, even after legal 

constrictions on its presence have reached the extent of a ruling calling for its banishment 

from Chinese media. Furthermore, the recent increase in cases of attitudes of resistance to 

foreign languages and their visible presence in China implies trepidation on the parts of 

Chinese government branches and some linguists about the expansion of the use and 

influence of these foreign languages, most notably English, in regard to the damage they 

may cause to the Mandarin Chinese language and Chinese culture.                                                                                                                        

 The resistance that has gained momentum in recent years is by no means new. 

Since before the Opium Wars (1839-42), an argued rejection and vehement disdain of all 

things foreign was apparent in China. (Yang, 2000, see footnote 159) Later on, in the 

1950s, there were documents published by the government banning foreign text on 

Chinese trademarks and business signs.149 Even Chinese poetry during the Korean War 

calling for the rejection of all things associated with American imperialists (and thus 

English) reflected this movement.150 It can be argued that this resistance has three 

different branches. The first has to do with the scholarly objection to the continued and 

deepening presence of foreign languages, in particular English, in China. “But an alarm 

bell has been sounded by such eminent scholars as Professor To Choyee of Hong Kong, 

who argues that the widespread study of English is a waste of valuable resources to the 

                                                        
148 Most notably Huang Youyi, chairman of the International Federation of Translators, 
China’s General Administration of Press and Publication (GAPP), and professor To 
Choyee of Hong Kong. See the Moore (2010), BBC Mobile News, Global Times, Beijing 
Review, articles in the References section, and Niu & Wolff (2003a) below, respectively. 
149 Wú Hán (1951) released an article entitled “北京市人民政府关于取缔商标及招牌
等使用外国文字的布告。”{“Beijing Municipal Government’s Public Announcement 
Regarding the Ban of Using Foreign Writing on Chinese Trademarks and Business 
Signs.”} The article stipulated: “…应一律使用中文，不得再用外国文字。” {“…(We) 
should use Chinese without exception, and must not use foreign text again.”}  
150 As discussed by Lin (1972: 236): “When the Korean War broke out in 1950 the entire 
nation was mobilized to ‘resist the United States and assist Korea.’ Troops-the Volunteer 
Army-were dispatched to the Korean fronts to help the Korean ‘comrades’ in their war 
against the ‘imperialist aggressors.’ Writers offered their pens to chant the heroics of the 
North Korean people, and the North Korean and Chinese troops.”  
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detriment of the study of Mandarin…” (Niu & Wolff, (2003a: 9-10)151 Some public 

opinion also reflects a similar notion.152 Agencies associated with the Chinese state itself, 

most notably the General Administration of Press and Publication, can be considered 

another side of this resistance. “China has banned newspapers, publishers and website-

owners from using foreign words-particularly English ones. China’s state press and 

publishing body said such words were sullying the purity of the Chinese language…” 

(BBC Mobile News, Asia-Pacific. “China bans English words in media.”, 2010)153 It must 

be said that this phenomenon of resisting the entrance and/or increased use of foreign 

words in the native or official language of a country is most certainly not limited to 

China, nor is the language being resisted solely limited to English. Seven states within the 

EU possess language policies designed to promote their national languages and endanger 

foreign languages, the most famous example of this being France. (Juaristi, Reagan & 

Tonkin, 2008: 63-64) Furthermore, relating more to this specific case of resistance to 

English, China is most certainly not the only country or region attempting to do so, as the 

Flemish government has been reportedly restricting the number of English courses 

offered in higher education. (van der Sijs, 2009: 343) Thus it can be seen that there are 

certainly other nations that have language policies designed to resist or marginalize other 

foreign languages, likely in an attempt to protect the vitality of their own language.  

 The third branch of this resistance to foreign language presence in China is 

reflected by the Chinese government’s recent actions of eliminating the majority (two-
                                                        
151 The same notion is expressed by Moore, in an online 2010 article, in which Huang 
Youyi, chairman of the International Federation of Translators, claims the “invasion” of 
English must be stopped or the Chinese language will become “impure.” 
152 An online article revealed the text “学生在学习英语的过程中深受其害，浪费他
们大量的时间，荒废正常的学业，使整个中国的教育质量遭到毁灭性的打击，同时
也使国家每年数以百亿的巨大财富打水漂，真是祸国殃民啊。” (“该淘汰的语言—
英语！”, {“The language that should be eliminated through selection- English!”}, 2004. 
Web. http://www.weiweikl.com/WHZB45.htm), retrieved 31 March 2012. {“Students in 
the process of studying English have suffered its great harm, wasted a large amount of 
their time, neglected their regular studies, have dealt a devastating blow to the entire 
quality of Chinese education, and have simultaneously made the country spend tens of 
billions in vain. This really brings calamity to the country and its people.”}  
153 Many other news sources, such as Breitbart, The Global Times, and Beijing Review, 
whose articles on this matter can all be found in the References section of this research, 
have reported on this as well. 
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thirds, 88 of 126) of primetime entertainment television programs,154 which, as reflected 

by this research, are a significant employer of various English words and phrases (as 

very few examples of words from other foreign languages were seen in this particular 

medium during the time of the research). President Hu Jintao expressed his opinion on 

this matter by warning Party leaders that “'hostile’ foreign forces are seeking to 

‘Westernize’ the country.” (Tejada, 2012)155 This reflects a resistance to foreign 

influence in Chinese media, and can be considered a linguistic resistance to foreign 

languages as well, especially the English language, because of its presence in this 

Chinese entertainment medium. Yet it should be said that this sweeping elimination of 

entertainment shows seems to have given rise to another trend, which could, in some 

ways, counteract the effects of losing these shows. These government-imposed 

restrictions on television programming have driven young Chinese to watch television 

on streaming websites, which also offer “Western” movies and television programs. 

(Chao & Tejada, 2012) This can be viewed as an alternate means of watching 

television, and the inclusion, and even popularity, of English language shows on these 

websites displays the growing extent to which English is being absorbed, accepted, and 

used, at least in this entertainment medium.                                                                                                                         

 However, the banishment of foreign words in Chinese media has led to voices of 

protest. Two recent articles156 have expressed the misgivings certain editors of Chinese 

publication companies and publications, respectively, have regarding the ban on these 

foreign words, again with an emphasis on English ones. They argue that the 

disappearance of these words and abbreviations will lead to a lack of understanding in 

China as they are more convenient than their Chinese translations, used globally and in 

Chinese conversations, and are already quite familiar. The point this research argues 

here is that some English words and most initialisms seem to make certain linguistic 

processes, and comprehension in general, easier with regard to Chinese publications, 

which is perhaps a reason for their continued use despite bans and restrictions, and a 

                                                        
154 According to Tejada (2012).  
155 Lim (2012) also reported on this in a NPR article, which can be found in the 
References section. 
156 See (Breitbart, 2010), and (Beijing Review, 2011), as shown in the References section.  
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factor which could influence the proposed increase in usage of the English language in 

the future in China, in particular in the discussed mediums of Chinese entertainment 

and media.  

Furthermore, it has been argued that lettered words and their presence in China is 

a phenomenon that has already reached a nearly unstoppable status, making resistance to 

it ostensibly futile, according to some Chinese linguists.157 158 The frequent usage of 

English, in particular abbreviations, recently has changed their attitudes in terms of 

acceptance of this trend, and these linguists have begun to view this trend as something 

that is both positive yet uncontrollable from a linguistic standpoint. (Wang & Yang, 

2006) A vast difference in attitudes regarding linguistic acceptance can be seen here, as 

this positivity would probably not have been shared before the beginning of English’s 

history in China in terms of language education.159 The Wang & Yang article mentioned 

above then goes on to describe how, in twenty-five years, the Chinese Contemporary 

Dictionary has gone from accepting no more than five English words to more than one 

hundred. It has been argued that these borrowed foreign, yet mostly English, words are 

quite important to the Chinese language and represent a positive sign of cultural 

exchange, and that without these words “less than half of modern Chinese will be left.”160 

(The Telegraph, 2010) Although seemingly exaggerated by the quote above, this can be 

considered evidence to further support the argument that the English language in 

particular will most likely be used to a greater extent in the future in many Chinese 

entertainment and media mediums, with an emphasis here on publications. A 

comparative element must be mentioned here as a negative instance of cultural exchange 

is reflected by the lack of the reverse (Chinese words and phrases being used to the same 

extent in English or other foreign languages), which is also noticed by Yun & Jia (2003: 

                                                        
157 According to Wang & Yang (47).  
158 Gu Yuego, a researcher at the Institute of Linguistics at the Chinese Academy of 
Social Sciences, in the 2010 The Telgraph article, also mentions that: “There is no way 
that China can close the door on this (borrowing words from other languages).” 
159 Yang (2000) also discusses how the “disdain” for, and “rejection” of, all things 
relating to foreign languages and cultures changed after the Opium Wars.  
160 Said by Gu Yuego in the 2010 The Telegraph article.  
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42).161 It must be said that some signs of a reversal of exchanges are certainly apparent, 

even in mediums of entertainment. “A new TV cartoon show in Britain is teaching 

toddlers how to speak Mandarin- a sign, experts say, of the language’s growing 

popularity around the world.” (Cheng, 2012) Hopefully this is indicative of synchronic 

variation (to be discussed more below) in terms of language exchange, which will lead to 

a more balanced linguistic landscape between the two languages. This research argues 

that with the recent rise of China to a global power status, Chinese as a language could 

quite possibly grow in terms of educational popularity abroad, developing a growingly 

interesting dynamic as Chinese becomes exported to the English-speaking world via 

education, although this would most likely not affect the status of English in China 

because of the argued depth of the language’s presence in the country. 

Another factor to consider for discussion here, albeit completely extra-linguistic, 

is the concept of nationalism, which actually helps us to later draw some conclusions 

about the direction in which the English language is going in terms of its influence 

expanding or receding in China. Some very interesting connections can be established, 

especially in the realm of Chinese culture and society, between nationalism and language 

reform, which may open the metaphorical doors for English in China wider. To begin this 

portion of the discussion, a definition of what a nation and nationalism are exactly, is 

vital. “…A nation can therefore be defined as a named human population sharing an 

historic territory, common myths and historical memories, a mass, public culture, a 

common economy and common legal rights and duties for all members…A national 

identity is fundamentally multi-dimensional; it can never be reduced to a single 

element…nor can it be easily or swiftly induced in a population by artificial means.” 

(Smith, 14) Although nationalism itself is not defined above, the excerpt provides a 

relatively succinct definition of a nation, and from there we can extrapolate nationalism 

to be the multi-dimensional ideology of a nation, or pride and belief in one’s country. 

Josef Stalin must be mentioned at this point, both because of his influence in terms of 

nationalistic sentiments, and later to their relation to language, and also because of the 

                                                        
161 However, some notable Chinese words are certainly used in other languages, such as 
“Fengshui” to describe elemental matters, or the arrangement of spaces in modern times. 
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influence his thought had on Chinese leaders, most notably Mao.162 Stalin’s regime has 

been characterized as an “authoritarian populism”163 in its attempts to unify its people in 

a “shared history of heroism, valor and virtue”,164 yet this classification of a state has 

been pointed out by the authors mentioned in the corresponding footnote as being quite 

apparent in Latin America as well. Stalin, although it has been argued that this was the 

brainchild of Lenin,165 wrote a famous definition of what a nation is, which must also be 

considered here because of the influence he had on China. “A nation is a historically 

evolved, stable community of people, formed on the basis of a common language, 

territory, economic life and psychological make-up manifested in a common culture.” 

(Stalin, Marxism and the National Question, 1913) It is interesting to see the link 

between the definition of a nation and a common language, which was included in the 

prototypes for the creation of such a state, which was one that influenced the modeling of 

the Communist state in China.  

Another interesting topic to discuss here concerns the concept of idiolects in 

linguistics. As we ponder the future of English in China and the possible continued yet 

not extensive erosion of Mandarin it may cause, these individualistic takes on language 

inheritance provide an intriguing portal into the future for our predictions. First, a 

definition of idiolects is necessary before this point can be entertained. “Idiolects 

reproduce whenever someone acquires a language-language acquisition does not take 

place in a vacuum, pre-existing ‘parent’ idiolects are always present as sources of 

language input. The resulting idiolect of the language acquirer is the descendant of the 

idiolects that provided input…the ‘child’ idiolect is normally very similar to, but not 

identical with, the ‘parent’ idiolects…” (Johansson, 36) If we accept Johansson’s point 

here, which seems to be that language from generation to generation is organic enough to 

vary slightly and not be immune to change during its lifetime, then we can speculate that 

the younger generation in China’s embrace of English via modern technology and 

entertainment, and the status of English as a leading global language, will likely affect the 

purity of their Mandarin idiolects as they begin to become more familiar and comfortable 

                                                        
162 As discussed by: Spence (354) and Shapiro (2001: 200).  
163 A term used by Brandenberger (2010: 727). 
164 Words used by Brandenberger (2010: 727). 
165 by Alaniz & Cornish (2008: 29).  
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with foreign languages, again most saliently English, and code-mix, or code-switch, 

occasionally. Therefore, this research argues that foreign languages, yet with a large 

emphasis attached to English, although they and it are not spoken in Chinese homes 

often, will have a more noticeable presence among speakers in the next Chinese 

generation, based on the nature of idiolects and this research’s predictions regarding the 

probable expansion of the use and scope of English in the near future in China. However, 

this proposed scenario should not be thought of as being limited to the sole case of the 

English language and its relationship to China, as numerous other young generations in 

other countries are undoubtedly influenced by and use different languages other than their 

native tongue, because of a number of linguistic phenomena and social exchanges.  

Furthermore, through the analysis of two other linguistic notions, synchronic 

variation and diachronic change, English in China seems likely to widen its influence 

further in the future. The linguist William Labov was the first to link the two concepts 

together, establishing a relationship between contemporary trends in language variation 

and more permanent changes that could stem from them. "...Labov's methods have 

established that there is a robust connection between the variation found in any 

community of speakers at a given point in time and the long-term processes of change 

studied by historical linguists. He showed that synchronic variation (variation right now) 

is very often the root of diachronic change (change over a period of time)." (Meyerhoff, 

22)  

 We have seen that there are some linguistic variations, in terms of the increased 

inclusion of foreign languages, and specifically English, into society, that are now firmly 

established in China. A great example of this is the now ubiquitous presence of the word 

"SPA", which was not always everywhere, and thus had to begin as a linguistic variation 

as opposed to an established and common word, as it is now. The connection Labov 

made permits us to logically surmise that the linguistic variations presently occurring in 

China, most notably the visibility of fresher English words, will probably become fixed 

through time, as the notion of diachronic change promotes. A reasonable conclusion for 

us would be to speculate that the recently witnessed visual manifestation of less 

commonly noticed English words such as "open", "song", and "family", shall expand and 

these words will become more commonplace in China over time. Therefore, the presence 
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of English in China should be viewed as organic and ever-changing. From Labov's 

connection, we may assume that the linguistic variations occurring now in China with 

regard to the English language shall eventually assimilate more completely into China. 

After all, diachronic change is change that shall be realized over time. (Meyerhoff) 

 Another branch that can be added to this discussion regarding synchronic 

variation leading into more permanent diachronic change has to do with English words 

that have not yet become visible in China. By highlighting some words here, we can 

hopefully establish a means to assess the future with regard to this field of research. If 

some of the following words become more visible in Chinese culture in the future, we 

can assume that the trend of adopting and using English (words) has deepened. These 

words have been selected because of the inherent importance they have in regard to 

Chinese culture. They were only visible during the time of the research in their Chinese 

manifestations in visual mediums such as advertisements and television, and were never 

replaced with an English translation when spoken, that is the reason they were selected as 

words that could indicate a synchronic variation in the future.  

 The first word selected was noted because if it is replaced with a foreign word as 

a translation, that would be over-complicating a very straightforward notion that is quite 

Chinese. The system for counting in Chinese is quite unique because the words used to 

express large numbers most commonly divide the number into four decimal places. For 

example, the number 100,000 would be expressed in Chinese as: "十万＂(shíwàn) “ten 

ten thousand.” The phrase "ten ten thousand" is perhaps the least likely to be seen in the 

future in China because it makes a simple notion in Chinese extremely odd in terms of 

number phrasing in many languages (here in English), and because the number system in 

China has no need to change. It should be said that there are, of course, many different 

numeral types and systems throughout the world, which have been created because of 

specific social histories and backgrounds of cultures.166 The differences between them 

have been related to the numeral morphosyntaxes of various languages, which can be 

                                                        
166 After a specific culture has established a case-specific relationship to “commodity-
bound tokens”, Gvozdanović (2), states, as one example of the differences in counting 
systems: “Whereas the Ancient Near Eastern counting is based on factors as expressing 
relations only, the Celtic farming communities count in sets, but have identification of the 
digits only by their place in the series.”  
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either nominal heads or predicates.167 If the number words "ten thousand" or “ten ten 

thousand” are seen in the specific case of English in China in the future, this would be a 

proposed indicator of English's presence in China deepening significantly, yet it would 

not be proposed as something that alters the existing Chinese numeral system.168  

 The following words are all examples of words that are, yet still certainly not 

probable, more likely than "(ten) ten thousand" to surface in China in the future. These 

words are all associated with body parts, with the exception of one word denoting color, 

and also have a plethora of other meanings, as they are used extensively for descriptive 

and verbal phrases in Mandarin Chinese. The five words we will discuss here, "红" ‘red’, 

"心" ‘heart’, "手" ‘hand’, "口" ‘mouth’, and "头" ‘head’, when typed into a Chinese word 

processor on an iPad, elicited 165, 144, 99, 72, and 71 possible combinations of words, 

respectively. The iPad Chinese processor was selected because of its seemingly more 

comprehensive corpus relating to these words, as opposed to certain dictionaries. These 

words can be combined to form an array of different kinds of phrases and compound 

words, including a vast amount of idioms. The five words mentioned above are easy to 

say and write in Mandarin Chinese, and express an incredible range of meanings. 

Although their English manifestations are similarly succinct as well, they were not seen 

in their English forms in visual mediums in (mostly) Fújiàn Province during the time of 

the research, and are not likely to be in the near future. This is most likely because of the 

engrained nature these words have in Chinese culture through their extensive history and 

semantic power. If these words become visible in their English forms in the future in 

China, this can be considered a sign that English is becoming even more influential.  

 As a quick aside on the same topic, another interesting category of terminology 

that would be an indicator of synchronic variation is the set of many more complex and 
                                                        
167 Gvozdanović (95) writes that the conceptual status of number (as a property of 
cumulative ordering as defining a set) is reflected in this varying morphosyntactic 
structure, and mentions Old Russian, as an example of a nominal head numerical system, 
and Dravidian languages, as examples of a predicate system.  
168 A point must be made here that this phenomenon has occurred in other societies and 
their languages, such as the “Nuristan and Dardic borrowing of the Persian word for 
‘thousand’, hazār, so as to fit the highest native vigesimal base…” (Gvozdanović: 105) 
and “…in Lower Sorbian hundert ‘hundred’, a loanword from German, is commoner than 
the inherited Slavonic sto…but this does not imply a modification of the system.” 
(Martínez, 200)  
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conceptual English words which could, but the possibility is quite low, be used further as 

substitutes for Chinese words. The reason these kinds of words are of note is because 

some longer words, and more descriptive conceptual ones, have already made 

appearances in Chinese visual mediums. Some examples of these are the aforementioned, 

as seen in an advertisement, "spiritual" and "journey", as well as the term "lifestyle", 

which was also observed a couple of times in Fújiàn. Although the difficulty of 

comprehension associated with these words is debatable, they are most certainly not 

concise and simple, as was observed with some of the code-mixed English words from 

this research and the case study of Chinese entertainment news in Malaysia. The use of 

the word "lifestyle" in English is actually linguistically logical, because its Chinese 

counterpart is relatively long by Chinese compound word standards, utilizing two 

different compound words, "生活" (shēnghuó) ‘life’, and "方式" (fāngshì) ‘style’, to 

express the full four-character expression. This example can be considered more 

complicated because it is a combination of compound words used to express the word for 

the concept of a way of living. In most cases, the Chinese version of the word is more 

succinct than its English counterpart and therefore is perhaps not viewed as a word which 

may be transformed into something smoother by changing languages, and thus creating 

more chances for the observation of English's presence.  

 However, the more vital argument here relates to words that have less linguistic 

need for change or variation, yet have or could possibly become more tangible in China 

in the future. It should be stated that these were not words that simply appeared in 

English because they were translated directly from Chinese, but instead terms that were 

actually substituted for Chinese words, meaning a person with perfect Chinese, yet 

absolutely no English, would not understand the complete idea the advertisement, in this 

case, was trying to express. The only example that can be photographically supported in 

this regard in this research is the word "family" and its use as the name of a yoga facility 

on the second floor of an alley in an urban district in Lóngyán, Fújiàn Province. The 

strange quality here is that the English word appears first to denote the name of the 

facility, followed by small Chinese characters in parentheses, "菲米丽" (fēimǐlì), 

seemingly serving the only purpose of phonetically supporting the English name. It is 

also important to mention here that the Chinese word for "family", ‘家’ (jiā), is not even 
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seen on the sign, despite it being extremely common, easy to say, and two syllables less 

than its English counterpart. This important example will be visited again in the 

conclusion and can be seen in Appendix D. 

 The enormous convenience chain store, "我爱我家" (wǒ ài wǒ jiā), which could 

translate to "I love my home", or "I love my family", as "家" serves to represent both in 

Chinese, possesses the same exact word in characters, and then its pinyin form 

underneath. The argument that the use of pinyin caters to Latin letter derivative language 

speakers could be used as a counter-argument here, because of its use of letters which are 

all present in these kinds of alphabets. However, the change seen here is that the yoga 

facility's sign presents its name in English followed by written characters and not pinyin, 

in order to elicit a more phonetically correct match with respect to tones, which are not 

seen in the pinyin on the sign. Therefore, this phenomenon the yoga facility’s sign 

represents actually holds English in a higher regard in terms of its status in China, 

because it uses Chinese characters to phonetically support English, as opposed to catering 

to “Western” language speakers who cannot understand written Chinese by using pinyin. 

This is a prime example of synchronic variation, which as mentioned previously, may 

serve as the blossoming buds of permanent linguistic change. If more examples of this 

are seen in the future in China, this will serve as an indicator that the use, presence, and 

influence of English are increasing. The sign of a chain of this store in Xiàmén mentioned 

above can be seen in Appendix D. 

 A final indicator of synchronic change would be the potential advent of larger and 

more complex English words being employed in place of comparatively smaller Chinese 

words which represent the same notion. The example of "family" above serves as a basic 

foundation of this notion, but does not quite capture the scope of linguistic insensibility 

we are targeting. The greater the extent of confusion as to why an English word is used in 

place of a much simpler and easier to produce Chinese word, the greater the proposed 

scale of the presence and use of English in Chinese culture would become. The examples 

below demonstrate words that would be linguistically illogical to replace with their 

English counterparts, because of the sheer enormity of the English word as opposed to its 

Chinese form. The English words "reincarnation" and "modernization", for example, are 

mammoth words, each possessing thirteen letters and five syllables. The Chinese form of 
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“reincarnation” ‘重生’ (chóngshēng) or “投胎”(tóutāi), and “modernization” ‘现代化’ 

(xiàndàihuà), are two and three syllables, respectively, and express the exact same 

meaning.  

 If gigantic English words such as these, with a comparatively smaller (in terms of 

space taken to write) and easier to say Chinese incarnation, become visible in China in 

the future, this can also be taken as a harbinger of synchronic variation and English's 

presence and influence in China becoming more extensive. An example contradictory to 

this, however, is the word "International", which has thirteen letters and is four syllables 

long yet very visible in contemporary China in terms of business signs and 

establishments related to tourism. This word has a simpler Chinese manifestation in terms 

of space taken to write and spoken production time, "国际" (guójì), which has only two 

syllables and characters. This word, which is not completely unique in terms of larger 

English words visible in contemporary China (see visible words such as "spiritual" and 

"lifestyle", as discussed previously), can be considered an exception to the proposed 

theory of conciseness being a key ingredient in selection regarding the current use of 

English words in China. However, it should be stated that the status of English as a lingua 

franca and global language, in all likelihood, contributed to this word being maintained in 

English in China, and other countries for that matter.   

 An important topic that should be discussed here has to do with the benefits and 

harms associated with the presence of foreign languages in certain countries. There has 

been much speculation about whether the presence of foreign languages in any culture is 

advantageous or disadvantageous to the overall well-being of that country.169 Although 

the general response seems to be that the presence of these languages, specifically 

English, in any non-English speaking country is affecting that culture in a negative 

way,170 a few outside factors, and China as it relates to this research, must be considered. 

After analyzing much on the subject, this research hopes to briefly outline a slightly 

different opinion. It does seem as though the English language and its presence within 

                                                        
169 See the BBC Mobile News, Breitbart, Moore (2010), The Global Times, Fang (1990), 
Gunn (2006), Niu & Wolff (2003b), and the Niu & Wolff (2005) sources, included in the 
References section.  
170 As argued by: Pennycook (1995, 2001), Cooke (1988), and Niu & Wolff (2005), as 
referenced in Niu & Wolff (2005: 55). 
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China has affected social and cultural mediums, and perhaps can be referred to as a 

“Trojan Horse.”171 Some researchers have gone as far as to call the way in which a 

language can affect the advancement of a country’s people (in this case specifically 

English in China), linguistic imperialism, because of the manner in which knowledge of 

the language can offer better educational and business opportunities. (Niu & Wolff, 2005: 

55) Although English is the specific target of the article mentioned above, other 

languages are certainly capable of doing this. The imperialistic language is also regarded 

as having an effect on popular culture through its marginalization of the native 

language.172  

Another important issue this research should address is the prediction of which 

words could become visible in China, or at least in Fújiàn Province, in the coming years. 

One example of an English word, which was not encountered much during the participant 

observation portion of the research, but could become an indicator of the expansion of 

English's presence within China, especially in terms of Fújiàn Province, is the word 

"say." This word would most likely gain popularity in Fújiàn Province, if at all, because 

of the phonetic system of the Mǐnnán dialect, or 闽南话 (Mǐnnán Huà), one of the local 

languages spoken widely in Fújiàn.173 In the Mǐnnán language, which is not mutually 

intelligible174 from standardized Mandarin, the phrase "(I'm) sorry" /pʌɪ//seɪ/, if we 

highlight the second word in the phrase, which is a word of high frequency in the Mǐnnán 

language based on the large extent to which it was heard during the research, could 

potentially be an igniter of linguistic variation because of its similarity to the English 

word "say." Therefore, this English word is believed to be a prime candidate to become 

more visible and audible in many of the aforementioned entertainment mediums and in 

local culture, especially in Fújiàn Province. The same could also be said of the English 

word “saucy”, perhaps used in the future around Fújiàn Province, because of its phonetic 

similarity to the Mǐnnán word for “keys”, pronounced in a manner roughly equivalent to 

                                                        
171 meaning a language that: “may be welcomed initially in a country but then cause 
concern as it dominates the native language(s) and cultures”, as mentioned by Cooke 
(1988), in Niu & Wolff (2005: 55). 
172 According to: Niu & Wolff (2005: 55). 
173 As classified by the research of Tang & van Heuven (2009: Fig. 1, 712).  
174 See footnote 4 for an explanation of “mutual intelligibility.”  
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the combination of the English words “saw” and “see.”  

 Before expounding the conclusions this research makes, it is important to include 

one final note regarding entertainment language. It must be stated that the language 

involved in the entertainment and media mediums in China, and in general, cannot be 

considered as formal a linguistic sphere as fields such as education and academia. 

However, although the register175 of the language in this field is found lacking in terms of 

formality, it allows for code-mixing to exist because of its less formal nature, collectively 

establishing a more vibrant linguistic situation through the creative nature in which 

(foreign and national) languages are used. (Lau et al., 4) The language used in 

entertainment channels allows a certain leeway because of its more informal nature, and 

thus the English that appears in this area can be viewed as a more specialized and focused 

occurrence, as well as a means to add a sense of modernity to the field through its use in 

code-mixing. (Lau et al., 4) This “uniqueness” that the entertainment and media field 

possesses is also a large reason as to why it was selected for analysis in this research. As 

a final point, the lack of formality associated with the use of language in this field should 

not be thought of as being somehow irrelevant in scholarly terms, as this field is directly 

related to linguistics (through the fresh linguistic combinations it helps create) and social 

processes (through its transmission to numerous amounts of peoples via mass media).  
 

7. Conclusions 
 The first conclusion this research shall attempt to make has to do with the 

background of English in China and how this has affected the language’s current 

presence and status in China. As mentioned originally in the background section, the first 

traces of English’s introduction in an educational context in China date back to the 19th 

century in Macao, within the timeline of the late Qing dynasty. Apart from English, it 

must be clarified that other foreign languages {most notably Japanese (see footnote 27 as 

well as 176) and Russian} also had a visible presence in China around this time, and of 

                                                        
175 A term used by Nik (1988) to mean the style of how a language is used, stated in Lau 
et al., (2011: 4).  
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course, later on.176 Since this introduction of English as one of the foreign languages 

present in China, it has gradually become a larger and larger part of Chinese culture via 

its spread to most areas of the country by means of the large industry of English language 

education and some realms of English language-influenced entertainment. However, 

within the past four decades, the spread of English has increased rapidly in comparison to 

the previous two centuries of its history in China, especially in regard to its visibility and 

the extent of the use of English abbreviations. (Wang & Yang, 2006: 47) If the language 

did not have a history of being present in China before the late 1970s reformation 

policies, which famously “opened” China to the rest of the world in a sense, the scope of 

its visibility today would most likely not be as extensive. The background of English in 

China, along with its status as an established leading global language, have both 

contributed greatly to its current visible position in China. Before continuing to the next 

area, it must be stated that much of the information discussed thus far in the research is 

more applicable to the youth demographic in China, and this must be considered here as 

much of the findings included in this section relate more to this generation.  

 The reverence or prestige granted to the English language in some channels of 

contemporary Chinese entertainment and media, such as popular music and certain 

advertisements, also reflects an acceptance and respect for the language and indicates that 

the amount and scope of English, more so than other foreign languages in China, shall 

probably become more extensive in the future. Other reasons for this predicted expanding 

presence shall be discussed later. Although the expansion of English’s presence in China 

in the near future is a definite prediction of this research, it absolutely must be noted that 

its acceptance most certainly cannot be considered a given.  

In relation to the Chinese resistance to foreign language presence in China 

described in the discussion section, a concluding point shall be made here in regard to 

                                                        
176 Lee (1999: 315) states, in regard to the influence Japan and Japanese had on 
Shànghǎi: “The North China Sea was traversed constantly by Chinese and Japanese 
intellectuals, writers, and students from around 1900 on…Most of the seminal terms and 
concepts of Western literature came from Japan.” Magner (1974: 385) writes, in regard to 
the displacement of Russian as the most popular foreign language to study in China: 
“English and Russian have undergone a dramatic shift with English replacing Russian, 
beginning with the Sino-Soviet break in the 60s, as the most popular foreign language.”  
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the attempts to eliminate foreign text and its appearances in certain channels of Chinese 

culture. These resisting actions have not rid the country and its publications of the 

foreign languages, showing that the roots and influence that these languages, with a 

particular emphasis on English, have in China are already too deep to eradicate.177 The 

claim relevant to the research question at hand here is that the presence of these foreign 

words and abbreviations has become extensive to the point of their now seemingly 

permanent existence in certain cultural mediums, based on their continued presence 

despite attempts to eliminate them. This research argues that this trend will not change 

anytime soon, and these words and abbreviations will most likely be used to a greater 

extent in the near future in China. These deep roots associated with foreign, especially 

English words, along with the lucrative nature and health of English language education 

in China, as well as the social desires of the country to become more powerful 

internationally and economically successful, nearly guarantee the continued presence 

and probable expanding presence of English in the near future in China. It can also be 

argued that the presence of English is beneficial to China in the future in order for the 

country to become stronger in internationally economic terms, as arguments have been 

also made against the probability of a world invested in learning Mandarin to 

accommodate China as opposed to maintaining the use of English in international 

business.178 This is a difficult topic to speculate about, however the continued presence 

and use of English in China and for international business purposes does seem probable, 

despite entertaining the Chinese language learning comparative element in this case, 

                                                        
177 This has been supported recently by online articles in the public domain in China: “全
民英语在中国搞了许多年了，也受到了全国许多的批评与反对，但全民英语就是积
习难改。为什么积习难改，一个重要的原因，就在于教育部中国要为美国等西方国
家培养后备人才。” (“全民英语积习难改，一个重要的原因，就在于为美国培养后
备人才.”{“General English: An Old Habit That Dies Hard. An Important Reason For 
This Lies Within Training Talented People For the U.S.”} 2008. Web. 
http://www.weiweikl.com/WHZB59.htm), retrieved 31 March 2012. {“General English 
has been in China for a number of years, and has received much criticism and resistance 
from the entire country, but General English is an old habit that dies hard. Why is it an 
old habit that dies hard? An important reason lies in the Chinese education department’s 
desire to train/develop talented people for the U.S. and other Western countries.”}    
178As is argued by Niu & Wolff (2003a: 10). 
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which seems to be in its beginnings in terms of cultural export and diffusion, as 

opposed to English’s more well-established presence in China and other countries.  

It is now time to link the concept of nationalism described in the discussion 

section to the specific case of China in a conclusive manner. The connection here seems 

to point towards the strongest modern feelings of Chinese innateness (nationalism) as 

sprouting during revolutions which occurred alongside calls to reform something which 

is uniquely Chinese: the Chinese script. Five instances of intense Chinese nationalism 

have been argued to coincide with periods of the greatest interest in reforming the 

Chinese script.179 We may say generally that nationalism is, among other things, a 

process that unites people with their country and creates a national identity.180 In recent 

Chinese history, this has become synonymous with attempts to reform the country’s 

language. The status of Mandarin as a linguistically vital language seems to have been 

questioned during these periods of reform, otherwise why call to reform it?  

 A people’s self-doubt in their language’s vitality can cause them to glance 

elsewhere for guidance, and this leads to a more tolerant opinion of another language’s 

presence within a culture. Foreign languages, most notably English as a global lingua 

franca, have already seeped into Chinese culture. Part of the reason for their and its 

ability to do so relates to the force of nationalism, specifically in China, leading to calls 

for language reform. If the sense of national identity grows in China, which seems 

probable based on its growing importance on the world stage, perhaps the extent of the 

use of foreign languages, most notably English because of its status as a leading global 

language, will increase there as well. This is another reason contributing to the proposed 

notion of the extent and use of foreign languages, most likely English, increasing in 

China in the coming years.  

Before analyzing the sociolinguistic part of this conclusion, it is prudent to first, 

albeit succinctly, restate the reasons behind the argument for the presence of English in 

                                                        
179 Noted by DeFrancis (219) as: “the reform movement of 1898, the Revolution of 1911, 
the May 4th movement of 1919, the Revolution of 1926-27, and the Anti-Japanese 
movement of the mid-thirties that culminated in the War of Resistance.” 
180 Smith (1993: 71) argues: “In the ‘modernist’ image of the nation it is nationalism that 
creates national identity.”  
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particular becoming more extensive and widely used in China in the future. These 

reasons include: the failed attempts to eliminate English words and abbreviations from 

Chinese society and how these abbreviations in particular render Chinese linguistic 

processes more convenient, the increasing presence of “lettered words” in Chinese 

dictionaries, the prestige associated with the English language in particular, the large 

extent of the range of the language’s use within social, entertainment, and media contexts 

and especially amongst Chinese youth, and the sociolinguistic concept of idiolects and 

some examples of revealing synchronic variation, which are indicators of linguistic 

situations poised to become more permanent over time. Now it is time to analyze the 

section of this conclusion relating most prominently to sociolinguistics.  

Although much has been said regarding English, its current extensiveness in 

China, and the probability of it becoming even more extensive in terms of its visibility 

and use in upcoming years, it is necessary to consider another side of this issue as well. 

This is where the sociolinguistic concept of vitality, among others to be mentioned later, 

becomes quite crucial. The definition and a framework outlining indicators of linguistic 

vitality can be seen on page 17. Even though Mandarin can be viewed as being a 

language possessing vitality according to the definition and indicators mentioned in the 

discussion section, this research postulates that foreign languages have affected Mandarin 

in this regard, especially with reference to the use of English in Chinese entertainment 

and media fields, although local Chinese languages have contributed to this as well.181 

The continued use of other languages, most specifically English, in Chinese media outlets 

is argued to be a contributor to the weakening of the vitality of Mandarin in the future, 

although the scope of this proposed continuation should not be viewed as extensive. 
 The next conclusion poses that the examples delineated on pages 146-151 in the 

discussion section could or would be considered examples of synchronic variation, and if 

these examples become more visible or begin to surface in China in upcoming years, they 

could be considered indicators of a permanent linguistic change denoting the increasing 

                                                        
181 Gunn (2006: 207) also discusses that, along with languages of globalization, local 
Chinese varieties have disseminated into Mandarin via the Chinese media, weakening the 
status of the national language. Gunn goes on to mention that there has of course been a 
rush to learn English in China, and this may affect the use of local languages in a 
negative way, even to the point of their extinction, although this seems unlikely.  
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extent of English, in terms of usage and influence, in China. The most significant of these 

examples is the use of the English language on the sign of the yoga facility, mentioned in 

the discussion section. This example is so intriguing because a role reversal has taken 

place: English is now the language being phonetically catered to in this example, as a 

person with Chinese and no English could still read the characters and produce an 

extremely similar-sounding phrase to the English name of the business. It can be argued 

that English is the linguistically more prestigious, or high language, here because it is 

being respected by being mentioned first and using the standard native language, which 

does not even closely represent the meaning of family, to imitate the sound of the English 

word. 

 It is now time to shift focus and discuss parts of this conclusion more related to 

what was observed during the time of the research in terms of current linguistic trends in 

China with regard to the research question at hand. Throughout the section of the 

research devoted to English language usage in mediums of contemporary Chinese 

entertainment and media, many words, phrases, and initialisms appeared. A large portion 

of these words appeared in multiple mediums, meaning they were not isolated to solely 

television, but were also visible in literature, for example. These overlapping words can 

be seen in Appendix E. The majority of these words, and the larger group of words 

including ones that only surfaced in one medium, but quite extensively in that medium, 

shared many similarities. These related characteristics included brevity; in terms of the 

amount of letters and syllables a word possessed, positivity; in relation to the overall 

meanings the words expressed, simplicity; with regard to the lack of difficulty associated 

with producing these words verbally or in print, and finally visibility; in terms of the 

extent of their presence in one or multiple media or entertainment mediums. Some of 

these words were English words used and seen at high frequencies, and also possessed an 

implication associated with high class or high quality (which can be related to linguistic 

prestige), also noted in Lau et al.’s (2011) research, which even featured an abbreviation 

mentioned in this research.182 One of the most intriguing trends observed was the extent 

                                                        
182 In this 2011 research, the phrase “No.1” is highlighted as an abbreviation often code-
mixed in Chinese business advertisements in Malaysia to express the quality of the item 
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of the presence of English abbreviations in China, in terms of being physically present on 

any given street, or their visibility within any given media or entertainment vein. A large 

amount of the abbreviations visible during this research has also been noted by other 

researchers, even to the point of their, and the English language’s, visibility in China 

being called ubiquitous. (Wang & Yang, 2006: 47)  
 This phenomenon was determined not to be isolated to abbreviations, but also 

particular words and phrases. Some of the most visible and therefore noteworthy 

examples, whether solely, yet extensively, present in one medium or in multiple mediums, 

were: “SPA”, “HOLD”, “High”, “VIP”, “CEO”, “Hip-Hop”, “Club”, “No. 1”, “Power”, 

“Baby”, “Party”, “Pose”, and “TOP.” Some of the above words, such as “SPA” and 

“HOLD”, should be considered candidates to represent examples of synchronic variation, 

as discussed previously in the discussion section, because of the extent to which they 

have appeared on business signs and in magazines/newspapers, respectively. If these two 

words were to become more visible in other sections of Chinese entertainment and media, 

this could be a sign that they are becoming more horizontally extensive, meaning their 

reach incorporates more than one or two mediums, thus making their presence in Chinese 

culture more extensive. If this trend is witnessed in the near future, this would also be a 

kind of indicator that English’s presence in China is expanding. However, it should be 

noted that the word “SPA” was only understood by 70% of the participants who 

answered the questionnaire, perhaps indicating that the presence of the word in only a 

single medium may affect comprehension rates.  

 Another relevant conclusion of this research is related more to the sociolinguistic 

concepts of word borrowing, code-mixing, and code-switching in contemporary China. 

All of these were discovered to be quite active in China, although code-switching was 

generally visible to a lesser extent, except in the medium of contemporary Chinese 

cinema. To begin, China has borrowed and used many words from English, yet this 

exchange has remained more of a one-sided affair, as there are only a few examples of 

Chinese phrases that have been directly translated, not phonetically borrowed, to 

                                                        
advertised. It is also regarded as an accepted format in written advertisements. (Lau et al., 
2011: 5)  
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English.183 There are many more examples of both phonetic loan words, and words that 

have been loaned on the basis of a direct translation, than the fourteen that are listed in 

this research. Although this is not a direct instance of English words being visible in 

China, it must be mentioned because of their phonetic, and to a lesser extent semantic, 

similarities.   

 Almost every time English was observed in a cultural, media, or entertainment 

channel, the language was interjected in a way befitting the sociolinguistic concept of 

code-mixing. Lau et al.’s case study mentioned above also highlighted this as being quite 

prevalent, as opposed to the “rare” use of code-switching in Chinese entertainment news. 

(Lau et al., 2011: 4) Almost all of the English initialisms, words, and (yet to a lesser 

extent) phrases witnessed in every medium discussed in this research were “sprinkled” 

into a sentence, meaning that a single English word, or a string of words, were often 

placed into an otherwise Mandarin Chinese sentence, whether in a visual or aural mode 

(relating to code-mixing and not code-switching). There are no signs that this trend will 

discontinue; in fact, with the continuous existence and probable expansion of the extent 

of English in China in the near future, the frequency of code-mixing in Chinese 

entertainment, media, and common conversations will most likely increase. Lau et al. 

(2011) also discussed how 86.5% of the participants polled in that research said that they 

frequently code-mixed popular English words which had been used in Chinese 

entertainment news, reflecting a tendency to use English words visible in that medium in 

everyday conversations. (Lau et al., 2011: 8) The example of “Open” in this text relates 

to the aforementioned proclivity, because as this word became more visible, it was code-

mixed in conversations more often. This research proposes that this is most likely due to 

differences in English language proficiencies,184 as more code-switching behavior was 

observed in Sweden, the country where this paper was written, and in the cinema (and to 

a lesser extent literature) section of this research, which involves many films and actors 
                                                        
183 As Yun & Jia state: “Although short-lived, some CPE (Chinese Pidgin English) has 
found its way into the vocabulary of English, as for example the idiomatic expressions 
“No can do” and “Long time no see”.” (Yun & Jia, 2003: 42) 
184 Although this general phenomenon has been noted by Poplack (1980: 597): “While 
speakers who are dominant in one language show a strong tendency to switch into L2 
from an L1 base, more balanced bilinguals often alternate base languages within the same 
discourse.” 
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from Hong Kong. These two places scored much higher than mainland China in terms of 

English proficiency scores, ranking fourth and eleventh out of forty-four countries that 

were analyzed in this manner, with Sweden reportedly having a “very high English 

proficiency” and Hong Kong having a “moderate English proficiency.”185  This may very 

well be a reason why English was found to be mixed more often in full sentences and 

phrases in these places, as opposed to the case-specific code-mixing of single or some 

English words witnessed in many cultural mediums in China, which ranked 29th with a 

“low English proficiency.”186  
 It must also be stated that many of the examples of English that were uncovered 

in these entertainment/media mediums during the research appeared at important 

moments. That is to say, if these English words were omitted, the meaning of the 

sentence would be vague in some cases. This was most prominent within the mediums of 

literature and music, however it could also be applied to the mediums of television and 

cinema as well, due to the multiple observations of English words placed in important 

slots of certain sentences. Although this point will not be elaborated on to a great extent, 

it is important to note because it reminds us that English, when code-mixed, was 

sometimes more than an exotic alternative, but actually co-operated with Mandarin in a 

symbiotic way to form a complete idea using two languages. If English was removed 

from these sentences, especially those examples from the literature and music sections, 

the audience of that particular medium would be left wondering about what the sentence 

meant exactly. The linguistic concept of prestige, discussed in detail earlier, must be 

reiterated here to make a connection to the academic field. It should be noted that English, 

in some of the examples discussed from the entertainment/media section, could and 

should be regarded as the “high” functioning language because of the important role it is 

both given (by mostly young Chinese artists and people) and plays within these forms of 

Chinese art and entertainment. This connection also reflects the extent to which English 

has become used in China, and its important status in the country.  

 The next conclusion relates to the questionnaire portion of the research. Although 

all of the key findings from this section were recorded earlier, albeit briefly, it is prudent 

                                                        
185 All according to Katsos (2011).  
186 According to Katsos (2011). 
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to summarize the most vital ones here. It should be admitted that the pool of participants 

polled was relatively small (when compared to other research done), yet it is believed that 

the findings remain relevant because enough of the questionnaires were completed, and 

some of the most enlightening answers submitted reflected the opinions or attitudes of the 

vast majority of the twenty-one young (aged twenty-seven to thirty-five) participants.  

 The most staggering findings of the questionnaire related to the majority of the 

participants believing that the extent of the use of the English language in today’s China 

was absolutely larger than it was ten years ago, that English has a large effect on Chinese 

media in general, that English will absolutely be used more extensively in the China of 

ten years from now, and that English has a necessity to exist in all mediums of 

contemporary Chinese media. The participants were mostly divided about whether or not 

English had an effect on specific media and entertainment mediums, with the exception 

of literature, which they felt remained generally unaffected by English. The word 

comprehension portion of the questionnaire also yielded some interesting and relevant 

results. The words that were understood by all twenty participants included: “Love”, 

“Happy”, “High”, “Open”, “Family”, and “Sorry”, while the terms that were understood 

by 95% of the participants included: “Song”, “Cool”, “Key”, “Party”, “Wonderful”, 

“Stop”, “Baby”, “VIP”, and “Business.”  Seven of these terms (“Love”, “High”, “Open”, 

“Party”, “Stop”, “Baby”, and “VIP”) appeared in multiple entertainment and/or media 

mediums, likely contributing to their level of comprehension. Five of these words contain 

only one syllable, a possible reason for their use in these mediums. This reflects that 

some of the words that were comprehended by the vast majority of Chinese youth in the 

participant pool were also visible in multiple mediums of media and/or entertainment, 

and contained one syllable. However, this is by no means definitive, as only some of the 

English words in the research fit these criteria. Of the English words most visible in 

China according to this research, most of them are not seven letters, which Kucera & 

Francis’s (1967)187 research concludes is the most frequent amount of letters English 

words have (see Appendix B), but seem to fall in the four to six letter range. Although 

this is still very close to what Sigurd et al.’s (2009) research regarded as the optimal 

                                                        
187 From: Kučera, H. & Francis, W. Computational analysis of present-day American 
English. Providence, RI: Brown University Press, 1967. Print.  
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range for word identification (see Appendix A), it is interesting to note that many of the 

words visible throughout the research were slightly more concise than this.188 As many of 

the English words that were visible in various Chinese entertainment and media mediums 

throughout this research were near the optimal range for word identification while 

managing to be relatively short, it follows that they are likely to be read and understood 

quite quickly.  

 However, if the frequency of many of these English words is considered, we can 

extract a more stable conclusion for this aspect of the research. High-frequency English 

words are proposed to appear at a ratio of 136.1/million words, whereas low-frequency 

words are proposed to appear at a ratio of 1.2/million words. (Liu & Perfetti, 2003) To 

begin, according to a list of the five hundred most common English words, eighteen of 

the thirty-six words (including “SPA”, which was extremely visible but only in one 

medium) that are generally highly visible in multiple media or entertainment mediums 

are some of the most frequently used English words in general. These words are: “One” 

(#23), “Look” (#75), “Number” (#86), “Show” (#119), “Good” (#121), “Boy” (#146), 

“High” (#174), “World” (#195), “Stop” (#250), “Open” (#251), “Girl” (#303), “Pose” 

(#320), “Song” (#322), “Top” (#347), “Hold” (#362), “Love” (#387), “Power” (#402), 

and “Yeah” (#486).189 Many other words that were mentioned in this research, such as 

“Call”, “Work”, “Only”, “Run”, “Idea”, and “Family” were also on this list.190  

 This shows that half of the most important English words throughout this report 

were also among the most common English words, which take much less time to identify 

                                                        
188 See full quote from Rayner (1998) that supports the statement that follows this 
footnote on page 68 of this text.  
189 According to World-English (http://www.world-english.org/english500.htm), their 
information was: “Based on the combined results of British English, American English 
and Australian English surveys of contemporary sources in English: newspapers, 
magazines, books, TV, radio and real life conversations - the language as it is written and 
spoken today.” 
190 Although admittedly a bit of a tangent, an interesting component to this, according to 
Suen (1986), ranks the Chinese word for “America”, ‘美国’, as #117 on a corpus of the 
most frequently used 6,321 Chinese words, with ‘water’ (#121) seen less often than 
‘America’, showing the incredible extent of the word’s use in Chinese, even twenty-six 
years in the past.  
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than less frequent English words do.191 Research has been done, testing visual recognition 

times of various English words with Chinese readers, concluding that high-frequency 

English words produced only left occipital activation in the brain, but low-frequency ones 

triggered bilateral activation, which was associated with a later and longer time needed 

for activating these words.192 The logical conclusion here is that a possible reason for the 

significant presence of high-frequency English words in Chinese media/entertainment 

mediums is because of the faster speed at which they are understood and identified 

because of their high frequency of use, as opposed to less frequent words, which take 

relatively longer for Chinese-dominant readers to identify. Half of the most visible 

English words in this research fit this group, as they were of a high frequency, found in 

mediums of Chinese entertainment/media, and can be recognized faster than less frequent 

words. However, it must be made clear that the proposed high-and low-frequency words 

were cited from a study completed in 1967, even though the article cited in this research 

(Liu & Perfetti), was published in 2003. This part of the conclusion is simply meant as an 

observation and possible explanation for why these high-frequency words are visible in 

Chinese entertainment and media mediums.   

 Perhaps future research can further investigate the syllables, word length, and 

visibility of English words in these or other mediums to attempt to obtain more grounded 

and current information. As of now, this can only be considered an observation, yet many 

of these visible words are quite short in terms of their relation to words seen at a higher 

frequency {the most visible being words of the six to nine letter variety, according to 

Sigurd et al. (2009)}. Another potential topic for future research would be a deeper 

analysis of some of the synchronic variations outlined above. Perhaps if these trends 

become more visible in China in the future, this could further support the argument that 

English will also continue to be used at a higher frequency in the future.  

The criteria outlined in the discussion section above, regarding the presence of 

foreign languages being advantageous or not to a certain country, can be related to the 

specific case of the English language in China, which does reflect linguistic imperialism 

and the negativity that can be attached to it, as has hopefully been attested to in some 

                                                        
191 According to Liu & Perfetti (2003: 174).  
192 According to Liu & Perfetti (2003: 174).  
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areas of this research. It does seem as though some parts of Chinese culture have in fact 

been compromised in order to allow the English language, and some of the English-

speaking world’s culture, to gain a foothold in China, and this has seemed to be met with 

some resistance.193 Furthermore, linguistically, the extent of the English language’s 

presence does seem rather parasitic in regard to Mandarin’s vitality in the future. 

However, it should be noted that learning a new language can be quite beneficial in many 

ways (economically and otherwise), especially one considered to be a lingua franca and 

even a leading global language. What must be considered here is whether the presence of 

English in China is connected to the future development and success of the country. This 

researcher’s argument here is that, although rather unfortunately, it seems to be. It should 

be expressed that this research does not argue that the English language will severely 

harm Chinese culture, yet it seems to be en route to creating a fairly linguistically and 

culturally mixed society, if it has not already, mostly in quite populated cities. This could 

be considered an exciting and intriguing development for future linguistic analysis, but 

must be cautiously considered, so as not to further damage the purity of one of the 

world’s most culturally interesting, historic, and powerful nations.  

 Although this section has elaborated much on the conclusions this research sets 

out to make, it is now time to directly answer the research question at hand. The English 

language should be currently regarded as a visible language in contemporary China. It is 

most certainly not even somewhat used in official capacities such as government and law, 

yet it can be considered a viable linguistic alternative in fields of Chinese social 

interaction and entertainment/media. The extent of its presence in China is vast, but only 

depending on which scale one bases this on. This research has a goal of arguing that the 

extent of English’s presence in China is quite large in terms of its widespread range on a 

horizontal scale, meaning that it is visible in many different entertainment, media, and 

cultural mediums, yet only a few specific words are extremely visible in a single 

particular medium (such as “SPA” on business signs and “HOLD” in newspapers and 

magazines), which is what is meant by a vertical scale. The only sections, from this 

                                                        
193 However, there are certainly aspects of Chinese culture which remain “pure”, as a 
great amount of material from the entertainment/media mediums was observed to be 
solely in Chinese, as was much material observed in the more social field of this research.  
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researcher’s opinion, that could be considered as possessing both a highly horizontal 

(meaning in many varieties of) and vertical (meaning being visible to a great extent in) 

presence of English are newspapers/magazines and advertisements/business signs in 

contemporary China. All of the other mediums in China, whether they be entertainment, 

media, or social, do not possess the same amount of depth in regard to the extent of the 

use of English and its appearance in many different varieties of the medium. However, 

the social medium of daily conversation should be mentioned as being somewhat close to 

this threshold, but only in terms of extremely common English words that have become 

part of contemporary Chinese society, such as: “Hello” (‘哈罗’,“hāluó” in Mandarin is 

phonetically similar but still not identical), “Bye-Bye” (although this example also has a 

Chinese version:“拜拜”‘bāibāi’, which is phonetically identical to the English version), 

and “OK.” This research hopes to show that the extent of English in China is currently 

more horizontal, yet the predictions made regarding the probable continued expansion of 

English relates to English becoming more visible, abundant, and used in a deeper, or 

more vertical, fashion.  

  Please consult the appendices below for the photographs of many of the English 

words mentioned above. 

 

 
7. Appendices 

 
Appendix A: {from Sigurd et al. (2009)}Word Length vs. Average Reaction Time 
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Appendix B: {From: Kučera, H. & Francis, W. Computational analysis of present-day 
American English. Providence, RI: Brown University Press, 1967. Print., yet found in 
Sigurd et al. (2009)} Word Length vs. Type Frequency 
 

 
 
Appendix C: Photographs From the Chinese Television Medium  
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Appendix D: Photographs From the Chinese Advertisements/Business Signs Medium 
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Appendix E: List of Target Words 
 
 
Words That Appeared in Multiple Chinese Media/Entertainment/ Cultural Mediums 

Literature Film Music Television 

Newspapers 
& 
Magazines 

Advertise-
ments & 
Business 
Signs 

Kiss, Baby, 
Light, 
Model, 
Fashion, 
Jazz, Fuck, 
Power, 
Hip-Hop, 
High, 
Enjoy, E-
mail, CD, 
VCD, Good 

Yeah!, 
Stop, 
Model, 
CEO, 
Party, 
VIP, Love, 
Boy, Girl, 
Pose, 
Look, 
Thank 
You 

TV, Baby, 
Love, 
Yeah!, 
Feel, 
Stop, 
Boy, Girl, 
World, 
Look, 
Kiss, 
Party 

Good, 
Thank 
You, 
HOLD, 
Power, 
Pose, Jazz, 
Show, 
Top, High, 
Ipod, Baby 

HOLD, 
CEO, 
Party, VIP, 
Pose, 
Look, 
Enjoy, 
Ipod,     
No. 1 

Fashion, 
HOLD, 
VIP, 
Show, 
Top, 
Power, 
CEO, 
World, 
No. 1, 
Open, 
Stop 

Cultural Medium: Conversation: High, Open, Fuck, 
Yeah!      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix F: Questionnaire (Simplified Chinese)  
 
请注意：对于第4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17 问题，每个选项从0开始递增
到100%，您可以根据您自身和情况选择适合您的选项. 谢谢您! (比方说，对于第四
个问题，如果觉得您的英文水平非常好，但是没有"完全流利"这么好，您可选 5) 选
项...如果觉得您英文水平算是‘会一点点’ 的话，最适合的选项可能是 2) 选项， 
因为 2) 比 1) "一点都不会" 的水平好一点... 
 
1. 您几岁？ 
2. 您是哪里人？ 
3. 您做什么工作？  
4. 您的英文水平怎么样？ 
1) 一点都不会.    2).    3).    4).    5).    6) 完全流利  
5. 您常常使用英文吗？ 
1)特别少.   2).      3).     4).     5).        6)每天都使用. 
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5a.  您在什么情况下使用英语？这些情况经不经常发生？(如果您不会英文的话，
可忽略这个问题) 
 
 
 
 
6.  一般来说，您觉得在目前中国使用英文的范围广不广泛？ 
1) 特别不广泛.    2).     3).     4).      5).     6) 特别广泛 
 
7. 对您来说，英文在十年前的中国使用的范围比现在广泛吗？ 
1) 比现在不广泛得多.    2).     3).     4).     5).     6) 比现在广泛得多 
 
8. 您觉得英文在中国媒体方面上有什么影响？ 
1) 没有什么影响.  2).     3).    4).     5).     6) 有特别大的影响 
 
9. 您觉得英文在中国的音乐方面上有什么影响？ 
1) 没有什么影响.  2).     3).    4).     5).     6) 有特别大的影响 
 
10. 您觉得英文在中国的电影方面上有什么影响？ 
1) 没有什么影响.  2).     3).    4).     5).     6) 有特别大的影响 
 
11. 您觉得英文在中国的电视节目方面上有什么影响？ 
1) 没有什么影响.  2).     3).    4).     5).     6) 有特别大的影响 
 
12. 您觉得英文在中国的文学方面上有什么影响？ 
1) 没有什么影响.  2).     3).    4).     5).     6) 有特别大的影响 
 
13. 您觉得英文在中国的新闻方面上有什么影响？ 
1) 没有什么影响.  2).     3).    4).     5).     6) 有特别大的影响 
 
 
14. 英文对中国哪个娱乐界影响最大？(比方说：电视，电影，音乐，等等) 
 
15. 英文对中国哪种媒体影响最大? (比方说：广告，报纸，网络，杂志，等等) 
 
16.  您觉得英文在未来十年后的中国会不会更广泛的被使用？ 
1) 绝对不会.    2).    3).    4).    5).    6) 绝对会 
 
17. 在您看来，英语有没有必要存在目前中国的各个媒体? 
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1) 绝对没有     2).    3).    4).    5).    6) 绝对有 
 
18. 您知道以下英文词的意思吗？如果知道的话，请在你懂的单词上打勾 
Club.    Song.    Love.    Happy.    High.    Cool.    Open.    Key.    Party.    Feeling.      
Microphone.      Spa.      Family.      Melody.     Lonely.     Destiny.     Spiritual.     
Wonderful.     Attack.      Download.        Slogan.     Positive.     Ecstatic.     Experiment.     
Terrifying.       Stop.      Exciting.     Music.      Memory.      Care.     Trend.     GDP.      
Clairvoyance.     Entertainment.     History.     Internet.     Journey.     Improvise.     
Design.      Reincarnation.     Baby.      VIP.      Modern.      Advertisement.      Fantasy.     
Dance.      Respect.      Sorry.      Fashion.      Business.      Melancholy.      Relationship.      
Money.      Catharsis.      Anomaly.      Transportation.      Media.      Entertainment.      
Keep.      Model.      Hold.      Report.      Thank You.       
 
19. 您对英文有什么看法？ 
 
Appendix G: Questionnaire (English Version) 
 
Please Note: In regard to questions 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16 and 17, every choice 
increases progressively from 0 to 100%, you may select the most appropriate choice 
according to yourself and the situation. Thank you! (For example, in regard to the fourth 
question, if you think your English level is very good, but not at the level of “complete 
fluentness”, you can select the 5) choice…if you feel your English level is considered to 
be at the level of “a little bit”, the most appropriate choice for you is probably the 2) 
choice, because the 2) choice is a little better than the 1) choice of “no English”… 
 

1. How old are you? 
2. Where are you from? 
3. What kind of work do you do? 
4. What is your level of English? 1) None  2)  3)  4)  5)  6) completely fluent 
5. Do you often use English? 1) very rarely  2)  3)  4)  5)  6) everyday  

      5a. In what situations do you use English? Do these situations often occur? (If you do 
not know English, you may ignore this question)  

6. Generally speaking, do you feel that the present scope of the use of English in 
China is extensive or not? 1) especially not extensive  2) 3) 4) 5) 6) especially 
extensive 

7. In your opinion, was the scope of the extent of the use of English in China ten 
years ago more extensive than it is now? 1) Much less extensive than it is now 2) 
3) 4) 5) 6) Much more extensive than it is now 

8. What kind of influence do you think English has on Chinese media? 1) No 
influence at all 2) 3) 4) 5) 6) An especially large influence 

9. What kind of influence do you think English has on Chinese music? 1) No 
influence at all 2) 3) 4) 5) 6) An especially large influence 

10. What kind of influence do you think English has on Chinese films? 1) No 
influence at all 2) 3) 4) 5) 6) An especially large influence 

11. What kind of influence do you think English has on Chinese television programs? 
1) No influence at all 2) 3) 4) 5) 6) An especially large influence 
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12. What kind of influence do you think English has on Chinese literature? 1) No 
influence at all 2) 3) 4) 5) 6) An especially large influence  

13. What kind of influence do you think English has on Chinese news? 1) No 
influence at all 2) 3) 4) 5) 6) An especially large influence 

14. What medium of Chinese entertainment does English have the largest influence 
on? (For example: Television, Films, Music, Etc.)  

15. Which Chinese media medium does English have the largest influence on? (For 
example: Advertisements, Newspapers, Internet, Magazines, Etc.)  

16. Do you feel that English will be used more extensively in the China of ten years 
from now? 1) Absolutely not 2) 3) 4) 5) 6) Absolutely 

17. In your view, does English have a necessity to exist in all mediums of current 
Chinese media? 1) Absolutely not 2) 3) 4) 5) 6) Absolutely  

18. Do you know the following English words? If you do, please check the ones that 
you understand. (Please consult the words listed for this question on the above 
Chinese version of the questionnaire) 

19. What is your opinion of English?  
 Thank you!  
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